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ON CERTAIN KEY PROBLEMS OF INFORMATION

SCIENCE.

(PREFACE)

The collection of articles «Problems of Information Sci-
ence» (F ID 478) is the second publication of this kind is-
sued by the FID Research Committee «Theoretical Basis of
Information». (FID/RI). The first collection had a similar
title «Theoretical Problems of Infformatics» (FID 435)
and came off the press in 1968.

The present collection consists of 12 papers written by
15 authors from 9 countries. The collection embraces most
of the crucial problems facing modern information scien-
ce and scientific information activities, ranging from in-
formation needs of scientists and specialists to the specific
aspects of computerization of various information proces-
ses.

The first paper «Studies of Information Needs» is by P.
Atanasiu (Socialist Republic of Rumania). It reviews the
main methods of studying this important problem of mo-
dern information science. In recent years, however, there
has been a tendency towards a relative decrease in the
number of studies devoted to this problem.. For instance, in
November 1961 «Current Research and Development in
Scientific Documentation» reported 39 projects or studies
of information needs and uses; in November 1958-1962;
in November 1958-1964, in 1961-1966, in 1943-1969,
while the overall number of research projects in informa-
tion science and technology reported in «Current Rese-
arch and Development in Scientific Documentation» during
this period increased from 271 to 785, i. e. almost three-
fold.
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It can be expialned by the fact that academic research
into information needs, despite its tremendous difficulty
and complexity, has evidently failed to justify the hopes
that had been placed on it.

On the one hand, these studies have made it possible
to identify the types of information needs and the catego-
ries of information users which had been largely known by
the practical experience in publishing scientific and tech-
nical literature and by the experience 'gained in informa-
tion and library-bibliographic work. On the other hand,
these studies have shown that each particular information
need is a very complex and many-sided phenomenon. It
was discovered that each information need is, in a sense,
unique, for it depends on the 'user's professional backgro-
und, his psychological disposition, age, the task facing him
and many other factors.

It follows from the unique character of each informa-
tion need that, in order to raise the efficiency of informa
tion service rendered to scientists and specialists, one sho
uld strive, wherever possible, to provide the information
system with a capability of feedback with the user. Such a
feedback system opens up broad opportunities for thoro-
ugh study of information needs of scientists and specia-
lists. It confirms the conclusion that at the present :stage of
information science development the main source of cog-
nition of. the regularities of communication in science is the
iliformation practice.

It should also be mentioned that studies of information
needs and of their dynamics have been gaining importance
as an approach to exploring the processes of creative work,
i. e. they are actually outstepping the scope of information
science.

The subject discussed in the paper by A. Merta (Cze-
choslovakia) covers informal methods of scientific commu-
nication. For the past 5 to 7 years it has been the main
subject of his research. Taking advantage of this oppor-
tunity, I should like to express in this preface my own opi-
nion on the general approach to the studies of informal and
formal channels of scientific communication.

To begin with, one can hardly agree to anyexplicit
or implicitContraposition of informal channels of scien-
tific communication to the formal ones or to declarations
to the effect that informal channels are more important



than formal ones. 'When speaking of the system of scienti-
fic communication we should never forget that both infor-
mal and formal channels are organic components of one
and the same system. In this system they perform diffe-
rent functions and, therefore, possess different properties.

A most important attribute of a system is that it pos-
sesses a certain integrality, i. e. that the entropy of the to-
tality of the component making up the system is less than
that of a simple aggregate of interconnected and intel ac-
ting objects and phenomena. If the definitive characteristic
of a system were merely the presence of interconnection
and interaction between objects and phenomena, any set
of these could be called a system, since all objects and phe-
nomena are to a greater or lesser extent interconnected
and interacting with each, other. In that case, it would be
senseless to introduce the concept of qsystem».

In our view, to maintain that informal channels of
scientific communication are more important than formal
ones would be as unjustified as to believe that a certain
body organ or a system of organs (say, the nervous sys-
tem) is of a greater importance for the human organism
than some other organ or system (say, the heart and the
blood system, the lungs or the skeleton).

Explicit or covert contrasting of informal channels of
scientific communication to formal ones reveals the meta-
physical «sin» of many contemporary scientists and en-
gineers who, while paying lip-service to the dialectical
principle of system approach to naturahsocial or mental
phenomena, actualy yield to the temptation of simplifying
their task by searching only for a single solution, which
like a magic number or formula, o «philosophers' stone»,
Archimedean poin of support, etc. could guarantee the
attainment of their goal under any circumstances.

In this they sometimes refer to V. I. Lenin's words who
wrote: «The whole art of politics lies in finding and taking
as firm a grip as we can of the link that is least likely to
be struck from our hands, the one that is most important
at the given moment, the one that most of all guarantees
its possessor the possession of the whole chain».''')

As is evident from the quotation, V. I. Lenin spoke of .a
concrete approach to phenomena; of the finding of the link

Lenin. Coll. works, Vol. 5. Moscow, Progress Publishers,
p. 502
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which is the most important one under the given condi-tions. It needs not necessarily be as important under dif-
ferent conditions. Thus, this injunction by Lenin is of a
methodological nature and ilt does not concern the struc-ture or the essence of things and phenomena,

We do not possess a sufft6ient amount of reliable data
to question the assertions of the highly esteemed scientists(D. J. de S. Price, W. ID. Garvey, B. C. Griffith, H. Men-
zel and others) who maintain that at present more scien
tific information is transferred through informal than for-
mal channels, and that such information is more.valuable
for science. Moreover, we are ready to accept such asser-
tions, although they are based rather on intuition than on
scientific.evidence. 'Thal does not, however, grant the con-
clusion that at present informal communication channels
play a more important role in science than formal ones.
Such a conclusion might be particularly dangerous when
the administration of science and its financing arc fully or
to a great extent exercised by the State.

Being interested in obtaining a maximum «scientific
ouipub> to justify huge sums allocated for science, the
State, with the help of financial and other measures, stri-
ves to create conditions which, according to its official ex-
perts, ensure the best possible facilities for effective rese-
arch and development.

Inadvertent and utterly wrong assertions of an tin -
conditional primacy of informal channels of scientific com-
munication over formal ones may lead (if they have not al-
ready led) to a cut-down of allocations for publishing sci-
entific and technical literature and thus may cause seri-
ous damage to the development of science.

Whatever the quality of informal charnels of scientific
communication, 'their personal nature and spatial limita-
tions preclude their being capable of ensuring the genuine-
ly international character and historic continuity of scien-
ce. These are two of the many functions of scientific and
technical literature which in the social mechanism of sci-
ence is, at least, as important as informal channels.

Thus informal channels of scientific communication sho
uld be studied in their organic unity with formal ones,
so to,speak, in vivo. These studies should deal not only
with the specific features, and properties of informal chan-
nels but also with the mechanisms of interaction between
6



informal and formal channels. II is these medianisms that
are among the least studied aspects of scientific communi-
cation, although they are likely to hide great potentials, of
boosting the efficiency of scientific information transfer
and use.

There is one more remark. A. Merta asserts that the
system of scientific communication is a closed one. We
cannot agree with this, for we maintain that the scientific
communication system, just as all or almost all social sy-
stems, is an open. system. The hierarchical nature of its
structure is the ineczr S ensuring the preservation' of the
system's integral nature (dosed systems preserve their in-
tegrality due to a feedback with the environm -1). We be-
lieve that the hierarchical structure of social systems ex-
plains the amazing circumstance that Zipf's rank distri-
butions can be constructed for the elements of many dif-
ferent social syslems. Bradford's law of scattering descri-
bes one of such distributions relating to scientific and tech-
nical literature.

The paper «Some Sociological Aspects of Formal Sy-
stems for the Communication of Knowledge», con'tributed
by D. Foskett (UK), is a brief review of the development
of formal methods and means of scientific communication
in their totality, which came to be more or less fully deno-
ted by the notion of «scientific and technical literature». The
paper reflects great scientific erudition of the author, his
rich practical experience, profound understanding of the
subject, and the ability to express his ideas in a clear-cut
and perfect style. I am sure that the readers will share with
rue the great interest and pleasure that I felt each time when
reading D. Foskett's paper in compiling and editing
this volume.

One of the ways to overcome the state of crisis that has
been taking shape in the sphere of scientific and technical
literature because of the rapid growth of the number and
size of periodicals is, according to D. Foskett, the so-cal-
led «Bernal plan». It will be recalled That the plan was
proposed by J. Bernal at the 1948 London Conference on
scientific information and consisted in the following: the
practice .01 publishing articles in scientific and technical
journals should be completely or partially abandoned, and
manuscripts of `'these articles should be deposited in speci-
al information centres. The duty of such centres should be
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to promptly notify scientists and specialists of all the in-
coming.manuscripts which may be of interest to them and
to produce copies of these manuscripts on request.

It should be noted that similar proposals had been
made earlier (for instance, in 1933 by Soviet delegates to
the International Geological Congress and also by Wat-
son Davis). But it is thanks to J. Bernal that the propo-
sal became known to broad groups of scientists and spe-
cialists and, therefore, it was justly called the «Bernal
pla n».

Now there are possibilities for technical implementa-
tion of the plan. Moreover, to an extent it is being brought
into effect in the USSR. But the experience in deposition
of manuscripts shows that if these are not «sifteb
through a preliminary reviewing, this is bound to result
in lower quality of scientific and technical literature and
its devaluation which will be harmful to the general pro-
gress of science. On the other hand, if such manuscripts
are preliminarily reviewed, will this not sacrifice the main
advantage of depositing documents before publication
the reduction of time necessary to bring scientific infor-
mation to the user's notice? Will the organization of a
system for reviewing deposited manuscripts (naturally
if the reviewing is done as thoroughly as that of manu-
scripts to be publish/;A) not lead to the emergence of te-
chnical structures more or less equivalent to editorial
boards of journals? These and many other questions sho-
uld be given a more or less clear answer before accepting
or rejecting the «Bernal plan >.

We believe that the stand taken by some periodical
publications is more-..promising. They carry only abstracts
of (all or most) articles while the full texts of these
in the form of separate off-prints or copies on micro-
fiches.--, are disseminated on readers'-request.

D. Foskett justly criticizes the «engineering .approach
'to problems of scientific communication which virtually
disregards social aspects of these problems re-
ducing these to the category of common mass-
,production problems The author also warns aga-
inst the dangers that 'attach to the fact that in
capitalist countries commercial publishers exercise,
an ever tighter control over publication and ..dis-
semiralion of scientific and technical literature. It leads
8



not only to a rapid rise of pric.es for scientific and techni-
cal literature (during the past 5 years they have gone up
by 10-15 per cent per annum) but aiso to a degradation
of its scientific standards. To sum up, there are hardly
any reasons to doubt that scientific and technical literatu-
re periodical publications, books, patent specifications,
etc. still is (and will long continue to be) the principal
medium of communication in science, The particular ma-
terial form in which scientific and technical publications
will be issued, say, in some 10 or 15 years from now
whether as conventional bound books or on microfiches,
or in some other form is in this case irrelevant. What
is essential is that the institution of reviewers be kept
intact and operational. We believe the latter to be an im-
portant attribute of scientific and technical literature vie-
wed as a social system, for it keeps the scientific quality
standard of publications at a certain level achieved by
science at the present stage of its development.

Therefore, the identification and study of the proper-
ties and regularities of scientific and technical literature
are of very great theoretical and practical importance, as
this opens up broad prospects for raising the efficiency
of its function of scientific information transfer (disse-
mination) .

Another very important property of scientific and te-
chnical information is aging. Aging of scientific and
technical literature in this case means a decrease in
intensity (frequency) of the use of publications by scien-
tists and specialists with the increase in the time which
elapsed since the date of publication. To measure the
obsolescence rate, R. E Burton and R. E. Kehler proposed
to use the so-called «half life» period (i. e. the time
during which a half of the publications of a certain set
ceases to be used). This period is obviously different for
various sciences and disciplines as well as for 'various
types of publications. The knowledge of the regularities
of the obsolescence of scientific and technical literature
makes it possible to work out rational acquisition policies
of libraries (to be more exact, of systems of libraries),
to optimize the file sizes of documentary information re-
trieval systems (IRS), etc.

The paper by B. Brooks (UK) who has successfully
studied various properties of scientific and technical li-
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terature during the past few years, iti devoted to the pro-blem of aging.
This work excels in clarity and depth due to the factthat B. Brooks has a perfect command of methods ofmathematical statistics and uses them skilfully. They in-variably evoke great interest among all specialists in in-

formation science.
The article by J. \Vanke (Czechoslovakia) .dea's withsuch parameters of documentary and management IRSas the frequency of the use of the file, the average stora-ge time of a record in the IRS, the average record lengthand the average value of a record (a document). Theauthor shows that the third-generation computers havinga high- capacify storage with random access are thus farmore shit able for the implementation of managementIRS, winch are charaelerized by a high file call frequency,

a comparatively short storage time of records, a shorterrecord length and a high value of records. According toJ. \\Janke, it is due to these properties that the manage-ment 'IRS are developing faster than the documentary
ones.

However, when examining the reasons of these pheno-mena one should also bear in mind other important fac-tors. From a semantic point of view the search of docu-ments is by far more difficult" than the search of business
information, since in the latter case there are no problemsof an adequate linguistic expression in an information re-quest of the actual information need; there are no prob-lems of expressing the main subject of the document inits search profile or of establishing the criterion of rele-
vancy between the document profile and the information
request. This is likely to explain (at least, to some ex-tent) the fact that users of centralized information sys-tems strive to develop their own IRS, which enable themto take a better account of the specific nature of their
information .needs and achieve better -retrieval results.

Besides, documentary IRS do not generally yield thesame direct and tangible economic effect as management
IRS, for instance, the computer-based system for bookingair tickets. Last but not least, public practice demands amuch greater number of management IRS than documen-
tary ones. .
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R. Fairthorne (UK) has written for this collection th'
paper «Problems of Data Retrieval and Dependent Techni-
ques». R. Fairthorne ,:onsiders data retrieval a special ca-
se of document retrieval, as the former seeks to find park
of documents (texts), and document retrievalcomplete
documents. That this viewpoint is well-grounded becomes
particularly clear if one recall.: the ambiguity of the no-
tion of «document».

It is not difficult to give examples showing that under
different conditions one and the same text can be conside-
red either a separate document or a part of a larger do-
cument. In case of data retrieval the user gets texts which
contain the answer, or, which is more typical, from which
the answer to the given question can be logically derived.
The finding of this answer (or logically deducing it) is
the task of the user himself.

P. Fairthorne points out that the estimation of the
trilth or falsity of statements, verification of facts and
their use are beyond the scope of information science.
This should be always minded by those militant infor-
mation scientists who strive to include into the subject
scope of «information science» as a scientific discipline the
content analysis and synthesis of information. These ope-
rations are impossible without a qualitative evaluation of
information, and the latter presupposes the knowledge and
use of theories and methods of relevant sciences and dis-
ciplines.

Thus, data retrieval is a sort of continuation of docu-
ment retrieval: at first the documents are retrieved that
might contain parts of the text with the data needed and
thenthese particular parCs of the text. There is nothing
peculiar about data retrieval that would substantially
distinguish it from document retrieval in scientific, nietho-
dological or engineering terms. Whether data retrieval (as
Tell as document retrieval) is used in natural sciences or
in the Humanities does not add to it any specific character.

In hi, paper R. Fairthorne examines most important
and pressing questions which today preoccupy many in-
formation scientists. We are confident that this thorough
and pithy article will be appreciated by the readers.

The paper «A Condensed Heuristic Documentation Sy-
stem» by R. Lerlercq (lielgium) and C. Rixon (UK) de-
velops the concept of the .language and logic of a for-
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malized logical information system designed for uniformreduction of scientific information as well as for makinglogical inferences from it and for evaluating new infor-mation, not explicitly contained in the input texts (docu-ments) .

In this connection we should like to note that we beli-eve that the study and development of logical informationsystems in the strict sense of the term belongs not to in-formation science but rather to the special sciences andscientific disciplines concerned, for any logical informationsystem is founded on a wide use of a system of concepts,logic, theories and methods of a certain particular scienceor scientific discipline in deriving and estimating new con-cepts and obtaining new scientific information. Informa-tion science as a scientific discipline does not deal withthe content-based processing of scientific information.
Likewise, mathematical logic, for instance, does notintrude upon those fields which serve as substantial in-terpretations and models of formal logical systems (cal-culi) it studies. it is evident that information workers whoare specialists in relevant sciences and scientific discipli-nes, carry out a content-based processing of scientific in-formation when they abstract, annotate and index texts(documents), translate thein into another language, wri-te surveys, etc.
J. Halkin (Belgium) has contributed the paper «Pro-posal and Wishes for an Open Structure in the Communi-

cation of Information». This extremely interesting paperconcerns many important issues of modern informationscience and scientific information activities. Among theseissues there are some on which we should like to expressour views.
J. Halkin considers that at present one of the principalways of raising the efficiency of scientific informationservice given o scientists and specialists s decentraliza-tion of the processing of documentary information andcentralization of its transfer (dissemination). In otherwords, analytical and synthetic processing of scientificdocuments (i. e. their abstracting, indexing, etc.) shouldbe done by specialists in narrow fields of science and tech-

nology. The results of this processing- are transferred torelevant information centres which disseminate scientific
12



information by issuing secondary publications, magnetic
tapes with indexed document files, etc.

If I underst and J. Malkin right, such a demand
being certainly correct in essence may cause some be-
wilderment. For it is precisely the way in which all more
or less big information centres of the world really work
VINITI, Chemical Abstracts Service and BioScience In-
formation Service of BioN)gical Abstracts (USA), Centre
de Documentation du C. N. R. S. (France), Excerpta Me-
dico Foundation (Netherlands), and others.

At present, over 23,000 part-time specialists work at
VINITI, many of them living not in Moscow but in othet
towns of the country. It is these narrow specialists that
carry out (in a decentralized Way!) the content-based pro-
cessing of scientific.infOrmation while VINITI is engaged
in centralized fulfilment of all those functions which
J. Halkin unites under the common title of «information
transfer>.

Perhaps, J. Halkin means the necessity of preventing
wide duplication of analytical and synthetic processing or
the same documents for different branches of science and
national economy. But such duplication can largely be ac-
counted for by technological reasons and can only be eli-
minated as a result of wide application in information
practice of computer-based integrated information sys-
tems (the papers by A. I. Chernyi and P. Vinken are de-
voted to this subject). Naturally, the use of computers for
the processing of scientific information and for the prepa-
ration of secondary publications entails a considerable
change in the structure of the networks of information ser-
vices. If this is what J. Halkin means, then. we have no po-
int to argue about.

J. Halkin touches upon one more question of principle
which cannot be left without comments. J. Halkin shares
with some scholars the view that scientific informa-
tion is a commodity, to which we cannot possibly agree.

What are the attributes on the basis of which scienti-
fic information is regarded as a commodity? Such attribu-
tes are likely to be the following:

1. Scientific information is the product of labour.
2. Scientific information is bought and sold, hence the

conclusion that it has value and a price.
13



Let us compare these attributes with the most impor-tant attributes of-a commodity.
A corinnodity is the product of labour NVilidlmeets a certain.humanneed;is produced not for one's own consumption butfor sale.
Scientific information meets human needs in knowled-ge, i. e. it is use-value. But not every prmoduct of labourwhich is a use -value is a commodity. To become a com-modity», K. Marx Wrote in his «Capital», «a yuoduct mIlstbe transferred to another whom it will serve as a use-v.a-lue, by means of an exchange».''" However, scientific in-formation is generally obtained not for sale.If one sees only the external aspect of phenomena, the-re arises an illusion that scientific information is also auobject of huckstering. But. Nvhat s in fact bought or soldis. not scientifiC information proper, but the right to usecertain kinds of scientific information for the purpose ofgaining profit. Moreover, only the right to use new tech-nological information, and not any scientific information,can be bought and sold. The supreme form of scientificinformationthe knowledge of the laws of nature, societyand thinkingcannot be an object of property at all:' theyare not patented in any country of the world and are notbought or sold.

. The same is also true of scientific information dissemi-nated through scientific literature, I. e. of the bulk of sci-entific information (though the carriers of scientific infor-mationbooks, journals, copies of articles from them, pa-tent specifications, etc.) are bought and sold. However,prices for scientific and technical publications obviouslyare not determined by the value of scientific informationthey contain: books by A. Einstein, N. Bohr, J. von Neu-mann and L. Landau are sold at the same price as compi-lations by unknown authors, and any specification to aU.S. patent, regardless of the value of the patented inven-tion,. costs 50 cents.
E\ren if any kind of scientific publication could be bo-ught and sold that would not be sufficient to call scienti-fic information a commodity. For instance, works of art are
*) IC. Marx, Capital, Moscow, Foreign Languages Publishing House,p. 41, Vol. 1.
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bought and sold but they are certainly not commodities:
Naturally we are speaking in this case of the originals of
works of art and not of their copiQr!s.

In his book «The Human Use of Human Beings»
(1954) N. Wiener-stressed that mercantile attituje to in-
formation as a commodity, according to a standard .Ame-
rican criterion, leads to the ini..3understanding of informa-
tion and its associated concepts. N. Wiener wrote: «What
makes a thing a good comnicAlity? Essentially that it can
pass from hand to hand with the substantial retention of
its value, and that the pieces of this commodity should
combine additively in the S4.1me way as the money paid for
them. The power to .conserve itself is a very convenient
property for a good commodity to have

Information, on the other hand, cannot be conserved as
easily, for... the amount of information communicated is
related to the non-additive quantity known as entropy and
differs from it by its a'igebraic sign and a possible nume-
rical factor. Just as entropy tends to increase spontaneo-
usly.in a closed system, so information tends to decrease;
just as. entropy is a measure of disorder, so information is
a measure of order. Information and entropy are not con-
served, and are-equally unsuited to being commodities.»*)

And further on: «The idea that information can be sto-
red in a changing world without an overwhelming depre-
ciation in its value is false.»"}

.11 is- riot appropriate here to dwell in greater detail -on
the question of why scientific information is not a com-
modity. We have done it elsewhere. We should like to
emphasize, however, that declaration of scientific. infor-
mation, a commodity inevitably brings into the scientific
information activities a commercial spirit which is utterly
inacceptable to all thinking people and which is having
the same detrimental influence on it as on similar fields.
of human endeavour on science, education, art and pub-
lic health.

The paper «The Future of Access (Abstracting and
Indexing) Services» contributed by D. B, Baker (USA),
P. V. Parkins (USA) and J. Poyeri (France) is of great

1) N. Wiener. The Human Use of Human Beings. London, Eyre and
Spottiswoode, 1954, p. 116

Ibid., p. 120
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interest for, at least, the following reasons. The authorsforecast the development and improvement of secondarypublications which serve and will long continue to servescientists and specialists as the main guide through thechangeable ocean of world scientific and technical lite-rature. Therefore, the elaboration of the forecast of thefuture development of this important field of scientificand information activities is of tremendous thedreticaland practical significance. The paper is particularly in-teresting as its authors are well-known experts of greatinternational renown in the field of information scienceand scientific information activities.
Since 1958, D. B. Baker has headed the Chemical Ab-stracts Service (CAS) which during the last 12 yearshas developed and introduced into practice quite a fewgenuinely revolutionizing ideas and methods of automa-ted processing of chemical information_ Since 1907, CAShas issued the «Chemical Abstracts» the biggest abst-ract journal on chemistry and chemical engineering pub-lished in English and known to every chemist. In 1971,this journal published 350105 abstracts of articles, pa-tent specifications, scientific and technical progress re-ports and other scientific docurries, which is a 13 percent increase as compared with 1970. Since its start, the<<Chemical Abstracts» has published a total of over 5 mil-lion abstracts. Besides, CAS issues a number of other se-condary. publications. CAS has also developed and putinto operation a computer-based system of searching forchemical compounds the so-called Chemical RegistrySystem in which the names and structures of some 2 mil-lion different chemical substances had been recorded by1972. At present, CAS is one of the most automatedworld information centres. Obviously the great experien-ce accumulated by CAS during the 65 years of its exis-tence has been reflected in the paper.P. V. Parkins has been the director of the BioScienceInformation Service of Biological Abstracts (BIOSIS)since 1965. Beginning from 1928 BIOSIS has issued a lea-ding biological abstract journal in English «BiologicalAbstracts». In 1971 this journal published 140,020 abs-tracts of articles, books and other scientific documents. Be-sides, in 1971 the «BioResearch Index» carried informationon another 100,000 progress reports on research in biology.
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During the last 6 years BIOS IS has scored great sue=
uesses in the development and improvement of their se-
condary publications and services as well as in the auto-
mation of the technological processes used by it.

Thus, P. V. Parkins' ideas of the future of abstracting
and indexing services are based on her great practical
experience and the results of fundamental research.

The third author of the paper «The Future of Access
(Abstracting and Indexing) Services» is J. Poyen who up
to 1963 had been engaged in developing automated infor-
mation retrieval systems for C.ompagnie des Machines
Bull. Since 1963 she has been Secretary-General of the
Abstracting Board of the International Council of Scien-
tific Unions (ICSU AB). This international organization
was founded in 1952. At present, its members are 13 ma-
jor abstracting services of the world including VINITI's
Abstract Journal (USSR) ; «Chemical Abstracts» «Biolo-
gical Abstracts» and «Engineering Index» (USA); «Bul-.
letin Signaletique» -(France); «Physics Abstracts», «Elect-
rical and Electronics Engineering Abstracts» and «Com-
puter and Control Abstracts» (UK) and others. In recent
years ICSU AB has carried out a number of research
projects aimed at developing and improving abstract jo-
urnals in major branches of science, and has played an
important role in undertaking a feasibility study on the
establishment of a World Science Information System
(UNISIST). Therefore, J. Poyen's thoughts on the ways
of further development of abstract journals are worthy
of great attention.

zGenerally, we share the views on the future of abst-
racting and indexing services set forth in the paper by
D. B. Baker, P. V. Parkins and J. Poyen. But we should
like, together with these authors, to emphasize once aga-
in that the introduction of computers into the practice of
scientific information activities entails a radical revision
of all traditional concepts, a partial or even complete
rejection of the existing stereotypes of technological thin-
king. One can sometimes observe attempts at using com-
puters to automate the same technological processes that
had been practised in the conditions of manual or mecha-
nized labour. This is a capital error. Such attempts can
be compared with the behaviour of an airline manager
who would so chart the route of planes carrying loads
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and passengers in a mountain area along the motor roadsrunning through that area that it would follow exactlyevery meander of these roads.
The real value of the computer is not that it permitsto replace manual work by machine operations and togreatly speed up the performance of these. The computerprovides prefectly new opportunities that are.unthinkab-le with manual or mechanized labour. As J. Diebold no-ted, automation should b-e viewed as a phenomenon cau-sing a change of the basic principles of production.. Auto-mation enables the whole production process to be perfor-med as an integrated system, from the input of raw ma-terials up to the packaging of the product. He wrote thatautomation is «more than anything else a concept or away of approach in solving problems and that it marks aconsiderable departure from many accepted practices of

management».*) And further on: «Automation is not a par-ticular group of new machines. It is a new concept theidea of the self-regulating systems and a new set ofprinciples. Only when management understands this willit gain the full benefit from automation»:!'*)
Automation. demands a complete re-conceptualization:it is a new way of thinking which permits to avoid the

difficulties arising in using the traditional methods ofproblem solving, and to approach the problem from anew side. This approach should be adopted in designingany kind of system, including an information one.The paper A. I. Chernyi (USSR), «Integrated Infor-mation Systems>>, defines the concept of an integrated
information system, discusses the major factors and pre-mises which led to the emergence of the systems of thattype, and gives their generalized functional scheme. Anoverall description is made of the general approach tothe creation of such a system on the basis of VINITI, the
current status of its development, and the author's ideason the possible structure of a nationwide system of sci-
entific and 'technical information in the USSR to be bas'ed.on a network of interacting integrated information sys-
tems, -«information banks» and scientific document repro-duction centres:

J. Diebold. Beyond Automation. New York, Mc Craw-Hill BookC.o., 1961, p. 54.
** ibid., p.
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The next paper by P. Vinken describes an integrated
information system which is already operational -- theaut( mated medical :nformation system that was develo-ped at the Excerpta Medica Foundation (Netherlands) in
1968. The author is Director (for Research) of the Excerp-
t. 1 Mc-dica Foundation. His paper is, therefore, perfectlyc,mpetent on the subject and! is extremely interesting,parti,iarly h9 view of the scarcity of published factualthlta on thisin a way, nnigme------ computer-based infor-
LIM tier :ystem.

T s.; hook ends up with the paper by W. Pir4,-, Direc-
tor ui the Central Institute of Scientific, Technical and
Econoniiic Infoximation of Poland (Warsaw), entitled «The
Use of Complurters in Scientific, Technical and Economic
Inforrnzation in Poland». The paper surveys the major
accomptishmerrts of Polish specialists concerned with the
introduction of computer facilities into scientific and te-
chnical! information work. It contains much interesting
factual infor,nration unlikely to be known to the broadaudience of ',information scientists and officers outsido
Roland. The paper affords an insight into the basic appro-aches of PoliAl specialists to solving this key problem,
which makes ii especially valuable.

So much for the contents of the collection. In conclu-
sion, we should like to express the hope that this bookwill contribute to defiining more clearly the subject of
information seence and main objects of research, to
identifying the key problems facing information scienceand, in this way, to promoting its shaping as a scientificdiscipline in iits own right. This is the main objective of
the FAD Rsearch Committee «Theoretical Basis of Infor-mation»

A. I. Chernyi



P. Atanasiu
(Romania)

STUDIES OF INFORMATION NEEDS

I. Causes that led to the study of information needs

The information system acts as an optimization relay
in transmitting knowledge from information sources to
users. The major objective of the whole complex of COM-
panents and 'activities characterizing this system is to
provide the information required at the right time, in an
assimilable amount and in a readily accessible form. Gi-
ven all this, one might wonder why studies of these ne-
eds and requirements, underlying any information sys-
tem, began to develop as late as 1948 [11 and went on
concentrating almost exclusively in one country until the
1960's. This was most certainly due to the difficulties en-
countered in such studies. The numerical growth of users
as creators of information, coupled with the proportional
increase in the bulk of document calls for such huge
efforts in terms of highly-qualified manpower consump-
tion and equipment costs that the question of looking in-
to the needs of information has lately become the focal
point of modern information science everywhere. Any me-
chanized information system requires, before being laun-
ched, the acceptance of its prospective users, i. e. the
assurance that it will be used and will operate on a pro-
fitable basis 12, 31.

Using available data from literature and over own
experience in this field, we will try to outline the major
factors inherent in any attempt at an information needs
analysis in terms of sources, objectives, working methods
and techniques as well as prospects.

2. Data-gathering sources
As information creator and user, the specialist, wha-

tever his scale or field of interest, is the main source of
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data to be taken heed of when evaluating the needs of
information, or, to put it more plainly, the requiremenits
vis-a-vis the information system.

The diversity and subjectivity of 'the users' viewpoints
and of the factors acting upon the needs and requirements
of information made some authors [41 to question the
utility of users' needs investigation in information system
design and others to consider The task of defining what
information needs amount to as a painstaking or even
impossible venture [5, 61. On this line, there are some
supporting the view That information is a professional
service which must impose on the user what it deems
useful [71 as is the case with the medical sciences.

Still in its early stages, the information science has
not yet accumulated a sufficient amount of experience and
virified data to be in a position to establish, with the re-
quired certainty, what can be of topical relevance in the
creative process out of all recorded knowledge. An analy-
sis of the needs of information users could make it pas-
sible to thrash out in the foreseeble future some objecti-
ve and 'definite criteria to help in assessing beforehand
the relevant .pattern of information for each separate
case.

Deprived as it is from physical attributes, informati-
ons are liable to such subjective interpreta'tions that the
differentiation between information requirements goes
down right to the individual user [8, 9, 101. It goes with-
out saying that no present-day information syStem can
be altuned to individual requirements and this holds true
for the future as well.

Modrn scientific developments by team work and
the identical characterisitics of larger user communities
make it possible for the requirements vis-à-vis the in-
formation services to be controlled a't a fairly general
level [9, i1, 121. These average needs and requirements
must be taken into account in any user studies.

The users' overt reticence and passivity about the in-
formation system and most particularly about any break-
through in this field is common knowledge 1,12, 13, '141.
The user should be directly involved in the information
system operation in order to adapt himself to the techni-
calities of the usersystem interaction. Getting to know
the economics of the information system the user will
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succeed in gauging its advantages and will better under-stand his duties when using the system.
Users' viewpoints reflect in all cases habits, practices,wishes and needs in proportions hard to determine, thetechniques employed in evaluations being often ratheruncertain [71.
In spite of all this, the information system must bevery sensitive to the users' appreciations whatever theirrate of uncertainity if the user is to resort to the infor-mation system [3, 6, 8, 9, 161. User studies must be ori-ented towards obtaining value judgements and determi-ning some hierarchizations liable to interpretation 1171which should supply the system with the necessary gu-idelines.

.Data obtained from The «user» source must not betaken isolated. They are completed by and correlated withthose resulting from the system's technical and materialcapability as well as from the goals and objectives ofthe institutions served by the systemi[181.

3. Goals to be attained in the study
of information needs

The specialist in its capacity as creator and user ofinformation and also as main source of data presents se-veral aspects which are often rather difficult, to isolate.
Having a marked psychological nature two categori-

es of interests are met with in all user studies: those re-ferring to analysis of the creative process proper (whereaspects of the intervention of recorded knowledge are su-re to be present) and those regarding the informationflow and its implications. The first category constitutesone of the main objects of study of the science of science
with corresponding implications for the transfer of infor-mation, the second represents the principal object of stu-dy in the field of user information needs [191.

Altuned to the problems likely to interest or influencethe information system, the study of information needs
concentrates on the following: user behaviour in informa-
tion transfer, channels of information and the ways inwhich -the information flow is put to use -[17, 20) and al-
so on the facitors heaving upon them.
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Researches relevant to the system have to be oriented
,towards practical problems and designed to gather in ad-
dition to descriptive data some indications on the functi-
onal relaitions between user behaviour and information
transfer and also some value judgements [17].

One to the practically unlimited amount and diversity
of knowledge and to Ithe huge number of users and the
changing complexity of their requirements the informati-
on system must tackle a wide range of facftors in a-per-
manent dynamic interaction. The question of information
needs calls for an approach on the complex sysItems li-
ne 1211.

Analysis of the principal operations performed by an
information system: 1) fields covered; 2) building of hol-
dings; 3) document selection; 4) condensing; 5) inde-
xing; 6) cataloguing; 7) storage; 8) retrieval and
9) display, shows that users' needs bear primarily upon
the first three and the last two of the above mentioned
operations 121, 221.

Hence the investigation is oriented towards: estab-
lishing personal factors, viz. users' characteristics and
their.influence on the respective processes;

deltermining possibilities and limitations inherent in
the needs of information following the intervention of
external conditions specific to the social, political and
economic system;

analysing the user-communication channel interac-
tion;

differenItiating between the needs of information ac-
cording to the latter's functions;

performance assessment (evaluating performances).
Researches conducted so far generally confirm the

afore-mentioned objectives (see table. 2) and literature
[21, 23, 241 spotlight their utility in information system
optimization.

4. Methods and techniques employed in the study
of information needs

Bearing in mind that the main data provider is- the
user himself, the methods employed in such studies, just
like 'those in :psychology and sociology are based in the
first plape: on combining introspqction with . obser.vation
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[81. They are recording habits, practices, 'preferences andappreciations and of late (after 1960) the effecits of infor-mation activities. Consequently, they are more of a descrip-
'live nature. Following recent developments investigations
of an experimental nature have also come to the for,6(see table 3).

First studies covering the 1927-1947 period are cent-red exclusively on cl&ermining the value of publications
required by the need of library holdings selection follo-wing the information explosion. We may safely say thatthe study of information needs was iniitiated by J. D. Ber-nal in his «Preliminary analysis of pilot-questionnaires
on the use of scientific literature» presented at the Scien-
tific Information Conference held in London in 1948 under
the sponsorship of the Royal Society [2].

The rather different working techniques bibliograp-hic reference and library statistics, inquiries, interviews,
dairies, case studies, critical incidence studies, system
experimenitations are generally based on the forme and
questionnaire method [8, 21. Due to their limitations these
techniques are most often combined.

The data gathered mainly refer to the sources, prac-
tices and conditions of information. The uftilization of thenew techniques such as the critical incidence (effects of
some information actions) and the system experimentati-
on technique are mostly intended Ito obtain indications onthe uses and results of information actions likily to cont-
ribute towards defining and objectively differentiating the
needs of information and determining more reliable assessment criteria than the more use frequency of hierar-
chization.

The intervention of modern, electronic means in infor-
mation enhances the 'possibilities of data processing and
interpretation in this field of research [4] and makes it
possible to continously check on the efficiency of the ser-
vices rendered in terms of users' reaction.

5. Results of the study of information needs

Oriented towards information system optimization,
the situdy of information needs aims at establishing a
correlation between what is useful for creation and what
the user wants to get on the one hand and he system
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performance and the factors influencing the mentioned
aspects on the other.

Despite the difficulties encountered in such studies
and despite the fact that their limited number has not
made possible, for the time being, a wider approach of

the whole complex of problemS*), the efforts made so far
have led to results that proved to be of real use to the
system. This gives hope and justification for continuing
and improving them.

On the line of determining the factors that bear upon
information needs researches have taken infto account se-
veral aspects. It has been generally considered that the
user's activity is the main factor inherent in inforrnaltion
needs modelling. Hence, the following activities have be-
en listed as involving characteristic requirements: funda-
mental research; applied research; design; production;
education; management and administration (25l. The pur-
pose for which informations are being used, relative to
their function, although an outstanding factor by its ac-
tion on the nature of information has been dealt with
starting from the information channels and by determing
the functions which are better served by each one of them.
This differentiation should be made the other way round
starting from the function that must be performed and
establishing the optimum sources and channels for its

achievement ,H7). For all this a differentiation of the
functions rysforrned by informaltion has been reached
which will make it possible to delve .deeper in this field.

Grouped according to the activities they serve the fol-
lowing functions .come out: a) professional initerests that
change with the work stage, i. e. finding of new ideas
(selection of the course of action); orientation towards
problem approach (work planning); classification of
ltheoretical aspects; finding of concrete data and solutions
for .the problems raised while working on the project and
of informations in related fields relevant to the project
(the working stage proper); synthetizing and fixing the
results; b) current awarness as regards achievements and

The fields dealt with were mainly enginnering, chemistry and

physics, the focus being placed on fundamental research and in the
last decade on applied and production research, the samples ivestiga-
ted being put to .around the one thousand mark [2]
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trends in the field of specialized interest; c) orientation'towards new disciplines or problems; d) editing of a .pa-per; e) preparation of a lecture; f) elaboration of a con-ference 119, 26, 27, 28, 291.
The field, of specialized interest has an additional in-fluence on information needs and requirements dependingon its nature (whether it is Theoretical or experimen-tal), on the novelty and topicality of the subject matter,namely, on the rate of development, nature and relevanceof its relations to other specialities.
As regards the conditions of information, viz. the in-

formation environment, the latter acts according to thecapability of coverage of the volume of recorded knowled-ge, the economic possibilities of acquisition and publica-tion, the character and size of the institution, and the sy-stem of activity organization (by large or small grou-pings with wider or restricted participation on the partof specialists from other fields).
Though of a more subjective nature, !the personal fac-tors that influence the needs of information have beenfairly extensively surveyed. This was also due to the factthat the data provided by the user in this field are farmore reliable. The interpretation and correlation of thesedata with the capability of the information system andwith other factors still lies at the bottom of the scale.Among these factors one can list: professional training,

qualification, experience, know-how in the subject mat-ter and in related fields, age, knowledge of foreign lan-guages,
The effects of these factors are manifest at both in-dividual and community level. It has been ascertainedThat starting from fundamental research toward appliedresearch and production, just like starting from theoreti-cal fields to the factual and experimental ones bringsabout a more marked dispersion of the works, a sensiblerise in the role played by the related specialities involvedin solving the problems, a lower incidence in .the directuse of literature and an upward trend towards recourseto intermediaries (information services, libraries) and to

processed maiterials in a readily accessible and directlyusable form .121.
Appart from the above mentioned factors these. fin-dings are also determined, by ..the imbunt of time arailab-
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le for information that users in 'the respective categories
have on their hands.

As regards the characteristics of information channels
an impressive mass of data has been obtained by studies
conducted so far. The user knows better this side of the
problem since he is constantly confronted with the inflow
of information intended to put to use existing knowledge
in his own field of interest and with the outflow of disse-
minating his own scientific creation 130].

Data recorded so far mainly refer to The degree of
utilisation of the various categories of information mate-
rials and to a lesser extend of the information services.
Evaluations- and differentiations in point of aims mainly
refer Ito primary literature and direct contacts more fami-
liar to the user than to secondary lituature and informa-
tion services.

Both literature and face-to-face contacts are consi-
dered to be of paramount imporlance in finding new ide-
as, identifying subject matter information and obtaining
concret data and solutions. Literature reigns supreme in
the field of discipline-oriented current awareness, in
up-to-dateness in a new problem, in elabortaing a paper,
conference, etc.

The utilization degree of classical primary sources
(periodicals, books) is highly disproportionate as compa-
red to the less usual and never forms (patents, standards,
dissertations, technical reports, propectuses) [1, 11], due
to external causes (poor accessibility, limited dissemina-
tion, etc.) rather than to information contents. Consequ-
ently, data on the :latter category of ,documents are still
inconclusive and cannot therefore stand interpretation.

Existing studies on primary publications provide fair-
ly reliable data with regard to their importance, viz. va-
lue, topicality, lifetime, use frequency [17, 311. Such data
are extremely useful for orientation in profile of holdings
and selection of informa'tion.

Extensive data have also been gathered as regards the
deficiencies and the limited degree of use of secondary
publications. The finding that these are first and fore-
most the working tools of the informaition service led to
sustained. efforts intended to bring them closer to users'
requirements.
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Insignificant use is still being made of the many dif-
ferent services likely to be rendered by an information
system. Lack of understanding of such services deprive
the data obtained of their partinence. What does the user
want to day from an information service goes far beyond
the latiter's capability. We may safely say that this most
important aspect of the use of the information channels
is just being tentatively approached.

In point of fact the data obtained in this field are ba-
sed on the use frequency, opinions, evaluations and hie
rarchization of the various information channels. Such
assessments imply a high degree of subjectivism and un-
certainty.. New measuring methods should be experimented
as some authors recommend on the line of recording in-
formation activities and their effects E17].

Researches oriented towards determining the time
consumed for information are inconclusive because they
take the information process as a whQ.le and fail to dif-
ferentiate between the , operations. Such differentiated
appreciations would be of greater use to the information
system.

Conclusions
The study of information needs constitutes one of the

crucial problems of modern information science called
for by the imperative of information transfer optimizati-
on. Out of the wide spectrum of aspects of this problem,
those which once solved can favourably influence this
transfer should receive the greatest amount of attention
on the part of the information scientists.

Analysis of data sources, c ;f objectives and working
methods employed in such studies spotlight the comple-
xity of the problem, !the uncertainty and subjectivity of
data, the lack of precision of the methods and the diffi-
culties in devising objective measuring units. In spite of
this researches conducted so far have confirmed that in
some cases, results with a fairly good concordance can
by obtained. Apart from identifying a' number of factors
that bear upon the information many data have been es-
tablished as to the users' behaviour to the various infor-
mation channels and indications have been obtained re-
lative to the users' differentiated assessments with regard
to those factors.
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Periodic studies of this kind, in unitary working con-
ditions, on representalive samples, with a most balanced
coverage of the fields of activity, disciplines, categories
of users and geographical areas. pursuing improvement
of working :methods by establishing reliable measuring

Table 1

Distribution by time periods and by countries
of user studies identified in literature*

Time
period

Number of
works

U. S. A. Britain Other countrk:

Percentage
of total

Number Percentage
of of total

works period

Number of Percen-
of works tage of to-

tat period

Number Percentage
of works of total

period

1927 1 0,7 1 100

1928--1937 9 6,2 8 88 1 12

1938--1947 6 4.,1 6 100

1948--i967 50 35 39 78 8 16 3 6

1958--I9G7 78 54 49 62,8 16 20,6 13 16,6

Total 144 100 103 71,5 2E 17,4 16 11,1

*Data are based on a number of I44 user studies conducted in the 1927-19;i?
period and identified by us in literature

units and the application of modern computation methods
in initerpeting the data will lead to valuable results for
the information system with wide possibilities of correla-
ting the various aspects of the problem.

Account will have to be taken of the fact that most of
the data obtained generally reflect habits, practices re-
sulting from given .conditions. Experimental methods that
reveal the effects of a certain type of information system
on user behaviour towards the system and its performan-
ce lead to far bdter results =in terns of reliabiifity and ob-
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jectivity despite the difficulties encountered in such stu-dies thev should not be abandoned but rather expandedby all available means.
One should constantly bear in mind that the needs ofinformation are in a dynamically upward trend within the

Table 2
Major topics in user studies

Subject matter
SI nines con-

d ucl oil between
1927 and 1967

in percentages

Studios still

underway in
1eiSi' in per-

centages

Recourse to information transmitting
channels
Souroes of information:
Evaluation of primary publications-
utilization
Studies of primary publications
Sources of information identification
Evaluation of abstracts journals

()8,5

15,7
9

5,4

0
9

Evaluation of various information
channels 6,4 24

Information practices
Recourse to libraries and information
services 09
Personal files 1,4 3,6Conditions of information:
Time of information 5
Requests for bibliographic searches 9 9
Exhastiveness, pertinence

67,4 68Performances of information 17,7 10,9Function of information 9, 1
Ways of information (general) 1 2 22

*After </Current research and development in scientific documentation*, no, 15.
741 PP.Washington, National Si.:1;..sce Foundation, 191.9,

user information system and channels interaction, clo-sely following the last developments in science and tech-
nology. This multiplicity and complexity of relations leadsto a growing interest in the. question of informationearls and is at the same time responsible for the difficuliti-
es-encountered in establishing th.ese2reds.

Without seeking to exhaust this subject with multipleand diverse implications, the present paper is intended topiace a somewhat new emphysis on some of its charade-
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Table 3
Dynamics of investigation methods and techniques employed

in user studies (Figures illustrate, in percentages, the proportion
of the works carried out in the respective decade)

Decade Methods of recording user practices
Methods of recor-

ding the effects on
investigation

U

0

-c".

0

rr

1927
1928-1937
1938-1947
1948-1957
1958-1967

100
89

100
34

6

11

8
9

24
32

4
4

99

'13
4

9 1

9

4

9

9 10 9

tl

50
78

ristics in its endeavour to contribute towards clarifying
a number of aspects and prompting additional interest
for the study of information needs as an outstanding fac-
tor in modern information systems optimization.
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A. Merta

(Czechoslovalda)

INFORMAL COMMUNICATION IN SCIENCE

introduction

In contrast to technology, which has its outlets ope-
ning into the sphere of practical activities, scientific rese-
arch flows into the sphere of information. This makes the
generation of scientific information sources and the moda-
lities of information transfer a key issue of the present-
day science.

Information exchange is natural and necessary to the
system of science as, indeed, to any social activity of man-
kind. The organized information flow in science, however,
differs greatly from its unorganized, stochastic or sponta-
neous couterpart. We shall deal here only with «sientific
information», i. e. information that belongs to and circula-
tes in the system of science as a purposive communication
field oriented toward creative work and its management.
We thus disregard the well-known fact that the same
«science information» can, as well figure in other commu-
nication fields, such as journalism, culture and aesthetics,
administration, politics, etc.

We proceed from the assumption that a scientist func-
tions alternately as the generator and as user of scienti-
fic information, the interactive relations, being very oftenreinforced by this .constant interchange of functions, in
particular, during personal contacts at scientific meetings,
conferences, symposia, personal correspondence, etc. The
social. status of a scientist is also of great importance in
informal communication. For instance, even a gifted be-
ginner has a much smaller chance to get co-opted to the
so-called «invisible college» of authorities in his field
than an academician of nigh renown who has a long listof publications in the world's leading journals and single
volumes to his credit.
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The Mechanism and Function
of Scientific Information Circulation

Creative scientific work is normally divided into three
fields of endeavour:

(1) collection of facts and data (by experimentation
or observation);

(2) generation of new knowledge (by transformation
of the data obtained or by abstract deductive techniques);

(3) information work (gathering, evaluation and app-
lication of the information obtained by others and com-
munication of one's own findings to the community).

It is the third component that creates premises for the
social usability of the results of science.' This. implies the
moral and institutional responsibility of the scientist for
taking a direct or at least indirect part in creating the
best possible conditions for. the circulation of scientific in
formation within the framework of the organization in
which he is carrying on his research.

In an earlier paper on .the social aspects of scientific
and technical information communication (1, pp. 54-63),
the author offered a detailed description of the process of
generation of new knowledge as conditioned by the cons-
tant and occasional comparison of one's own creative work
with the general state of human knowledge. Prerequisite
to this process is the recording and keeping of informa-
tion in the appropriate artificial memory. This memory
may be either individual or group-based, while its crea-
tion may take place through a formal or an informal ac-
tion. Historically the evolution was from informal to in-
stitutional information systems, that came to play in man-
kind's social mechanism the roles of either measuring or
control units, depending on whether they serve creative,
managerial, productive or distributive functions.

In the process of generation and transfer of scientific
information, the scientist fulfils three main functions, that
form three domains of information activities:

(1) The information generator domain.

Here, primary and secondary sources (reports and the
corresponding papers, monographs, patent applications,
etc.) are generated. These sources are written in the pe-
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culiar object-languages of their authors that materially
affect the objective aspect of the communications. Informa-
tion transfer involves a certain conflict between the con-
ceptual universes and the object languages of the particu-
lar generators and users of information. It may be neces-
sary, therefore, to build a common cretrieval language»
of the formal or informal information system in question
for the two communicants and, possibly for their inter-
mediary information officer as well. This language is used
in writing appropriately indexed abstracts which form the
subject condensates of the relevant primary documents.
Such indexed abstracts are stored in the memory of a for-
mal or informal information system. From the memory
it is possible to retrieve information relevant to requests
by any elements of the abstracts. The information systems
as a rule do the hard job of surmounting the languageand
semantic barriers between the generators and users of
information.

(2) The information user (receptor) domain

Depending on his need, the user puts questions to a
formal information system or tries to get the information
he wants through informal channels. The pertinence of the
answers he receives is a function of the degree of mutual
understanding attainable through the contact of the dif-
fering conceptual universes of the two partners in commu-
nication.

(3) The information officer (communication
intermediary) domain

In the case of indirect information transfer, the diffe-
ming domains of the two communication partners are joi-
ned by that of the information officer. As a result, the dif-
ficulties of the communication process become still more
aggravated and the pertinence of the information dwind-
les. These difficulties refer mainly to institutionalized in-
formation systems.

Formal and Informal Information
Flows in Science

Following Garvey and Griffith [2] and Menzel [3], the
author has shown in an earlier paper [1] that:
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(1) the informal (unplanned) communications in sci-
ence predominates over the planned (instituional) modes;

(2) Limited access information, both oral and written
(graphical) is growing in proportion;

(3) the time intervals between the generation of in-
formation and its communication to the user are already
too long and continue to grow. The public (formal) in-
formation network supplies to its users data 3 to 5 years
old. And this at a time when the role of the spatial dis-
tance between the communicants has palpably decreased
due to the present-day communications facilities;

(4) a significant regularity can he observed in the in-
formation flow as regards the transmission channels used
by the various categories of persons in certain predictab-
le positions and with predicable priorities. The variables
that determine the types of channel employed are many
and depend on the scientists' attitudes, and the require-
ments of the research institutions of funding agencies. In
case the existing communication modes are unsatisfacto-
ry, the information generator or user may create a new
channel. Unfortunately, a majority of scientists nowadays
strive to publish their papers in the official scientific jour-
nals irrespective of whether it is efficient and economical.
This desire is perfectly natural, in view of the considera-
tions of personal prestige and the need for a safeguard
against possible priority conflicts.

Every information system is a closed social system
with more or less strong and permanent social norms. The
relations between its elements are dynamic, that is a
change of some of the elements normally leads tc some
functional change of the other elements;

(5) there are three dimensions, or aspects, in the dy-
namic interrelations of. the. information system elements
(channels):

(a) Social dimeniion. The scieMists themselves crea-
te the channels to meet their needs, if the existing chan-
nels fall short of it. These new elements affect the exis-
ting ones through a change in the scientist's behaviour
during information searching and transfer. This behaviou-
ral change, in turn, modifies the functions of the rest of
the transfer media,-and this has a bearing on the other
main system parameters, for instance, by changing the
norms. A case in point is the growing exchange of prep-
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Huts and letters between the scientists in a rapidly deve-loping field that cannot afford the delays of official pub-lishing.
Such an intensified preprint exchange between indivi-dual scientists sometimes expands to a scale when it be-comes necessary to set up a special formal, planned me-chanism to cope with it. A growth of this mechanism canbring it to supplant the scientific journal. Simultaneously,formal rules to control the contents of material being ex-changed are appearing, more and more restrictions areplaced on the participation in the exchange group andeventually we are faced with the appearance of condi-tions in terms of authorship, readership, editorship andeconomics for the birth of a new scientific journal. Thismushrooming of new scientific and technical journal titlesis observed also in my country, being a worldwide ten-dency.
(b) Economiic aspects. Since information produced bythe system of science grows in bulk faster than GNP, in-formation systems have difficulties to face. Funds beginto be pumped out of the old systems into the newer ones.A ease in point is SDI services for highly specialized sub-ject fields that are now pressing the discipline-orientedabstract journals into an unfavourable position. In addi-tion to these direct relationships between the informationflow and the money flow in the scientific communicationsystem, certain indirect relations between the latter flowand the various system functions are operating. For exam-ple, submitting an abstract of paper to be presented at afuture conference is a means to ensure a higher travel-ling allowance for participating in the conference. A fai-lure to take cognizance of such indirect relations is bo-und to hamper or preclude a correct assessment of theroles Of information system elements.
(c) Formal aspect. Both formal and informal commu-nication channels are of importance to science. The twotypes of channel are marked by clearcut differences that,by their opposition, create the valency of the system. Suchvalencies lead to the shaping, in the framework of a dis-cipline, of an integrated information system, where the in-formal subsystem is associated with each of the formalcomponents producing a specific effect in each particularcase.
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One can characterize the formal and informal channels
in the following manner:

1. The formal channels are generally accessible and
possess a broad scope of potential users; the informal ele-
ments have, as a regular rule, a more limited scope of
users.

2. Information disseminated through the formal chan-
nels can be stored and retrospectively retrieved; in the in-
forms. -1.,annels information is often stored but temporari-
ly so .tAii i it is difficult to retrieve it later on.

3. The formal channels transmit a relatively more
«outdated» information than the up-to-date information
transferred through the informal channels.

4. Information transmitted through the majority of for-
mal channels is usually in the document form; that of the
informal channel!, is documented but rarely and not regu-
larly.

5. The formal channels are influenced mostly by the
users, whereas the informal information flow is influen-
ced by the initiator of the communication (the dissemi-
nator).

6. Every information system is more or less redun-
dant, the results cf a research often being transmitted
through more than one channel simultaneously, differing
by the emphasis laid on this or that particular type of in-
formation. Redundancy is less with the informal channels,
which transmit the same information in varying inter-
pretations.

7. Interaction is lower with the formal channels than
with the informal channels.

Informal information exchange between scientists usu-
ally occurs in the form of interpersonal communication.
In comparison with the group and mass communications
through journals, books, and published reports, the inter-
personal communications possess certain advantages, no-
tably:

1. High speed. A personal communication or preprint
are ahead of the official publication by a few months or
even years. It takes three years to publish conference pro
ceedings in Czechoslovakia, whereas in some of the Wes-
tern countries this is done but in a few weeks.

2. Selective information dissemination. This is particu-
larly valuable in basic research, where the specialist scieri-
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tist needs information covering a wide range of the al-lied fields, This property is lacked by all .formal bibliog-raphical or information tools, including indexes of allkinds. SDI systemsfor a limited scope of patrons may heregarded as a kind of substitute, especially if they emp-loy a computer for storage and retrieval and have power-ful peripheral devices;
3. Selection, evaluation and synthesis of the informa-tion transmitted. in contrast to a response that the refe-rence information collection or some other formal secon-dary source or service can give to a scientist, the respon-se to a question posed to a colleague has the following ad-

vantages:
(a) the colleague will usually give information andnot just refer to the relevant documents;
(b) he will suppress in his answer the documents heconsiders nonrclevant (there remains, however, the risk oflosing important relevant information, the answer largelydepending on the individual biases of the person addres-sed);

(c) the information being supplied has been evaluatedand sometimes synthesized by the scientist, the user thusturning to his account the knowledge and qualificationspossessed by the answerer;
(d) in case the 'questioner is a practicioner, he can ex-pect the scientist to communicate not only informationbut also his opinion concerning its applicability in prac-tice;
(e) the possibility of getting «know-how» informati-on on methods, experimental 'techniques, instruments, ap-paratus, that is usually ommited in scientific papers asinsignificant and requiring much space to describe; and(f) direct feedback in exchange of knowledge, that es-sentially accelerates research and 1'1-lakes it more efficientand saturated. It is a further advantage of the direct in-terpersonal communications that the interaction helpsspecify the requests and better to formulate the answers.

Special Role of Casual Information in Science
Occasionally acquired information continues to play anecessary and ;thus far not formally described partin science. Such unplanned communication can occur both
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in interpersonal and group Or mass intercourses. Leavingaside the occasional prompts of the physical world (New-ton's apple), most scientists will confirm that they hap-pen to come across exceptionally motivating informationwhile browsing literature or attending a lecture in a fi-eld far-off from their own. Menzel (3) notes the pheno-menon, as yet unexplored, that the motivational value ofinformation is disclosed only in a repeated receipt of thesame information after a lapse of time, in a differentcreative situation when the receptor has acquired the ne-cessary qualification and experience for revealing the des-criptive (methodological) or factual value of 'that infor-mation. This repetition cannot be planned either by theuser or the information system that serves him. A classi-cal example is the forgotten inventions that were dulyappreciated only years after their first announcement. Apossible explanation may be that certain innovative ideasappear much ahead of the feasibility of their social im-plementation as granted by the intellectual, moral or te-chnological level of mankind at the time they first apear.This shows that occasional impulses, redundancies andother imperfections of the communications systems mayhappen to be beneficial to society.

1. hteraction of formal and informal communications
channels

The two forms of communication have been graduallyoverlapping of late, especially due to the mechanizationand automation of formal communications. This is mani-fested in an essential reduction of the publication time,organized exchange of preprints among the members of,exchange groups, computer-based SDI systems, settingup of special departments for analysis and synthesis ofspecialized discipline-oriented information (for example,the analysis group at the Central Office of .Scientific, Te-chnical and Economic Information), publishing of aids,textbooks and surveys, programmed texts, etc. All this iswashing out the sharp borderlines between the two formsof communication. Premises to this development are ela-boration of a clearcut conception of the discipline concer-ned and compilation of good special dictionaries. Coupledwith the technical facilities for remote gathering and
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transmission of knowledge, this opens up unprecedented
prospects for :building powerful information systems of
verbal and non-verbal communication.

The seemingly utopian dream of instantaneous feed-
back between the communicants has been gften the hope
of coming true in the information systems affording
«usercomputer» dialogue. The present-day program-
ming experience attests to the feasibility of machine cont-
rol and addition of standardized information elements to
search prescriptions. Naturally, this mechanized modifi-
cation of the subject specification of a request at every
retrieval phase is conditional on. algorithmization and.
programming of interactive relalions between the requ-
estor and the information system, which has been so far
a very complicated problem both for the information sci-
entist and the programmer. Among the few papers dea-
ling with this subject one can cite a study by Don Swan-
son [61.

The efficiency of formal and informal communication
channels depends on three factors:

(1) the intellectual content of the communication, cha-
racterized by the measure of ambiguity of the conceptual
vocabulary of the field in question and' the symbols and
codes used for communication;

(2) the social structure of the communication partners.
Of major importance in this respect is the size of the gro-
up, the number of sources and the degree of commonness
of the interests of the communication 'partners.

(3) the ideologies of the user group. Basic differences
will be observed in communication between fundamental
and «applied» scientists, production engineers, tradesmen,
etc. As shOwn by a field study conducted by the author in
the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, significant diffe-
rences are observed also between the social, natural and
technical sciences.

In basic research the number of communicants is much .

smaller than elsewhere, their scope of interests is narro-
wer and better definable, which makes for a certain si-
milarity of the information needs. On the contrary, appli-
ed research and produeticin users are narked by a greater
diversity of vocations and greater differences of the in-
tellectual standards, which expands the variation range
of and deepens information requests, While basic resea4-
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chers. give preference to informal communication and
regard the evaluation and synthesis of the contents of
relevant documents as inseparable from their creative
approach, engineers and other practitioners opt for cen-
tralized information services and special libraries. In this
latter group the language barrier is of a greater weight
(see below for more .detail).

The development rates of the discipline concerned
exert a definite impact on the information rocess. Rapid
personal and physical changes in the structure of the
discipline usually lead to serious communication handi-
caps. This fac't is well known in Czechoslovakia where
science, engineering and the national economy in general
are engaged in a continual reorganization. The transition
to the federal state structure and to the new economic
management methods is bound to entail profound changes
in the techniques and organization of the system of scien-
tific and technical information in the col.mlry.

For all the advantages of mechanization and automa-
tion in the field of formal communication of special in-
formation, all kinds of informal exchange will continue
to play an important role, particularly, in the sphere of
basic research. The effective organizatier7 of personal con-
tacts between the eminent and rank ::And file scientists
and equal opportunities of access to L-it rmation for all
ithe users irrespective of their social S LallIS will surely
much raise the economic efficiency and efficacy of com-
munication at all levels and stages. Formal communica-
tions lack the adequate means to assess the relevance of
external information. Informal communication is Aopen»,
in that it permits to carry on a dialogue with the com-
municant, selecting the necessary information, including
even such as the user would be incapable of asking for
in advance as it is only in the course of the dialogue that
he learns of its existence. These specific needs are chan-
ging in the process of the problem solution, depending on
the nature of this problem, working 'methods and techni-
ques he applies, the approach to the description of his own
results, phase of research, etc. The formal .channels are
far from always capable of real-time adaptation to the
specific and direct needs of each particular user.

The informal channels give the scientist direct sup-
port pr eriticisin Q11 the vague points that occur in his
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Work. This feedback in the dialogue with the other mem,
bers of the learned community in one's field contributes
greatly to the efficiency of the research.

It is highly expedient sometimes to combine the two
types of channel, e. g. to find a source through a formal
channel and then to establish direct informal contacts
with the author.

Exchange of preprints has come to be most used in-
formal channel of late. To say nothing of the difficulty
of reproduction and circulation of preprints the author
has to cope with, this channel involves certain other
shortcomings, the major one being that junior research
staff, the smaller serearch establishments and scientists
in the smaller and less developed countries, who need
preprints most of all, have the least chance to obtain
them (if at all), Therefore, Garvey [2] suggests as a so.-
lution to the problem of lengthy time lags between com-
pletion of a research and its .a.nnouncernent in a journal
(vary...,ng between 1 and 2 years) that listsof manuscripts
submitted for press be published With the :Eames and add
resses of the authors. In this -way inform: exchange of
preprints would be :stremlined to foreshadow the actual
publication of the results in the journal. In Czechoslova-
Ida preprints and reprints constitute a major form of in-
forrireial communication in research institt. Unfortuna-
tek,...tke scientific journals in the country fine so far fai-
ledido. implement this happy idea of Gailiocv's of publi-
shing lists of titles-and authors- of papers -submitted.

11?.ublishing of conference pre-papers- "fsi among very
efficacious semi-formal methods. A special bulletin of
brief ..communications- is a novelty in the field. This deli-
vers the official journal for the more important and leng-
thy publications.

A combination cf regular conferences of specialists
with the timely issuance of pre-papers is the most ef-
fective method of semi-formal communication, thanks to
which the participants coming to the conference have a
nioreor less exact notion of the relevant studies so that
they can tie up personal contacts with the authors, if they
wish. The speakers can thus concentrate on a discussion
of their results. The convenors of major international con-
ferences alWays take pains to publish in due time the ma-
terials for the future conference.
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Money permitting, after the conference collections (-)

the major papers are published 'together with the discus-
sions. A tangible percentage of these papers later on ap-
pear through the next year or years in scientific journals
or monographs at home and abroad. These publications
are of particular value to those who did not attend the
conference and, certainly, to the information agencies and
special libraries that add them to their files.

We can say in conclusion that, as shown- by studies
carried out in Czechoslovakia and abroad, it is expedient
to attack the present information crisis by combining, in
accordance with the specific !needs of a discipline or "a. re-
gion, the conventional formal channels with the infutmal
ways of communication. Interaction of the two forms is
bound to promote the permanent improvement of both. It
would be necessary, however, to abandon the intuitive
method and to approach. this problem with the tools of
rational empiric and theoretical analysis. All users of

scientific information are eagerly looking forward tbD its
solution.

Influence of the Language Barrier on Formal
and Informal Communications in Science

Prerequisite to effective communication is that the
symbolic system employed be understandable to all the
partners. As regards oral communications, this implies
not only the understandability (lc the unit signs, such as
the phonemes and lther-.3 of thfe common alphabet, but
that of words, phrases larger text segments. Other-
wise, in case each author uses a different national lan-
guage to report his information, we are faced with The

obstacle of the language barrier. In the context of the
international nature of scientific informaition turnover,
the language barrier is a big handicap to the effective
communication in science and technology.

The problem of language barrier should be explored
under three angles:

(a) inter-language barriers (symbolic "and linguistic
difference);

(b) intra-language barriers (terminological diffe-

rences of the particular subject fields); and (c) semantic
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barriers (growth of the degree of abstraction in and con-ceptualization of the individual fields of science).In this content we speak of the alp and «sinall» lan-guages and of a degree of information pressure that ismanifested in the striving- to compel the smaller nationsto communicate in the language of a larger nation orcountry: Different to the oulturalaesthetic or the journa-listic domains of social activities, This politicoculturalpressure is even more strongly felt in the field of scienti-fic and technical informatIon communication. The scien-tists of the smaller natilons and counitries that make disco-veries of a worldwide purport are practically forced, iithey. want international rcc:ognition for themselves andtheir nation, to publish and-communicate in some langua-ge of world importance and to use the international com-munications channels for this purpose. In other words,they have to publish their results in English, Russian,French, German, or international journals. Informationflowing through these channels has a greater chance ofgetting cited by the worl&s secondary publications, i. e.abstract journals and indLexes, thus entering the world-wide turnover..
There are .a number-o.7 -ways to surmount the languagebarrier in science:
1. Accepting one of tii..-major languages of the world.as the-..universal internatal language of science. Thechoise of such a language-raises complications of psycho-logical, political and prestige nature on the part of theother big and small nations, even though the practice isthat without the knowledge at least passive of Eng-lish, Russian, French and German a scientist, particular-.ly in a small country, cannot attain scientific recogniti-on. The majority of special terminologies make use ofLatin roots, which to some extent simplifiers the commu-nications between scientists of different nationalities. Acase in point is medicine. These circumstances may bethe chief reason of the obvious preference that has beengiven by scientists to the English language in thepast two decades, apart from the dwindlings of the inter-national prestige of France and Germany as worldpowers.

2. Creation of an artificial international language ofscience, a sort of Esperanto for scientific communication
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On a world scale. The e.lxperience with Esperanto and other
artificial languages this to be a difficult path as
it requires that every scientist devote a lot of his time
to learning a new foreign language. Besides, it is diffi-
cult in itself to build a universal artificial language for
the science as a whole.

3. Gradual development of formalized languages for
the individual fields of science. Examples -are chemistry,
physics and other disciplines possessing an articulated
systemalic ogranization of concepts.

4. Creation of international retrieval languages using
generally accepted systems of symbols for the individual
fields of science and technology. This path is made prac-
tical in case there are information agencies functioning
as the intermediary of scientific communication. As re-
gards the immediate Intercourse of the communicants, a
commonly known national language will have to play an
important role for a long time to come.

5. Translation of documents from one natural langua-
ge to another on user's request. This is the satisfactory
least solution as it considerably retards the information
turnover and is fraught with the danger of unvoluntary
or intended distortion of the knowledge translated. Un-
fortunately, this way is indispensable in case the user do-
es not read the foreign language in question. To reduce
the disadvantages, some major countries conclude agre-
ements for reciprocal translation of whole series of their
scientific journals. For example, about 80 periodical titles
in the USSR and the USA the being translated cover-
to-cover according to the cultural agreement between
the two nations. For economic reasons this solution is
unfeasible for the smaller countries.

Linguistics, including the 1.1-thithematical linguistics, is
trying to overcome the language barrier via machine
translation. The problems involved in the algorithmic
description of the translation process, particularly as con-
cerns semantic and syntactical analysis of the source and
target languages, will for a long. time ahead doom ma-
ehine translation to the status of laboratory and semi-
operating experiments, even though the total number of
research reports and various publications on the subject
amounts to several thousand.
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dnvisible Colleges» and their Rolellin Science

It has been rn,.'.ntioned that the reciprcz.11,1 fcr7nal and
informal conmunrivations between r,e a major
stimulus prorrrot.:.mg. research actiVities-. ThL-; commumea-
fons can. lake pkwe in the interpeional .plan.-. according
to Schramm's s,cheme [4], or in thte group-based plane,
or else, on a InniLted scale, with the aid c')1 the mass me-
dia. In the former _case the communication .!process comp-
rises the followng. components: the speaker's idea the
semantic content -Of the message for the :speaker the
semantic content of the message the semantic content
for the receptor and the effect produced on the recep-
tor. In the case .61. group communication tone has to take
into account the motivation pattern, the internal' horizon-.
tal and vertical breakdowns as determined by the roles,
norms, statutes .artd hierarchical relations in: 'the group
an.d its universe:. The differences in the &flail:la:tat hierarchy
correspond to the different roles in 'communication.
The senior and -managerial staff usually .pait.more initia-
tive in the communication process than do the junior
staff.

The above factors lead 'to the emergence in science of
the so-called «invisible colleges». The leading and re-nowned scientists form, on a voluntary 'basis, nationaland international groups without any official or-ganization but with the main objective of information
exchange through -informal channels, in particularthrough personal contacts and correspondence, partici-pation in international congresses, conferences, symposia,
probation service, exchange of preprints (copies of manu-scripts accepted for print), and reprints (offprints ofpublished papers), and so on. These interpersonal or,sometimes, mediated contacts between the members ofthe invisible colleges elevate these informal groups exis-ting in almost every field of science to The level of mighty
informational Pnd brain trusts that constitute a mostefficient informal means of communication.- The first tostudy the behaviour of such specific social groups werePrice and Beaver [51., The object of their study was theso-called «information exchange group». There exist inthe United States such groups of scientists of different
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specialties that have underlaken as members of an
.sible colleg..: to send in to the group's secretariat a
of each paper ready -for press. The secretariat multipiliie!.:
these manuscripts and disseminates them as prepithits.
among all the members of the group. This simple sysliera
has practically delivered the larger groups, uniting Ity, it
500 leading scientists, of the necessity to publish an (Jfi---
cial journal, for the members of the group received
information on the major studies in their subject 'ILO.
several mon'ths ahead of official publication. Natural
other forms and channels of communication were
formed between the members of the group, as describe
above, and even direct scientific and technical coopera
on. Price and Beaver must be given credit for their
antitative analysis of the social behaviour of the exchaarH-
ge group in the measurable indicators of the publishir;4-.
activities of the individual group members; besides they
examined the related growth trends in joint authorsli._.
Judging by the number of publications, that Price ass;
mes to be a measure of a scientist's productivity all merry
hers of the group were ranked in the diminishing orcki.
of their publication amounts. Besides, correlation betwetm.
the productivity and participation in the group was mea.i---
sured, and this dependence was established to be direct
and symmetric. The previously 'known tendency towards
the growth of joint authorship was confirmed. A valuable
contribution. of the research was the extension of the ana-
lysis to embrace the relations of the individual scientists
to the different groups and the interrelations between the
groups. It would be of great use for theoretical research
in informatics in Czechoslovakia, if these methods were
applied there.

Price, like many other informalion scientists, resorts
to citation analysis to study group communications. Don
Swanson 161 makes use of citation. analysis even to iden-
tify the membership of invisible colleges.

We should like to conclude. this brief outline of the sco-
pe of subjects connected with the information exchange
through invisible colleges, this most efficient channel, by
mentioning a major shortcoming of this form. Regrettab-
ly, to become a member of such a group is possible only
for. eminent scientists possessing a social status that
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enables them to keep sufficiently close contacts with theother members of the group, to take part in conferences,to travel, etc. The choice of the members for an invisiblecollege is quite conservative. A new member is usuallyrequired to have'high scientific qualifications and renown,confirmed by a multitude of publications in world press,and, in case of a smaller nation, 'the command of the ma-in languages, as no interpreters are tolerated to mediatethe personal communications between the members of theinvisible colleges. This problem of the language barrieris of prime importance for the scientists of smaller na-tions. They need the knowledge of world languages notonly for personal contacts, but also for publishing theirresults in the world national and international journalssince, it is onl,, the separate offprints of special worldpress that grant the entrance to the invisible college.Another opportunity for the scientists of the smaller butdeveloped nations to enter the world scene is given bythe current-awareness periodicals of the «Current Con-tents» type, that give translations of the contents pa-ges of the national scientific journals into a «world»language accompanied by the authors' addresses whichprovides an opportunity for establishing personalcontacts.
All junior scientists naturally aspire as soon as pos-sible to become. members of an invisible college of theirfield. The knowledge of world languages, over and above

the specialty, is a basic premise to a scientific career in asmall country. The.capability of overcoming the languagebarrier on one's own is typical for the field of basic rese-arch. On the contrary, in applied research and in the pro-
duction sphere this capability is lower. This faces the in-
formation officer with the major task of bridging thelanguage gap between the foreign sources and the user.Hence the usually higher social status of the information
officer in industry than that of the information officer inbasic research.

The mass.communication media, including the grap-hic ones, are typical of the formal (planned) communi-cation,.and we shall not -dwell on them here.
The following table compares The three modes of corn-mun ica tibn .
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comparison of Characteristics of Interpersonal and Group
Communications and Mass Communications

Interpersonal
communication Group communication as communication

Author and
.ceptor are in-
viduals

Author and recep-
tor are either indivi-
duals or groups

The source of communicationis an individual or an orga-
nization, the receptor is the
community. Stochastic na-ture of the communication

Contacts between the communicantsitlt the medium of structures (se-lantic systems, social roles, norms,iciat status)

Contacts between socialstructures with the me hia-lion of individuals

Author and receptor are in direct'an tact Author and receptor usual-ly separated in space andlor
time

Author addre-
;;es a ..particu-
3r person

Author addresses a
particular person or
members of a group

Author addresses a set of
receptors (the set may be
empty)

Commun:.cation is a reciprocal pro-ess with alternating roles No direct (immediate) ex-change of roles takes place.
indirect exchange of rolesinvolves a time shift

Physical presence of receptor inhe act of communication is necessa-
Physical presence of re-

ceptor not needed

Receptor has no free 'choice of the;onummication subject in its firsthase
Receptor has opportunityof choice of the communica-

tion subject (negation of
communication)

It is possible to comprehend, the'ntire communication process
It is impossible to comp-

rehend the entire communi-
cation process

9*
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Conclusion

The objective of this paper was to emphasize the fac,
that the informal channels of information exchange is

science cannot be replaced even by a best organized for
mal communicaltion media in the overall complex systen
of the communications model. Informal specifically
interpersonal communication contacts between scien
lists will continue, even at a stage of high automation o
scientific information processes.

The need for finding an optimal interaction betweci
formal and informal contacts should not be altogethe
omniitted from any scientific information project, since i

is only optimization of this interaction thal can brig
about a high efficiency of such a system.
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D. J. Foskeit

(United Kingdom)

SOME SOCIOLOGICAL ASPEKTS OF FORMAL

SYSTEMS FOR THE COMMUNICATION OF

KNOWLEDGE

The origins of formal systems for the transfer or com

rnunication of knowledge are lost in the mists of time, but

they were certainly in the hands of rulers, usually kings

or priests. Discoveries such as those of the SurnerianE

and Egyptians, connected with seasonal ebbs and floods

of th A:reatrivers, so important for agriculture, were han-

ded by oral tradition, and, if recorded, were so in great

secrL.s. The growth of market economies, and the deve-

lopment of international trade, led to an increase in the .

need for records, of commercial transactions; but the no-

tion that specialist l;.ncwledge was the prerogative of the

elite lasted long into the history of civilisation, after the in-

vention of the papyrus roll or even of the codex form of

book. In his life of Alexander, Plutarch records a letter

that he wrote to his tutor while he was in Asia: «Alexan-

der to Aristotlo. Greeting. You have not done well to pub-

lish your books of oral doctrine; for what is there now

that we excel others in, if these things which we have be-

en particularly instructed in be laid open to all? For my

Part, I assure you, I had rather excel others in the know-

ledge of what is excellent, rather than in the extent of any

Power and dominion. Farewell.» The Pre-Socratic philo-

sophers, who made so' many import"nt discoveries, and

Plato himself, whose influence on 'tie Lstory of ideas can

hardly be exaggerated, evidently paid little attention to

publication; but Aristotle clearly recognised the value of

the theok» for recording a vstematic treatise and a deta-

iled orpiment that requires to be studied at length, with
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the possibility of continuous reference back and forth, froione part to another. It is fortunate that he did so, for
.the masters of the Graeco-Roman civilisation had not foimutated their ideas in this way, there could have been ngreat revival of European culture at the end of the MiddlAges the Renaissance.

The invention of printing from mova lble type, \Olemade possible the production of large edition at relatively low cost, gave a tremendous impetus to the spread aknowledge, and established the role of the publishing industry as the base on which scholarship could bo foundedThe pioneers, such as CaXton in England and Aldus Manutius in Italy, were scholars as well as craftsmen, and often combined in themselves all the arts of editor, printerpublisher and bookseller. Groups of scholars, whetheinformal such. as the Wandering Scholars, or formally constituted in «academies) like the Brethren of Sincerity a'Basra, or the Academia Secretorum Naturae in Italy, hatnot played any outstanding part in publishing, but ha(.not neglected to use the books as zin instrument for spretiding their ideas. This aspect of bibliographical histon-has been well documented by Thornton and Tully [1].The book, however, was not the only medium of com-munication. The letter formed an equally important medi.
urn, as it still does, but of a less formal charaCter. This im-portance was recognised, however, and volumes of correspondence have always provided vital evidence of a first-.hand nature for historians in all fields. The particular cha-..racter of the letter, however, differed from that of the book.It was not, generally, used as a medium of expressing a-full sequence of ideas which amounted to a completeture of a given field; it was, rather, the means for commu-;nicating quickly and easily a single item of information,to one who was certain to be interested, and thus it was,.as a form, the direct ancestor of the modern periodical. Itwas the Scientific Revolution of the 16th and,17th centu-ries that brought together the formal group of 'like-minded
scholars who converted into an institutional form whathad previously existed as a rather haphazard enterprise,
between two or three friends.

The particular social need to be met was that of trans-,
ferring highly specific knowledge so th: it could be put.to use; the motive pover came from the fact that these
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scholars were scientists, engaged in practical experimen-

tal work. They realised all too cleary how much they stood

to gain by exchange of knowledge. Although they were na-

turally anxious to have their name linked with great dis-

coveries, they also understood, in the words of the man

who was one of the chief founders of the movement, Fran-

cis Bacon, that every man is a debtor to his profession.

Furthermore, these men were gifted amateurs, in the sen-

se that they were inspired more by love of knowledge than

by hope of gain, and they were interested in the whole of

knowledge as well as the particular field that they Wei e

themselveS cultivating.
As is well known, the various trends in research and

communication culminated in the foundation in England of

the Royal Society, model and forerunner of many others.

Its membership uncluded artists and men of letters as well

as scientists; and they were encouraged to write about

their work, not in a high-flown esoteric language, but in

plain and simple English that corresponded to natural

speech. The same qualities were to be seen later in one of

the great founders of Russian science, At V. Lomonosov,

of whose style Pushkin wrote that it «springs mainly from

his deep knowledge of the literary Slavonic language, and

from a happy fusion of the latter with the language of

the common people,>
The Royal Society was not, the first periodical publi-

sher, even in England. This had begun before the Civil

War, in the field of political news and comment; he' the

Royal Society's «Philosophical Transactions» was iirst

scientific periodical to have a continued existence down

to the present day, and T. H. Huxley once said that «If

all the books in the world, except the «Philosophical

Transactions>>, were destroyed, it is safe to say that the

foundations of physical science would remain unshaken,

and that the vast intellectual progress of the last two

centuries would be largely, though incompletely, recor-

ded.» Even in the nineteenth century, however, the «Phi-

losophical Transactions>> had, inevitably, to concentrate,

after the Industrial Revolution, on the special fields of

the physical sciences; the same vast progress had brought

with it a large number of other such societies, representing

not only research scientists and scholars, but also practi-

tioners in the professional fields, law, medicine, enginee-
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ring, theology, and so on. Commercial publishers, who hadh: Idled most of the book trade since the invention of prin-t;: moved into the periodical field, mainly with literary.and political journals, but also in specialist fields, of scho-larship: perhaps the outstanding example is «Natnre>, fo-unded in 1869 and still published by the house of Mac-millan. This was begun as a deliberate attempt to reacha wider market for scientific reporting, and such a colla-boration of scholars and business men, for the' purpose ofdisseminating information, has often been reputed since,The third great intellectual and industrial upheaval,sometimes called the Cybernetic Revolution, has intensifi-ed all the problems of formal communication methods. Ma-ny factors have contributed to this crisis: the great increa-se in numbers of research workers, who naturally wantto publish; the consequent growth in size of the publi-shing industry; the spectacular changes in transport, whichmeans many more opportunities for scholars to meet anddiscuss with each other;the consequent increase in thetempo of research and its extension into practice. None ofthese factors are new, of course, but the size of theirgrowth has led to a radically new position, in which theold ways which had given satisfaction for so long havebeen subjected to new and intensive scrutiny. In particular,the whole of the communication process has been studied inthe light of General Systems Theory, and the techniquesof systems analysis, which has been developed as a directresult of the necessity for a detailed breakdown of anyprocess that is to benifit from the use of computers.The Main principle of General Systems Theory is thatof the inexorable interconnections between phenomena atall levels: this is the nature of the physical world, andalthough Man is certainly able to isolate entities and phe-nomena in order to examine them, this does not representthe true state of affairs. If conclusions are drawn solely'on the basis of.the static, the unconnected state, they mayvery well not apply in the dynamic interconnected state,which is the actual state with which we have to deal inreality..Our knowledge, so far as it goesfor it is andwill always be, incomplete, derives from our study andunderstanding of the real world; that world does not de-rive its .phenomena from the prbeesses of the human mind,though may obviously' affect it. Thistheins:that, whi-
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le we may detach certain entities, or even groups of enti-ties, from their natural dynaMic state, is a mis'ake 13suppose that our examination of them, in such a detachedstate, is'complete. In systems analysis, it is a mistake toimagine that such a thing as a «closed» system exists inNature, and this mistake is all too frequently made. Forexample. much of the contemporary discussion about lib-rary and documentation systems is either sterile, or gross-ly repetitive, because it fails, in the end, to regard thesesystems as part of, a larger social system, and instead re-gards them as ends in themselves.This is particularly marked when the question of auto-mation arises; from some papers one would imagine thatthe purpose of an information service was to providework for computers, instead of the function o't computersbeing to facilitate information service to real people. Thisattiude seems to mar the otherwise useful conribution ofT. Kitagawa to the February 1970 Meeting of FID /R1 [2]. Itis surely something )1 a limited view to see the main pur-pose of continuous education for Man in society, to qualifyhim, «to work with and to manage machines and systemsin the cybernetical era». In similar vein, the Report of theCommittee on Scientific and Technical Communication ofthe U. S. National Academy of SciencesNational Aca-demy of Engineering speaks of the need for finding «waysof overcoming user apathy or resistance.» [31. This is thelanguage of the advertiser seeking to persuade consumersto buy products for which they feel no real need; whereas,as any librarian or information officer knows, users areeager to come by information that fills a gap in theirknowledgethey Jo not have to be persuaded. If thereis a reluctance on the part of users, the fault lies not intheir stupidity, but in the nature of the goods they areoffered. It is the «reprocessing and repackaging», in theSATCOM Report's [31 revealing phrase, that stands con-demned, and the correct solution to the problem is not toexpend effort to pile yet more paper on to scholars whoare already overburdened, but to examine the whole pro-cess as a unified system in itself, to discover how the purepose of information transfer may be realised.An early attempt to streamline the operation was theproposal advanced by J. D. Bernal at the Society's Scien-tific Information Conference in 1948. He envisaged, if not



the cessation, at least a drastic reduction of periodical
publication, and the deposit instead of individual papersat a central distributing agency. lie withdrew this propo-sal in the face of fierce opposition from journal editors,
but a significant reminder was given at the 1955 IUPAC,
Conference on the Documentation of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (which has been lost to sight because it. was
never published as a single volume) :

«J. D. Bernal ... already in 1948 ... proposed that
papers should be submitted to a central agency who sho-
uld classify and disseminate them to those who asked for
papers on individual topics.

Bernal's proposal was certainly premature, but it isnot too early now to begin thinking of the position as it
will be, say, in 10-20 years hence. When that time comes
journals will he twice their present size, relatively few
Fellows will pay for them, and industry and the State will
consider whether their subsidies which have become bur-
densome are really necessary; whether some better means
of recording and distributing scientific results cannot be
found».

This prophetic comment was made by R. S. Cahn, then
editor of the «Journal of the Chemical Society», who had
as good reason as anyone to see the approaching crisis. A
further, much more detailed, memorandum was submitted
in 1961 to the FID by I. Polzovics, who has repeated his
warning in the VINITI volume, «International Forum on
Informatics» [4], complaining that meanwhile nothing has
been done: «Because of its significance, it seems reasonab-le to ring an alarm that wakes up this Sleeping Beauty
from its slumber». Many other studies in these two volu-
mes bear on the problem, from all aspects; that of
M. J. Menou [5], in particular, emphasises the necessity
for an overall study from the point of view of the indivi-
dual scholar, who is both producer and user, and therefo-
re marks both the beginning and the end of the knowled-
ge transfer chain, or system [6].

In studying this system in detail, then, we -have tostart with the individual. His purpose, put simply, is toincrease his control over his own environment so that he
can manipulate it for his own ends. This requires under-
standing of how the environment works: as we said, it is
not the creation of his mind, but exists independently of
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his mind. Control has to be acquired; it is not innate. Un-
derstanding, as Jean Piaget [7) has shown in his long se-
ries of experiments with children, comes primarily from ac-
tivity, from interfering with the environment, from expe-
rimentation. This is how the scientist also works. But on-
ce the mind has developed, through the p rocesses of serra-
tion and classification, to the point of being able to work
with abstractions (symbols) which stand instead of real
phenomena, we can learn from records and benefit from
other people's reu.Tded knowledge just as productively as
if we had discovered it for ourselves. Since the extent of
these records is now so vast, the research worker clearly
needs some agency to scan the general output and direct
towards him those items that deal with the field in which
he is working. When Francis Bacon took all knowledge for
his province, he was presumably able to perform this func-
tion for himself, but the need for intermediaries became
felt at least as early as the late seventeenth century, when
the «Weekly Memorials for the Ingeniuous» were first pub-
lished in 1682, and the Royal Society reported notes abo-
ut the work of the Ingenious in all parts of the world.

We are now speaking, in fact, of the individual who
wishes to be in communication with others in discussing a
special field. If heknew all of them, presumably correspon-
dence would be a direct, if rather tiresome channel. To this
day, we use the channel for our intimate friends or for
those far away whom we wish to interest in our work. But
the attempt, two or three yers ago, to institutionalise this
informal relation by Exchange Groups came to nothing,
mainly because of the hostility of professional .communica-
tors such as editors and secretaries of learned societies.
These are the organisers of knowledge transfer, the for-
mer by their journals, the latter by their meetings, confe-
rences, symposia and so on. They are necessary, of cour-
se, because the scholar wants his work known not only to
his friends, but also to the host of unknown «colleagues»,
to whom lie can be linked by means of their common
bondsmembership of the same societies, subscription to
the same journals.

This is also a two-way relation, since the scholar as
-user, as receiver of knowledge, also profits by the net-
work, and learns about interesting work being done by
people unknown to him. This aspect is particularly impor-
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tant for younger scholars (who will be the leaders of to-
morrow); for although it may still be true that /lembers
of the «invisible college», as D. J. de So lia Pric., has cal-
led the inner, senior membership of specialrst groups,
know of each others' work without the need for an infor-
mation network, this does not apply to those who are not
vet members, those wIo do not sit on the impotant com-
mittees and thus meet regularly, with time to talk to each
other. The workings of the leading group often extend, in
fact, to the regular, formal channels also. Diana Crane's
survey of sociological articles shows that the academic
characteristics of the contributors and editors of three
«prestige» journals were very similar; the inference is
that editors and referees look for qualities similar to their
own in articles submitted for their consideration [8]. This
applied even when the articles were anonymous, so that
this similarity does not depend on the editors' personal
knowledge of the authors.

The question of assessment is crucial. When an author
decides to make his work public, he desires to submit it to
informed scrutiny by experts in his field. The very fact of
publication should be a guarantee that the work has rea-
ched a certain standardnot only in respect of contents,
but also for presentation, due citation of previous work,
and so on. There is a serious danger of breakdown here.
The remarkable proliferation of new journals could be ta-
ken as a sign of healthy growth in the world, of learning,
but unfortunately it can also be due to over-commerciali-
sation of the product, «information. The symptons are:
lowering of standard.;, (usually due to absence of referee-
ing), duplication (the same article published in more than
one place), excessive publishing of <news» (either of little
interest, or duplicated), proliferation of commonplace «No-
tes» or «Letters to the Editor», and, above all, by misuse
of the practice of commissioning article from well-known
.authors who very often have nothing new to say, or
no new synthesis to attempt. The question is, should pub-
lication standards be set by market place, or by the ob-
jective assessment of informed specialists? There are dan-
gers and advantages in both; it has been suggested by
R. D. Whitley [9] that there is evidence that editors tend
to favour articles that suppOrt the exising paradigm (in
T. S. Kuhn's sense [10]), and are wary of publishing those
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that criticise. This could of course mean that the bias is
against the genuinely novel, and one can indeed find ins-
tances to justify this. On the other hand, a proposal to
depart from the pai adigm should have to carry conviction;
it must be more than usually well supported with evi-
dence.

Reliance on the market Low carries the stamp of
SATCOM approval, because the survival of «for-profit»
organisations depends on etheir ability to recognize, un-
derstand and adequately serve users, and because of the
management and marketing capabilities they have deve-
loped...»; but, as with all commodity production, there is
nowadays an obvi,:e_is tendency to rely more on the markv!-
ting capability thail on the satisfaction of a real need, or
the quality of the product. The philosophy of «built-in ob-
solescence» has entered the communications industry, and
we read of lengthy surveys and complex calculations of
the «half-life» of specialist journals. So long as libraries
(in advanced countries at least) are well-endowed, jour-
nal publishers are assured of the minimum market neces-
sary to make a profit, and the essential element of risk,
if the SATCOM assessment is to be justified, is absent.
Standards inevitably stiffer, because factors ensuring ease
of production take precedence over factors ensuring qua-
lity of product. There is therefore much to be said for
Polzovics' View that all specialist journal publishing sho-
uld be in the hands of learned and professional societies.

First publication of an author's work, whether as a
book, pamphlet, periodical or report, introduces him to the
social group whose connecting bond is formed by their as-
sociation with work in a specialised field .and their real
need to keep informed of the work of others, known or
unknown. The editor's or publisher's role is that of spon-
sor; he performs the introduction, implicitly guaranteeing
that the work is both respectable and interesting. At the
same time, he should be objective in his assessments, and
equally guarantee to the author his right to publish his
workperhaps the most important argument in favour
of control by the peer-group, the learned society. This is
not the final judgement; that is reached by the decision of
the «general public», if one may use that term Of a speci-
al field.. The work achieves, or does not achieve, consensi-
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hility, in Ziman's phrase; if it does, it becomes «public
knowledge» [1

At this point there enters into the network a new ele-
ment: the librarian, documentalist, information scientist,
or whatever name may be attached to those who have the
social responsibility, not of printing and publishing origi-
nal work, but of organising and puffing to use the result,
of the publication process.«Publication» is used here in its
broadest sense: that once the report of the work has been
«uttered», or given out,.it conies into the public domain
and has to submit to an organising process so that its
true purpose that of communicating knowledgecan he
realised. These «Messengers of Light», as Francis Bacon
called them, bought to his New Atlantis «the books, and
abstracts, and patterns of experiments of all other parts»,
..1:!(.1 today they play an essential part in the communica-

tion network, even though their value may still, in some
quarters, be underestimated.

It is not necessary to rehearse here either the func-
tions of information workers, or the structure of the orga-
nisations which they serve; this has been done many ti-
mes. «The International Forum on Informatics» contains
a number of case studies, and A. Merta has applied sys-
tems analysis to the international level of operation [12].
The social role of all the members of this groc40 is the sa-
me to acquire. _:,i-ange and disseminate the knowledge
contained in records that have come into the public do-
main. In this process, secondary records need to be cre-
ated: abstracts, indexes, reviews. The bibliographical ap-
paratus of a subject acts as a map cf the 'territory;
it is not the territory itself, but consists of a series of po-
ints of reference, which a user may study even though he
is not on the ground itself. We may plot a route on a
map. in our own homes, and we may compile a list of re-
ferences in a library, rather than in the laboratory. These
references bring a user into contact with an author, even
though he may not be directly linked to that author by
any of the formal linkage systems already described.

The crucial importance of this function becomes clear
if we remember that, unless an author's work becomes en-
meshed into this secondary recording apparatus,'it will
be lost from sight as soon as the immediate circle of his
acquaintance cease contact with the field of study. Commu-
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,".:11:1 Other who are unknown to an autho.
wHieincr I!,,eparated by -space or time, is impossible without
the aid of bibliography in one form or another.

How, then, should this type of «secondary recording sy-
stem), develop? Technically, there is only one way
we must make the best possible use oi; desigy-p,
to handle large quantitie.=, ofJ 41ata, btti be
light w;:-ers' 4uij`,N.I.frl'ni not the c(onvenice oti

The futilily of much so-called rese-
arch this area is demonstrated by the fact that we still
do not know how to use the data produced by one of the
most imaginative schemes yet designed to enlist the aid
of computersthe MARC Project, Other schemes which
have cost t great deal of money to develop and a great
deal of publicity to sustain, often fall sonic way short of
their ostensible target. Much more thought needs to be
given to the psychological, linguistic and fo-

undations of Informatics, before luir-H ovy stkeci-
ti,cation to the

,

There signs that, on the sociologt111 t12.-

_q, the requisite action has begun. The success of ViNITI
has encouraged other countries in Eastern Europt tea es-
tablish central offices for scientific and technical :finfOrma-
tion, some of which act as initiators of bibliograpkihaLsy-
stems, some as co-ordinators. The U. S. National ALaderny
of Sciences and National Science Foundation .for
long urged that a proper study of organisational prob-
lems be made, and their efforts seem to be beating fruit
through SATCOM though it is not without significance
that the membership of this Committee is heavily w-eighted
in favour of the publishers and engineers: there are few
scientists, no social scientists, no librarians, one Dean of

a library school. They do, however, recognise the need for
co-operation and co-ordination as well as competition, and
the case for special grants for new services in libraries
One of the encouraging features of the Report is its view
of the field as a whole, seeing documentation as an integ-
ral part of the wider area of scientific research and com-
munication.

In practice, international co-operation is already under
way in the fields of medicine, ,physics and chemistry, whe-
re learned bodies have taken the lead. They have already
shown the advantage of this procedure, in their sensiti-
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vity to criticism and willingness to modify their schemes
to meet the informed criticism of users. For future plan-
ning of international effort, the ICSU/Unesco project
UN1SIST represents an important attempt to find a cent-
ral point, or hub, from which an integrated systems linka-ge may be managed. The organising committee of
UNISIST comprised representatives of all, or nearly all as-
pects of the process of communicating knowledge. Orciani-
sationally, its range is excellent; but it seems to have been
forgotten, for the moment at least, that just as no man is
an island, so no subject exists in isolation either. Where
does one draw the line between «science», and «social
science>, ,:liainanities»? Once again, we have to re-
member that, although distinctions can be made concep-
tually, these cannot be maintained successfully and fruit-
fully when it comes to the acid test of practice. There are
many problems of the greatest difficulty facing the sche-
me, however, and if the necessary system of controls, chan-
nels, of information, facilities for initiating action where
required, is to be constructed, it may perhaps be as well
to start with con achievable target in viewalways provi-
ded that the overall objective is kept in the longerterm
prospect.

I-or this is nothing less than entry into a new phase
in the history of the communication of knowledge; when
all the lessons of the past have been learned and under-
stood, and the aims and aspirations of those who produce
and those who use knowledge have been taken into acco-
unt; when modern technological achievements have been
mastered and brought into the service of Man, instead of

other way about; when librarians and information of-
ficers see their role as actively facilitating the transfer
of knowledge, as well as guarding the records; then we
shall have designed and built an organisation to Co-ordina-
te social effort for the achievement of a socially valuable
purpose.
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B. C. Brookes

(United Kingdom)

THE AGING OF SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE

I. Scientific Literature as a Continuous Renewal

In recent years emphasis has been laid on the expo-
nential growth of scientific literature and the problems
that follow from the so-called «information explosion».
These problems look specially alarming to those who re-
gard the development of science as a purely cumulative
process, as an endless collection of new facls or data. But
if such a view were valid all scientific papers would be
of constant scientific interest whatever their date of pub-
lication, and clearly they are not. The development of sci-
ence is more correctly to be regarded as a process of
continuous renewal rather than of continuous cumulation.
The literature of the recent past is constantly reviewed
and updated; data already known are merged with new
data and are redescribed and reinterpreted in thQ terms

.of newer theories. Working scientists concentrate their in-
terest on the most recent publications and their contribu-
tions to the literature are to be regarded not simply as
additions to a growing file but as corrections and refine-
ments of papers published at some earlier period and
which are thus superseded. If all the literalure of science
aged ten years or more were accidentally destroyed the
historical record of a great human achievement would be
lost but there would be little loss to science itself.

Though practical problems which face information
practitioners today stem partly from the increasing
growth of new publications, they also arise from the spe-
eding up of modes of communication and transport. Sci-
entists attend conferences on a world-wide scale and in
large numbers and so keep themselves informed of trends
and developments by direct personal contact. The tempo
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of scientific work has increas,:d as a result and the in-
creasing urgency of scientific activity has led to pressure
to accelerate the distribution and dissemination of new
scientific information especially when it can be applied
to technological processes. Computerized systems have
aided this acceleration. In the recent past, emphasis ha.i
been given to the increasing rate of growth of scientific
publication partly because the evidence of this growth
presents itself unambiguously and dramatically in the
form of new periodicals to be processed. But the evidence
of decay is less immediately discernible. As periodicals
age, scientific interest in them gradually fades but the
aging periodicals emit no discernible signal as they quiet-
ly pgss from active scientific interest into the archives
of the historian of science.

Scientific information centres therefore tend to carry
_a greater volume of obsolescent and obsolete material
than is necessary. The greater the volume of obsolete ma-
terial that has to be serviced and searched, the ,slower
and more costly all information services become. Sciontiss
have improved their chances of getting new information
quicidy by changing from dependence on libraries of the
traditional form to ,dependence on computer-aided in-
formation centres which, ignoring the literature of the
pasIt, began their operational life by processing only new-
ly published literature; The new computerized systems
thus avoided current problems of obsolescence, but only
fora time. As the databank of any scientific information
centre ages, so the scientific value of its older files decli-
nes: magnetic patterns on tape or disc are no more im-
mune from the decline of scientific interest than are
marks on paper. Computerized systems have not y& fa-
ced the problems of weeding from their files the material
that has already been superseded, but they will soon ha-
ve to.

One way of reducing the effects of increasing growth
is to learn how to recognise and then discard any mate-
rial that,'.has become of negligible scientific interest so
that all the material retained and serviced by the working,
library or information centre remains of significant inte-
rest, The material ripe for discard is disposed of only if
a national or central archival repository of scientific li-
terature can be relied on promptly to satisfy any referen-
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ec to material that has already been discarded by the
working library, otherwise the discarded material can
only be removed from the most active area to some other
area where it can still he accessible. But, once a «banh
has been established, such as the National Lending Li-
brary for Science and Technology in Britain, The rationa-
lization of obsolescent material becomes possible in all
libraries and information centres which have access to
it. The major problem of obsolescence is that though in-
terest in the literature of science continues to decline as
the literature continues to age, theoretically at least the
interest can never be said to reach zero. So arbitrary de-
cisions about discarding material have to be made and
a rationale is therefore needed.

The volume of literature of active interest can be ima-
gined as a wave-front moving through time (Fig. 1).

INcny literature is generated continuously at an ever-in-
creasing rate so the wave-front steepens and reaches a
higher and -higher maximum. But the new literature also
begins to age, rapidly at first and then more and more
slowly, its trace backwards in time being theoretically
.endless.

This present paper is concerned with techniques for
measuring obsolescence. They have been devised to reduce
the work of computation to a minimum. As the rate of

TIME '-`12..

Fig. 1. The volume of literature of active scientific interest in
an expanding science.

obsolescence is a function of both the literature and also
of its users' interests it is important that librarians know
how to measure obsolescence rather than accept measures
derived from other contexts and to understand the limi-
tations of any measure they use.
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-2. Analysis of a Typical Sample of Data

In order to provide numerical data with which to il-

lustrate the practical technique of measuring rates of ob-
solescence, a sample of citations was 'taken from papers
published in «Philosophical Magazine», vols. 19 and 20

(1969). All these papers related to the same subject
solid-state physics. All the citations noted were to pa-

pers already published so that references to papers to

be published» or «in the press» were ignored. «Private
communications» even if dated were also ignored. The
citations noted were mainly of papers published in pe-

riodicals but citations to reports and monographs were
also included.

The citations were noted in three separale sets: all
citations in (a) the January and February issues, (b) the
May and June issues and (c) the September and October
issues. These three sets of citations are displayed as fre-
quency distributions in columns (1), (2) and (3) of Tab-

le 1 with the corresponding dates in years. The dates of
column (4) are the sums of the three samples taken
along the rows. The data of column (5) are derived from
column (4) by summing the citations cumulatively from
the earliest dates at the bottom of the column.

The first point to note about the three sample sets is
that, in all three cases, the figures reach their maxima in
1967, illustrating that there is an inescapable delay bet-
ween the use of newly published literahre and the indi-
cation of this used by the appearance of citations to it.
Having risen rapidly to their maxima the figures thereaf-
ter fall, in general, relatively slowly though with marked
fluctuations from set to set in some years. It can also be
seen that the years 1941-47 were unproductive of cita-

tions as compared with The years immediately preceding
that period. This low productivity is less easily accounted
for by sampling fluctuations becaus-o, though the figures
are all very small, they persist in all Three sets over the

period. Clearly this period of low productivity can be
explained by the fact that, allowing for delay between use
and published citation, this period coincides with the pe-
riod of World War II.

The total sample was split into three Os in order to
illustrate the fluctuations that can occur when the negati-



ye exponential (or geometric) distribution is sany:ed.
The exponential distribution has a thick short head and
a long thin tail which reaches, theoretically, to infinity.

Table 1

A Sample of Citation Date (Phil. Mag. 1969)

Date (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

969 15 24 39 1805
968 47 86 71 204 1766
967 65 87 96 218 1562
966 76 70 63 209 1814
965 49 51 53 153 1105
964 33 50 67 150 952
963 54 42 51 147 802
962 4:3 29 30 102 655
961 37 Q^

98
20 85 553

960 18 11 21 50 168
959 33 14 . 20 67 118
958 14 13 21 18 351
957 8 15 13 36 303
956 ll 9 18 38 267
955 14 4 11 29 2:)9

954 7 4 7 18 200
953 7 7 7 21 182
952 8 7 10 25 161
951 12 4 10 26 136
950 4 5 12 21 110
919 7 3 6 16 89
948 4 2 6 12 73
947 1 1 1 3 13!

946 1 1 2 58
915 2 2 56
944 1 - ___ t 54
943 __ ..... 53
942 1 -- 1 53
941 1 2 -- 3 52
940 1 3 3 .) ,7 49
939 1 1 2 4 42
938 1 1 2 38
937 or, 10 11 15 26 36

earlier 567 578 iTio 1805

The relatively large errors that can arise from samples
of citation (or usage) data have not been recognised hi-
therto in work on measuring obsolescence and ar.e'consi-

..,
dered in mue detail in Append H.
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It is belpftil always to split samples in the Wily de-
scribed above, There is no logical necessity for citations
to conform with the exponential or any other well known
distribution. Though one would naturally expect to find
a slow decline in numbers as the citation age, anomalies
may well appear. If the sample has been split if is easy
to check whether similar anomalies occur in all three sets
or not. If the anomaly is found in only one set it is rea-
sonable to dismiss it as a random fluctuation if no other
cause is apparent. If the anomaly persists in all three
sets, however, some causal explanation of._ the anomaly
must be sought so that, if necessary, allowance for it can
be made if 'the results are to be applied in practice. For
example one of the sets may include citations from a long
and important historical review while the others do not;
such an anomaly emphasises the need to ensure that the
'total sample includes a fair proportion of the historical
reviews that may occur in the particular literature being
analysed. The data of Table 1, for example, remind us
that normal scientific activity was seriously reduced by
the last world war and that this is a factor which may
sometimes. affect the choice of date at which back runs of
periodicals can safely be discarded.

In Fig. 2(a) the data of column (5) of Table l are
plotted on linear graph paper and in Fig. 2(b) they are
plotted in 3-cycle semitogarithmic graph paper which au-
tomatically takes logarithms of the numbers of citations
but allows the time-scale to remain linear. The cumula-
ted data of column (5) produce smoother graphs than
raw data of column (4). If the frequency distribution is
exactly exponential or geometri:: then the graph plotted
on semi-logarithmic should be a straight line. It can be
seen that the graph is approximately linear from 1967 to
1947, that it levels out over the war period and then re-
sumes its decline once more. By the time the graph has
reached 1947 only about 3'/2% of the total number of cita-
tions remain so that, for all practical purposes, only the
initial slope need be considered. The straight line imposed
on the graph to fit the plotted points was drawn by eye.

The rate of obsolescence is reflected in the slope of
the linearity. This slope can be determined by regression
analysis but for most practical purposes it suffices to esti-
mate the slope directly from the graph. A straight line
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CD is drawn very carefully from the top left-hand corner

of the graph-paper parallel to the straight line of the
graph. if the annual aging factor is a, the line CD is then
the graph of a' where t is the age in years. As t=1, 2,
3, 4,... successively, !the ordinates of the sequence of

points correspond to t, t2, t3, V... and their values can be

read as fractions or percentages on the scale on the right-

hand side. Any convenient point is selected though the
higher the power chosen the more precise is the value of

the aging factor derived from it.
From the graph it can, for example, be seen that

=0.295. By succesive reference to square root tables we
then have

a2 = 0.727,

This value of a can be verified directly from the graph
by reading The value on the scale which corresponds to

the point on CD where t=1.
The fact that a=0.86 implies that overall the number

of citations in any specified year is 0.86 times the num-
ber of citations in the previous year throughout the prac-
tical life of the periodical.

Reference to the line CD can now save much calcula-
tion in answering questions relating to the obsolescence
of this particular periodical. For example, a second mea-
sure of obsolescence that is frequently used is the half-
life, h. This half-life is the age at which the usage of the
periodical or set of periodicals has fallen to 50% of the
total usage. It is therefore given by the age at which CD
crosses the 50% level on the graph, i. e, 4.5 years appro-
ximately. A better estimate can be obtained by noting the

age at which the total usage has fallen to 25%, a period
which will correspond to 2 half-lives. In the example we
have used, we find that CD crosses the 25% level at 9.0
years, thus confirming the first estimate.

The measures a and h are clearly related. They must
satisfy the equation ah=1/2 from which

hloga=--log2
or h---.log2/loga.
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As a<1, log a will also be negative so that his posi-tive. In most practical calculations it will be found thatit is more convenient ito use a than h.
Further reference to the line CD shows, for example,that 90% of the citations will be less than 15 years old,that 95% will be less than 20 years old, and that if is-sues of the periodical were discarded after 12 years then16°/0 of the references would be lost.

3. The Concept of Utility

Consider the geometric series.
S[0, --,0].1-Fa+a.2+a3+... to infinity (1). When a<1,this series converges to the limit 1/(1a).
The shortened series from which the first t terms areomitted is

S at+ ato ;fit -3

at (I + a + a2 a3

at. S [0, (\,1

and so converges to the limit af./(1---a).
Inns the series obtained when we put 1, 2, 3,...successively in Sft, co] is also a geometric series, withratio a as in the. series (1).
The data of column (4) of Table 1 (apart from twoitAtiai build-up terms) are approximately proportional tothe terms of the series S[0, 00] whereas the data of co-lumn (5) of Table i arc approximately proportional to theterms of the series S[t, o] with successively.If the obsolescr.nce of a selected literature produces alinearity when the cumulative sums are plotted as descri-bed in the previous section, then it implies that they forma geometric series with a ratio a. We have noticed thatin using citations there is a delay of about two years be-fore present usage of a paper can be relied on to appearas a citatiori in a subsequent paper. It is therefore riot un-reasonable to ignore the first two points of the plottedgraph and to base all calculations concerned with usageon the fitted straight line only. Thus all calculations aresimplified with no serious loss of precision.
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Clearly SW co? is proportional to the total number of
citations that can be expected to be made to the literature
when it has attained the age of t years. On the assump-
tion that numbers of citations are proportional to usage,
then we would expect the total usage of a newly published
issue of a periodical which has an annual aging factor
of a to be SRL °31 which equals 1/(1a), i..c. that total
usage of the periodical is limited and the limit can be pre-
dicted. The quantity 11(1a) is therefore important. It is
called the utility factor and is denoted by u.

Clearly, the more rapidly a periodical ages the 'smal-
ler are the numerical values of both a and u, i, e. the to-
tal usage decreases if the periodical ages more rapidly. As
for solid-state physics we have estimated the annual aging
factor to be 0.86, the utility factor is 1/(1-0.86) 1/0.14=

7.14. This result implies that the total usage or utility
of de complete output of a periodical literature. on solid-
state physics is equivalent to only 7.14 times the utility of
one. year's outputa result which emphasises the ephe-

meral nature of scientific periodical literature. It is a me-
asure of the volume of the wave depicted in Fig. 1.

In practice, in any particular special library or infor-
mation centre, we are normally concerned with .relative
rather than with absolute measures of use, The special lib-
rary will be acquiring a number of periodicals which all
contribute papers to the scientific subject of interest. But
some periodicals will carry more relevant papers than
others and so will have a higher initial utility if we give
equal weight to all relevant papers. It is reasonable to

assume that all the papers relevant to a given subject, age
at the same rate but as some of the periodicals carry pa-
pers on other subjects also it cannot be assumed that all
the periodicals age at the same uniform rate because pa-
pers on different subjects may age at different rates. But
as the library will be concerned only with relevant pa-
pers, the rate of aging of the periodicals within that lib-
rary will be determined by the aging of only the relevant
papers they contribute.

If the two periodicals P1 and P2 contribute N1 and N2
relevant paper per annum respectively, then the residual
utilities of PI and P2 of the t years will be
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and

U[P2, 1]---AN2uat
where k is a constant. We therefore have

U[Pi, t]/U[P2, t] Ni /N2
for all values of t, i. e. the residual utilities always rema-
in in the same ratio as the unitial utilities of the perio-
dicals.

4. Synchronous and Diachronous Perspectives

Sample counts of citation, usage or reference have to
be taken over a relatively short period, otherwise the re-
sults will be blurred. At the time they are taken such data
provide estimates of the intensity of interest in the parti-
cular literature, distributed over all beck issues of the pe-
riodicals, as they stand at the time of the count. But does
such a view of the literature as it is now enable us to pre-
dict the obsolescence patterns of, say, 1981? Do the data
we have been analysng, ,which include data for the year
1959 and earlier, reflect the pattern of obsolescence as it
would have appeared in 1959? Are rates of obsolescence
changing? Have they been affected by the operation of
computer-aided S. D. I. systems? Is a rate of obsolescen-
ce affected by the rate of growth of the literature? We need
answers to such questions in order to establish the relia-
bility of the projections that are needed for planning in-
formation systems rationally.

In considering such problems it is helpful to distingu-
ish two ways of regarding a run of annual periodical vo-
lumes. The run can be regarded either:
(a) Synchronously when we consider the utility of the
run as .a totality now, or
(b) Diachronously when we trace the declining utility
of some particular annual volume as it ages year by year
from its date of publication.

If both the annual output of papers arid their rate of
obsolescence remained constant year by year, the diachro-
nous tracing of the declining utility of some particular vo-
lume through the years would be exactly mirrored by the
synchronous view .of the declining utility of the actual vo-
Fumes at present occupying the shelves. But most litera-
7C)



Mires of science are growing rapidly and it is not known
whether the annual aging rate is affected by rate of

growth. Clearly, this is an empirical problem; the answer
can be obtained only by making suitable measurements.

For example, Fig. 3 shows the results of plotting a cita-
tion count (519 citations) on articles (relevant to solid
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Fig. 3 Cumulative distribution of citations: Phil.
Ma.g. 1959 solid-state physics only (n-----519).

1

30
14Y.

state physics only) in the 1959 volumes of «Philosophical
Magazine». The plot shows two linearities, separated by
the war period, of distinctly different slopes. The annual
aging factor is 0.89 for the pre-war and 0.80 for the post-
war linearity. The figure for 1969 has already been shown
to be 0,86 (based on a sample of citations). Are these va-
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FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

!ties of a significantly different and, if so, can they be re-lated to growth or to any other measurable factor?
Clearly, more measurements of more literature areneeded to clarify these problems relating growth and ob-solescence.

5. Simple and Composite Literatures

The .literature of solid-state physics, which providedthe data for the illustrative examples of the previous sec-tions, conforms closely with the negative exponential lawof obsolescence and yields linearities on semi-logarithmicgraph paper as demonstrated. But not all scientific lite-ratures conform with this simple law_
If a literature has two or more distinguishable compo-nents they could be the theoretical and the observationalaspects of a science, the theoretical and the practical as-pects of an engineering subject, or the theoretical ande,.axonomic aspects of a biological subjectit may be fo-und that the two components age ati different rates. Thiseffect was noted by Meadows in his study of the obsoles-cence of the literature of astronomy in .which he found an«immediate» interest in theoretical astronomy, which mer-ges with theoretical and space physics, and a «historic»interest in descriptive astronomy which has a very longhistory

Unfortunately for the analysis of aging, even if theaging of the two components each conforms precisely withthe negative exponential law though at 'different rates, theaging of the combined literatures taken as a unity doesnot conform with a simple exponential law. The effect isillustrated by Fig. 4. in Fig. 4 (a) the two components Pand Q of equal size have annual aging factors of 0.97 and0.81 respectively. In'.1'14g. 4(b) the two components, of thesame aging rates, 0.97 and 0.81 are in the'ratio of 1 to 3.It can be seen that in both cases the composite result ofadding the two linearities does not provide a third linea-rity. This means that this is no solution of the equatir-
qe-cd+ (1

(..

where q is a fraction and a, (3, y are constant aging fac
tors, which is ,valid for all values of t, except for the trivi-
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al case in which In general it can he seen that
initially the more rapid rate of decay is the predominating
factor but that in the long run the slower rate predomi-
nates.

The problem of sorting out the components of a samp-
le of citations from such composite literatures can be sol-
ved graphically, if need be, by taking a sample which is
large erough to give a reliable «tail» of the older citations.
The tangent to this tail is produced to run back to t=0
(Fig. 5). The ordinates of points on this tangent are no-
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Fig. 5 Graphical analysis of a literature with two components
of different aging Taes

ted and subtracted from the ordinates of the original plot-
: ted curve using, of course, the logarithmic rather than :a
linear scale. The reduced ordinates are then replotted. If
the original. composite curve has only two components,
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then the second plot may he linear; if so, then the two com-
ponents will have been separated.

However, further difficulties arc likely to be met. This-
'graphical ,inalysis would 'lork only if:the proportions of
the two components remained constant. over the period co-
vered by the analysis. If q is a function of time also, i. e.
if the proportions of the components are changing with
time, as they may well be, then the above graphical ana-
lysis will not yield clear-cut solutions.

From a practical point of view also, any library or in-
formation centre which provides an information service
for a composite subject cannot efficiently serve both its
«immediate.,> and its «historic» users xvitli a single set of
periodicals cut off by discard at some compromise point_
The «immediate» users could justifiably complain of the
obsolete clutter in which their °wit papers were embedded
and the «historic» users could justifiably complain that
the compromise discard point was unfair to them. It
would be preferable to separate the two components- and
to service them separately even though some of the cur-
rent periodicals in the subject may be contributing to
both components.

Subjects of some breadth, such as «chemistry» or «phy-
sics» or «medicine» are certainly composite, with several
components. They arc most unlikely to conform to simple
exponential laws. This fact implies that 'measurements on
obsolescence must be done on papers rather than on pe-
riodicals and with good bibliographical control.

In analysing the aging curves of composite subjects,
the distinction between synchronous and diachronous per-
.spectives must also be remembered. A composite curve gi-
ves only a synchronous perspective. It would be erroneous
to interpret a curve as indicating that the rate of obsoles-
cence of the subject hasbeen changing, _because such a
curve may be the result of conflating two components which
age at different rates. Studies of rates of change of obso-
lescence require diachronous data, e. g. estimates made
directly on the literature published at intervals over the
period of interest.

A general -sciem!e library serving a number of scienti-
fic subjects and several different immediate, historic and
other kinds of interest will.l*forced to .compromise. It is
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the easier to do so if it is backed by an efficient 'regional
or central 'bank' of scientific periodicals. It becomes incre-
asingly important to the development of efficient and eco-
nomic information services, all grappling with the prob-
lems of both growth and obsolescence, that hierarchical
services with clearly defined ranges of literature should
be established.

6. Citation and Usage

The data used in this paper were derivrid from citati-
ons in a specified periodical and quoted by papers which
contribute to solid-state physics. Such citations are assu-
med to indicate the actual use made of the literature by
the scientists who contribute to it. They have the advan-
tage of being objective in the sense that the same citation
data are observable by all who care to interest themsel-
VCS in them.

But the exact relationship between the actual library
usage of the literature and the use of citations is not
known. If the library is serving users who are not all
contributors, then citations arc most unlikely to be indi-
cators of actual usage. A university-library, for example, .

provides for research scienlisits, students and historians
of science and possibly for general readers also.- In such
cases the use of citations must be abandoned for records
of actual usage within that particular library.

It 'will almost certainly then be found that the data do
not conform with the geometric or any other standard dis-
tribution. If a measure of obsolescence is required, the
mathematics and measures used in this paper do not app-
ly. The only solution is to express the cumulative data as
percentages of the total, to draw the graph of these per-
centdges (log scale) .-tgainslt time (as before) and then
make al: estimates directly from the graph and without
the use of any measures derived from the geometric di-
stribution.

7. Obsolescence and Growth

Is the rate of obsolescence of a scientific literature re-
lated to its rate of growth? This is an empirical question
which can be answered only by measuring the rate of
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obsolescence of a growing literature at intervals. But, as
differences arc likely to lac- small, the !measures must be
based on very large samples to ensure that any differen-
ces found ace statistically significant. It won Id therefore
be helpful to consider the question theoretically to see
what might be expected and to formulate hypotheses to
be listed.

If the rate of growth of the literature is measured in
terms of the number of p4 pers published per annum, it is
reasonable to assume initially that the productivity of
the contributing scientists remains constant, or approxi-
mately so, and that 'the growth of the number of papers
published indicates that there is a concomitant growth
in the number of contributors. It will also be assumed
that, overall, the new contrihutors use the literature and,
in particular, distribute their citations as the contribu-
tors whose ranks they join. This assumption implies that
the utility of the literature increases at the same rate as
the number-of contributors.

If g and s are the annual growth factors of the num-
ber of p=ipers and of thc number of contributory scientists
respeci.;'ely, then .

and
N(T) N(0)g1

U(T) = U(0)st
where N(T), N(0) and U(T), U(0) are the numbers of
papers published and The utilities in the years T and 0.

The utilities are also related to the correspond;bg an-
nual aging factors, ao and aT, by.the relations

and

N (0)
U

N (T)
U (T),- aT

We now seek, the relationship between aT and ao. The
terms (U)T and U(0) are eliminated rom t2) by substi-
tuiting the, expressions (3) and (4) to give
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Then, from (1)

Or

which yields

(T) N (0) sT
1 aT 1 ao

N (0) dr N (0) ST
aT 1 au

T sT1 aT 1 aT

aTao
1 ao = 1 s)1 (5)

The expression on the right hand of (5) is positive if
s> g, zero if s = g and negative if s<g. So aT is greater
than, equal to or less than a0 if s is greater than, equal
to or less thail g. At least these are the results that wo-
uld be expected on the stated assumptions.

It can be seen therefore that any change in the value
of the annual aging factor is likely to arise only if there
is a change in the average productivity of the contribu-
ting scientists as measured by the _numbers of papers
they published per annum.

The measure of productivity in the direct sense would
be difficult to estimate because there is no accessible re-
cord of contributing scientists who do not happen to pub-
lish at least one paper in the period of measurement. So,
by various sampling techniques, ,eStimates need to be ma-
de of g, s, ao and .aT for some/ convenient value of T.

Estimates of these quaqiiies as they apply to solid
state physics for the years 1963 -and 1968 have, been made
by Oliver [2]. The results are: g= 1.134, s= 1.150, ao-0.78,
aT=.79. Her consideration of the errors arising from her
sampling techniques leads her to conclude that the diffe-
rence between the estimate of g and s is not significant
at the 5% level. As the annual aging rates, based on ci-
tation counts, are equal, Oliver concludes that the, above
thebrelical analysis is corroborated, i. e.-that rates of ob-
solescence are not sensitive to rate of growth but are sen-
sitive to changes of .productivity.
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Vlachy l:31 has recently shown that (.112111g-es are ta-
king place in ithe degree of multiple authorship of scien-
tific papers. It may therefore be necessary to consider
how these changes effect measures of «productivity» and

a further factor is introduced into any analysis of the
relationship between growth and obsolescence.

8. Applications

The main application of measures of obsolescence lies
in the rationalization of the periodical stocks of special li-
braries and in the planning of information systems.

If in a special library the subject of scientific interest
happens to be 'simple', _such as solid-state physics, then
we can assume that scientific interest in the periodical
stock declines as the stock ages, in the case of solid-sta-
te physics at a rrie of 14% per ;Iimum, in a way which
spreads this rate of decline uniformly over the complete
runs of all the contributing periodicals. Especially if the-
re is a central library able to supply copies of early pa-
pers required, there seems to be little. plirposc in retaining
1rick numbers indefinitely since they take tip shelf-space
Lnd require servicing even if the are rarely used. But
v,hat should be the guiding policy for the librarian who
wishes either to remove the little-used volumes to a back
sTore or to discard them completely?

11:.herto, whe~c discard has been practised alter the
rate of obsolescence has been measured, all periodicals
have been discarded at the same age to leave equal runs
(measured in years) on the shelves with immediate ac-
cess. This technique f zirnple to apply but Pt takes no
account of the fact Ili, ,ome periodicals are more useful
than others. The result ,s that the most highly productive
periodicals are discarded at an age when their residual
utilities are still re' ively high whilst the least producti-
ve periodicals are retained for longer than their useful li-
fe. This technique is therefore still wasteful of shelf--
space and is clearly not The best solution to the -oblern.

The principle that is proposed relies on the concept of
utility. Some acceptable minimum utility is decided upon
and a periodical is discarded only when its residual uti-
lity has declined to this minimum level. The restat of ap-
plying this principle is that the runs of retained periodi-
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call are no longer equal 1.11 general; the most useful pe-riodicals are retained much longer than the least useful.Insitead of retaining equal runs, 'tails' of equal utilitiesare discarded.
If the minimum acceptable level of utility, i. e. thediscarded utility, is d, then the age of discard of any pe-riodical with initial utility i is given by

t-- discard utilitya initial utility di i

If a, d and i arc known, the corresponding valu: the read from the graph of a'.
The re M aining problem is to quantify d and i, thoughit should be noted that only the ratio of these quantitiesis needed. The simplest way is to consider the minimumlevel of acceptance of periodicals. In any real library so-me periodicals will have been selected for acquisition andothers, considered for possible acquisition, will have beenrejected because they offer too little that is relevant to thesubject. It should therefore be possible to examine themost marginal of the periodicals acquired and to determi-ne tho averaLte number of relevant papers, n1, it yields perannum. If :'sorne other periodical already acquired yreldsIF) relevant papers per annum (n2>n,),. we have

at----=-d/Lni/n2 (2)
as required. This method has been described in more de-tail elsewhei-e4.

A second method of determining the required cut-off may be based on the cost of acquiring loans or photo-copies of tl e 'papers called for from the tails that maybe discarded. As esfimate is needed of the ;total cost ofacquiring a loan or photr'.py, including an estimate ofthe cost of the Ocricn1 involved and the cost to theborrower of th-!d-?l,r),I: cl acquiring the required copy ex-ternally as weil and any other direct charges.Let his total monetary units per photocopy orloan. The p,-incip is that the periodicals arc
-,vhen The cost of the substitute photocopies be-comes LiLan the costs of retaining the periodicals onimmediate access.

During the .(t-1-4)th year of the life of any .periodicalits utility will be (1a) at or at/u. The number of de-
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luau& made for papers Within this pat-tit:HI/IF N 111111a 1 vo-
lume _will depend on Iwo factors: first, the average num-
ber of relevant papers it contained initially say n
and, secondly, the intensity of local usage, say b, of the
particular periodical per annum. This factor b, which will
vary rom one library to another, can best be determined
by noting the number of demands for it during any tem-
porary absence of the periodical such as when, for exam-
ple, it is sent for binding. (Because demands for a perio-
dical decrease as it ages, some correction, Which can Ix',
obtained from the graph of at, may have to be made tc
the value of b derived from the count of demands). The
total number of demands made for papers in the volume

;O w)of age (t+1) years will thus be u
The total cost, s, of -retaining the periodical on the shel-

ves for one year, again allowing for its proper share of
current servicing costs, is also needed. The average cost

a demand for ne of the papers it contains will then be
su

afnb

This will come at a time when the quantity (2), which
increases as t increases, becomes greater than p. At equ-
ality we have

(2)

or
atnb p

St,
.
a pnb (3)

and the value of t can be found by reference to the graph
of at.

Clearly this second method demands a greater detailed
knowledge of the costing of the library services than is
'normally available.

APPENDIX I.

The negative exponential and geometric distribut.ions, Because
time 5.s a continuous variabk, obsolescence is a continuous process
for the theoretical analysis of which the continuous negative expo-
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nential is the most appropriate Alistribution. The probability i.:ensitsfunction is

p --- (I)
where a. is a con - taut. But in applying the formula to the aging of
literature, we find that dates of citation are usually available onlyin terms of the year of publication. The contio-us time variable is
thus bro::en up into a sequence of discrete pc:iods of one year. Wethus count the number of citations to papers published in particular
years and take the year -as the unit of time.

In a distribution of citations which conform with (1) above, the
probability, P(t), that -a particular citation is earlier or older than t
years is given by

11 \ C japut c we have
P (i) at

(2)

(3)
which forms a geometric series as I takes the values 0, 1, 2. 3, ....
in sequence. 'The probability cif a citation other than t years InIt not
older than (t.-1--1) years will then be

P 1)-----atat+1
.-at (1 a)

which is the general term of the basic geometric series used in this
paper.

The discrete geometric distributions (3) and (4) -are thus used
as convenient and close approximations to the negative exponential.
A similar argument shows that in the -analysis of growth a geomet-
ric series, with -a factor greater than one and therefore divergent, is
an equally convenient approximation for bibliographic analysis to
continuous exponential growth.

APPENDIX

The sampling error of the geometric distribution. Measurement of
the rate of -obsolescence always involves the sampling of citations
and sampling always involves possible errors howe\:+or carefully the
sampling work may be done. Any particular value of +a measure of
aging derived from a sample must he regarded not as the- true value
but merely as a single random sa::'ple of all the possible values that
could be derived from other different samples of the same size taken
independently from the same source.

The exponential o.r geometric distributions which -underlie all ob-
solescence measures give rise to relatively large sampling errors
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'inch may account for S01/10 of L. apparent lack of an.reeni',.ut bet-

-Oen results reported by diffc:ent workers on the same body of lite-
store and which have led to some uncertainty in -application. These
ampling errors require brief discussion with particular reference to

le sampling, of the geometric distribution.
If the geometric distribution has the form (1a) (1 -1- a

.. at+ ... to infinity then the mean of this distribution is i --a

ud its standard deviation, which is a measure of the spread or dis-
}ersion of a distribtWori is

a. So we writel a
mean, Ix= al(1 --a)
s. d., cr=a1(1 a).

EstisIT.4:t.-!s of the mean derived from samples of size ri -Nvonid

orili a Eecond distribution which has the same mean, !I, as the dis-
rtbution which is sampled- but will have the smaller deviation 0-/
this second distribution of estimates of the mean will have la dif-

erent form. If n is :large enough, as will usually be the case in mca-
;tiring obsolescence, the second distribution can be assumed to he
:formal or gaussian. This distribution IS symmetrical about its mean,
(Fig. 6).

The stamlard deviation of the destribution 01 estimates of the
neon will therefore be V a /(1 . It is known that 95% of
ill such estimates will be written +1.96 cr the mean value u
l

.

ence 5% of the estimates will have 'ea error greater than

-I- 1.06 a litT which for the geometric distribution becomes 1.96

Va! (I a)-1/ n.
To express this approximately as a percentage error we divide

the above -expression by IA and multipyl it by 100. After reduction the
required percentage is

+ 10G rVan ( )

If we wish the error to be less than I0 °,6 of It (with a proba-
0, from

Van
which

As a<1, w>400, i, c. the minimum Sample size for obsolescence
measures with reisonable expr:ctation of yielding an error of less than
10% in 400, a figure which inere%ses to 500 it a is known to be 0.80,
for example. Unfortunately, precision increases only as the square
root of the sample size so that to reduce the possible error to 5%
would require the sample size of 500 to be increased to 2000.

There is no escape from sampling errors s.vhat,!ver obsolescence
measure may be selected and whatever technique may be used to
derive. its value. The errors are inherent in the sample.

"Even the above discussion of errors is based on the assumption
that the sample has been well randomized. It has also became
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Fig. 6 The error distribution of the mean of a geometric
series with a-0.80. (n-400).

OHS that the literature whose obsolescence is being measured mustbe well defined bibliographically so that others who may be interes-ted can repeat the measure on their own sources and get comparabltresults.
In quoting the results of measurements on obsolescence it is the-refore necessary always to quote the sample size and to specify theliterature studies as precisely as possible.
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J. Wank:
(Czechoslovakia)

CONCLACTING PHENOMENA IN 1R SYSTEMS

The art of Information Retrieval (IR) has reached _a
level where standard technologies and methodologies are
being accepted. In discussing the theoretical aspects of
this art, no distinction is general.!,! made as to the diffe-
rent practical application branches of IR Systems. In
our discussion, we shall treat the distinctive features of two
extreme cases of IR Systems, viz. .what we may call a
«true» documentation IR System (say, a patent library),
and a business data IR Systems (such as for inventory
control, portfolio valuation, or flight reservation).

Essentially, there is no difference between searching a
documentation file or t, business data file, as both systems
use much the same requkites and technologies. On the
other hand, they may differ and in most cases actually
do so in certain points, the importance of which has
been somewhat neglected up to now as compared to the
importanCe attributed to other system paraimLiers (e. g. file
size, access rate, relevance, not i (2, recall ratio, etc.).

The points considered here are: (a) file utilization,
men record 'lifetime, (c) mean record length, and,

(d) mean item value. .

(a) First of all we shall try to define a measure. of the
utilization-,, of the file, or of the «turnover» of the informa-
tion stored. Let us relate the size of the file to the num-
ber of queries requested durilig a given time period by the
simple formula

D =q/F (1),

where D is the daily duty factor, or measure of the file's
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q is the everage number of queries per working day, and
F is the size of the file (numbe of records, each record
corresponding to one item).

In a more refined form which will be discussed later,
the measure of the les utilization will involve also the
volume of an answLT averaged over a high number of
queries.

The (daily) duty factor D depends on the nature of
the service. In a news agency with several million records
in the file, about 600 simple searches (e. g. for biographi-
cal data, photographs etc.) are made daily which corres-
ponds to 1) of t: order of 10'4. On the other haml, in a
convention. rT)C file in the Prague Central TechnicalLibrary w -.)ut. the same number of records, some2000 sear:-.., ere made in 1960, i. c. less than .10 sear-ches a day on the average. This corresponds to a D figu-
re two orders of magnitude lower than in the previous ca-
se. i small peek-a-boo card fits with a few thousand re-
cords a typical D figure miglit be somewhere in 'the 10-5
through 10-6 range. Generali speaking, in a given field
of knowledge, D is to be expected to be invariable over lar-
ge ranges of file sizes.

(h) Moreover, there is also a difference in the avera-
ge life time of a record in the file. Thus while the ave-rage life of a record in a flight reservation system will
not surpass a few weeks, an item in a documentation re-.
cord file stays there for years.

Therefore the price of a bit (or byte, word ... etc.)stored is not determined only by the total storage price vs
storage capacity ratio. A time factor corresponding to the
mean life time of an item should he also considered. Inthe old days of paper card files, a long lived record requ-ired not more 'than some drawer space. In modern mass
storage media it is the time the space remains occupiedthat counts.

(c) In a business data file a record may vary in lengthbet\',-een a few characters and hundreds of characters,whereas the length cf a typical documentation' record begins where the length range of business data records ends.
(d) As for the item's mean value, in business files thecost of storing and processing each individual record usesto be discounted from the value of the respective item.Needless to say that a business system would scarcely cap-
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lure an item of a value lower than the Storing and proces-
sing cost. On the other hand, the «value of an individu-
al documentation record is very vague and might be de-
termined but indirectly e. g. by averaging in from daia de-
rived from the overall effectiveness figure of the file.

When taking business IR and documentation IR Sys-
tems as two extreme cases of the same problem, we can
illustrate the foregoing parameters in a Table:

Parameter

Utilization (duty facto('
Record length
Recoia lifetime
Item value

Business
Documell-
tation Fite

high
short
short

adequate

low
long
long

Any two or three of the above parameters may be rep-
resented in a two- or three-dimensional diagram, respec-
tively, e. g.

Record eifetirr-

0

it

Record eength

Duty factor

The respective positions of typical documentation and
business data files are labeled D and 3. It should be noted
that they lie near the opposite corners of a cube formed
by the coordinates.
Remark:

A more refined method of evaluating the utilization of
an information file would include the average number ns
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of retn-ant records found within a search. By multiplying
IL 1w the dilly factor D and by the expected mean li-fe time t of a record we get what we might call the pa-geirg factor p of the records in the file:

p (9a).
pns.q.t/F (2h)

Figures of p net with practical systems show thatwhile documentation files do not score: more than about10-2 a business or data bank file may reach a value of
100 or even more, although the mean life time of a recordin the latter is .generally short and -a typical answer maycontain but a single record. In other words, in the busi-
ness file types it is the high utilization rate of each record
which is responsible for the relatively high p values. Eachrecord in a business file is paged many times during itsshort life while in a -documentation file just a minority of
information stored is called up a few times during the
file's entire long life.

Now let us return to the impact of the above factors
on the system's design. Most of our documentation IR. sy-
stems are sequentially operated wrLt:.71 searched, i. e. who-le files (or substantial parts of them) are scanned in eachsearch r_zn, independently from how many queries areinvolved. Such a system necessitates a cumulation of que-ries, i. e. batch processing.

The problem does not lie so much in the fact that -of
course real-time processing is inconsistent with cumula-ting batches, as in the long time needed for gathering abatch big enough to be worth processing at all.

The user feels attracted by up-to-date types of servi-
ces and appreciates their high speed and reliability as pro-
vided by computers. On the other hand, he dislikes giving
up facilities' he got accustomed to, such as browsing pos-
sibilities, immediate or at least short term answering of
queries, and parallel searching.

In a -typical sequei3tiall'y scanned documentation IRsystem the cumulation period may attain as much as se-
veral days for reasons of economy;. thus the possibilities of
man- machine ,conversation or browsing are severely const-
rained. Actually, the overall speed of 'A sequential scan-

or
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ning IR system \\dil qtiery cumulation is lower than the

speed of most manual systems of the same size,
Any correction of a query resulting from a nol fully

satisfactory previous search result which is a procedu-
re inherent to documentation IR-- introduces a delay equ-
al to the cumulation period. Thus the ultimate volume of
any sequentially scanned file is determined not only by
the technical parameters of the computer, such as magne-
tic tape length and storage density, transfer rate, etc, and
by the retrieval language parameters, but primarily by the
duty factor D.

In documentation IR systems as opposed to business
data files the duty factor figures are inherently low,

which is due to the quantitative discrepancy between the
needs and the volume of information stored. Several case
studies of research and/or development projects have shown
that the queries requested are not high in number du
ring the whole project period. typically but a few large
searches were required Within several years of research,
not counting a lot of complementary or auxiliary searches
which, paradoxically, aimed into other fields '(e g. a
wiring diagram of a voltage regulator was searched for
in a biological research project).
Example:

For a modern medium size computer with fairly fast
logic and a quite primitive indexing and retrieval langua-
ge with no syntactic rules a scanning rate of 105 records
per hour may be quoted as a representative figure.

Assuming a cumulation period of 24 hours as just
adequate and allowing a rather high cost of each query
equal to one computer working hour, and neglecting all
other variable factors, would lead us to a rough estimate
of an economically justifiable duty factor D-10-5. This

figure corresponds 'a about 2500 queries a year for a file
of 1 mil. records, which is far more than the figures met
with documentation IR systems. On the other hand, it is

below the figures representative for business data files.
There is but one way out of this blind alley: some kind

of inverted file in a random access memory At the time
being, the only applicable storage media, are the magnetic
disc or drum and ,the magnetic card. In the near future
e. g, photoscopic Memories with. coherent light read-out
might be the answer, For inverted file systems the duty
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factor iS not as important as for sequentially scanned sy-
stems because no query cumulation and hence 110 substan-
tial answering delay is involved. Nevertheless the duty
factor provides a rough indicator of the utilization of the
system.

With inverted files real-time searching is feasible and
no query cumulation is needed, Search time are much
shorter than with sequential scanning but the economies in
computer time are traded-off for high bit price. Therefore
business data files with their short record length, 'short
record lifetime and high item value are more suitable be-
ing for stored on RAM devices than documentation files.

Calculating the storage capacity requirements for a fi-
le is simple arithmetic. For documentation, at least 300
characters or some 3000 bits per record stored are to be
counted with. Thus a medium size file of 100 000 records
will require a storage capacity of about 3.108 bits which is
much but still within the range of RAM stores. What is
worse besides the relatively high bit price of such de-
vices is the fact, that each bit element in the store will
be occupied once for ever.

Therefore, big computer documentation files have to be
waited for until the time when the price of accomodating
information may be neglecter. This goal is being reached
by now by the magnetic tape it is far ahead for other
high-capacity and short access-time storage media. The
hardware and software do not match the requirements of
documentation IR. It dawns to me that the manufacturers
of computers have not yet begun to consider the documen-
tation IR market interesting and extensive enough. Other-
wise they would have provided this field with more spe-
cialized equipment. Up to now documentation retrieval
hardware has followed with few exceptions the way trac-
ked by accounting machines.

The above considerations may at least partly explain
certain observed facts in the IR field, in particular

why business IR files are more successful tha.L their
documentation counterparts;
why business IR files are better suited for inverted sto-
rage on RAM devices;
why the documentation services had to look for the way
of making indexes as an interim solution which would
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have taken the place or the not fully satisfactory cent-
ralized IR systems.
In conclusion another inconsistency in the IR practice

should be pointed out: While projecting an IR system, the
designer tends to make the most of the information that
is going to be put into it. In most cornputer oriented sy-
stems, IR retrieval is complemented by some type of cur-
rent awareness service such as SDI, printed subject and
author indexes, and the like, so that record is disse-
minated in one or another way before L.--ng stored for ret-
rospective retrieval in a more or less .d,siaDt future. It has
been shown that the economy limit of can IR system de-
pends to a high degree on the magnitude ,/,?f Inc duty fac-
tor, i, e. for a given file on the number queries. ire
a reference time period, e. g., a day. But providing SDI
and indexing servicesnot to speak of reproduced mag-
netic tapes and punched cards disseminationis at odds
with the needs of a centralized IR service because many
potential customers of the IR service are drained off by
making searches by themselves in their own files and in-
dexes. The designer of any information system is thus
confronted with the dilemma centralized IR or indexing
service, while primary economy considerations would press
him into a solution IR and indexing service.

This is a point where more detailed investigation into
the interaction between IR and its derived or conjugate
services is needed. Rough estimates indicate that a half-
and-half sharing of the respective duties might be expec-
ted. MoreoVer, the conjugate use of the same format (say,
abstract) for both types of service is not alwayS efficient
because it is clear that an abstract made for current awa-
eness purpose or simply for «news>> dissemination cannot.
be adequate several years later when incidentally paged.
off a file in an IR search.
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R. Fairthorne

(United Kingdom)

PROBLEMS OF DATA RETRIEVAL AND
DEPENDENT TECHNIQUES.

This paper outlines the basic problems underlying Data
Retrieval and the hierarchy of techniques that it sup-
ports from 'look up' through 'question answering' to
answer inferring' from records or text. Little of what is

said here is novel. The problems described are being stu-
died. by, many workers. Here I attempt only to sort out
the rather tangled issues involved and to use them to put
some important techniques into perspective.

A very necessary preliminary is to separate these va-
rious techniques from the even more various a'ctivi'ties
they -aim to aid. To omit this is to risk being like those
who cannot discuss the building of a bookshelf uniess
they bring in and discuss the psychology of authorship,
the economics and ethics of book publishing, and the so-
cial effects of libraries. All thew are matters that must be
discussed, but not whilst constructing the bookshelf. So
here we assume only that, for reasons outside the scope of
this paper, it has been decided that techniques .should be
available for finding segments of what people have had
to say; in words or writing or pictures or sounds or other-
records, and then to make inferences from these segments.
The motives for these inferences do not affect us directly.
The modes in which people talk and record and publish
for various purposes do affect us directly.

For:the same reason we must ignore procedures for
verifying What people have had to say and of estimating
confidence in iL -Although- verification and weighting of
statements are essential to the proper use of documents,
to include them as a part of data retrieval- would be cir-
cular. For verification and confirmation themselves invol-
ve data retrieval and cognate techniques; for example, to
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find out what others have had to say .about the matters
retrieved and how reliable they consider the author. Verifi-
cation by direct experiment- or observation of events
themselves rather than of what people have had to say
about them, lies completely outside the scope of Data-
Retrieval or, indeed, of Informatics itself. Menus are not
the same as the meals they denote, nor are libraries to be
confused with laboratories. The function of libraries in
particular, and of Informatics in general, is not the pur-
suit of knowledge as such, but of knowledge of what pe-
ople have had to say. In short, Informatics is concerned
with The management of messages, not with their creation
or application.

One key task of message management is to isolate.so-
me fragment of a text or diagram or record without com-
pelling the reader to hunt through all of -it. Immediate
examples are the provision of the numerical value of some
function for a specified mathematical function; of times
of departure and arrival from, and at various places by
rail, ship, or air; of a paragraph or sentence mentioning
the name of some person, place, substance or event; of
the part of a map, or pean or circuit diagram that .con-
tains .some named part or some specified configuration of
conventional signs; of some verse or lines of poetry that
correspond to a possibly incomplete or inaccurate recollec-
tion.

These are examples of what is called Data Retrieval,
an Activity that aims to satisfy the very common requi-
rement for a part of a text or record as opposed to a re-
quest for the whole of it. The data retrieved is the actual
segment of .the text or record, not what the segment may
refer to. What one retrieves from a mathematical table,
for instance, is not the value of a function, but an expres-
sion representing the opinion of the table maker about
the value of that function. What one retrieves from an air-
line schedule is not as is well known, the actual times of
arrival and departure but an expresSion representing the
intentions of the air, transport organization concerned.

What makes the sequence of digits or the alphanume-
rical expressions cited become 'data' in the sense of Data
Retrieval is the fact that they are required by themselves
in isolation from the rest of the text. What makes texts or
records 'data' therefore .does not depend upon its sym-

.
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Dols, wording, or topic, or any intrinsic characteristic,
but upon how it is to be used. In linguistic and literary
research any document may- be used as a collection of
data for separate retrieval. Indeed, standard works
Shakespeare, the Bible, major poets are often arran-
ged and numbered for Data Retrieval; that is, for looking
up parts of the document without having to read through
the document as a whole.

Data Retrieval, or 'look up' is an essential prelimina-
ry all forms of 'question answering' and other inferen-
tial procedures from recordS, whether automated oy not.
Data Retrieval is necessary for these, though not suffici-
ent. If you cannot do it, you cannot go on to do the more
complex operations. If you can do it, you have still to be
able. to carry out the more complex operations.

Also, though this is often overlooked, you cannot be-
gin to perform even simple look-up unless you first per-
form ordinary Document or Record Retrieval. For you
must first get hold of the appropriate documents from
Which the segments of text are to be extracted. But the
topic of a document as a whole cannot be deduced from
its textual content in isolation, it depends also upon what
kind of reader is going to use it for what kind of purpose.
Patent Office searches, for instance, try to find prior di-
sclosures of ideas claimed to be novel, wherever and for
whatever purposes these ideas may have been described,
in fact or fiction. Thus in theory any published document
may inadvertently contain a prior disclosure in the
of retrospective search. For instance, in the USA humou-
rous and fictional cartoons have been cited as prior dis-
closures of patentable ideas subsequently claimed as
novel.

The patent offices of all countries have to use the com-
plete armoury of bibliographical weapons to select from
world literature as a whole, and to lead down through
classes of documents, through single documents, to the
sentence paragraph or picture expressing the -patentable
idea. Clearly there can be no complete solution, even if
we were to read every word and look at every diagram
and picture ever produced. For we would still be left with '
the problem of recognizing which of these were relevant.
This usually would involve problems of inference from
the text or picture in the light of the motives-of the sear-
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cher and of the original auihor of the document as a
whole.

For the purposes of this paper I will take a 'docu-
ment' as being any representation of messages that is
treated as a unit of discourse in the social environment
concerned. Clearly what one person regards as a docu-
ment may be a part of a document or a collection of dif-
ferent documents to someone else, or to the same person
on different occasions. For instance, a librarian will re-
gard the set of volumes comprising an encyclopaedia as
being one document, as will an accountant, for if any one

.of its physical component volumes be missing, the encyc-
lopaedia will be incomplete. An individual reader of the
encyclopaedia would regard even one volume to be a phy-
sically bound collection of different documents in which
the one lie wanted to read was embedded. Similarly a set
of bound issues of a periodical, a single issue, and one of
the articles in an issue may each be regarded as a docu-
ment according as to how it is used.

Because a document is not a fixed unit of discourse
but varies with how the records are to be used, there is
no fixed level at which document retrieval ends and data
retrieval begins. On the other hand, no single application
of a bibliographical method, such as subject classiiThation,
can extend unchanged down from the collection as a who-
le into the ultimate words or signs of the records without
changes of criteria. This is manifested by the notorious
differences, by no means fully explored, between indexing
a collection of books and indexing the contents of a single
hook. The relations between documents considered as
units, and within a document considered as an ensemble
of units differ,- whatever entity may be chosen to be, for
the purpose in hand, a document. At root the problem is
that the topic of a document considered as a whole is not
necessarily that of the topics of its component parts; e. g..
the theme of a novel or poem is not necessarily mentioned
in any part of the novel or poem; nor is the topic of a
scientific journal the topic of the several articles that
compose it. It is only occasionally possible for the topic
of a sentence, in the sense of what it mentions, to be the
topic of the paragraph in which it appears, or of the pa-
ragraph to be that of the chapter in which it occurs. In
short, we cannot find out the topic of a .document from
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the topics of its components alone. Even if we had a con-
cordance such as, say, a keyword-hi-context (KWIC)
'index' that covered' the contents of an entire library as
if it were a single huge document, this would be useless
other than for purely lexicographic search. A concordance
begins its work after the document it gyves has been pi-
cked out from other documents by bibliographical tools
designed to .distinguish between documents, not within
them. Mathematical tables, which are extreme cases of
data yielding documents illustrate this point. Inspectionof the entries in a mathematical table yields the numeri-
cal values, or finite approximations thereto, of some ma-
thematical function at cited arguments. No inspection,analysis or computation based upon these can determine
what the function is. Any number of polynomials or
oilier functions can be found to fit any finite set of finite
numerical values for given arguments (Weirstrass' app-
roximation theorem). To find what the function is we
must look to the page headings or the title on the spine
of the hook or other metatextual expressions.

Even more do we have to appeal to book, journal, and
article titles, and the intentions of the reader, when as-
signing topics to-fragments of text for the purpose of data
retrieval. The shorter a linguistic expression, and the
smaller the segment of p!cture. or diagram, the greaterthe variety of documents of which it could form a part.
Therefore items to be used for Data Retrieval must first
be classified in some way or other, pertinent to their in-
tended use, before data retrieval can commence. In no
,way does data retrieval bypass the normal bibliographic
procedures. Indeed it demands even more powerful pro-
cedures even more powerfully applied.

Doctiments compiled specially for data retrieval ofknown 'purpose by readers of known habits are usually
designed, to be congenial to these habits. The physicaland visual formats attempt to satisfy the anticipated con-
ditions of consultation, so far as these complex demands
can be met. On the level of 'human engineering' alone,
acceptable satisfaction is achieved only by uneasy com-
promise between weight, size, typeface, layout, binding
methods, and characteristics of the printed surface. Sho-uld the compilation be needed for whole or partial machi-
neuse, it must be completely redesigned. If it is to be con-
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suited by many people, each for a single retrieval, it must
be designed differently than for consultation by few pe-
ople, each for many retrievals at a time. Again, the de-
sign will vary as the use involves a sequence of systema-
tic retrievals, or a set of arbitrary retrievals.

These physical aspects must reflect more than the
physical and operational characteristics of the anticipated
type of user. They must reflect the structure of discourse
within the topic for which the data items are to be used.
Layout, headings, titles, and other metatextual devices
are manifestations of the logical and mantic structure

p opriate to the topic discussed, and the discussants,
If the same items are to be used for another purpose, the-
ir arrangement and labelling within the document must
Le altered accordingly.

For instance, single items of data that couple a name
and a telephone number will be differently arranged,
printed, and indexed for a general telephone directory, a
directory of trades and occupations, or for an inverted
directory of names corresponding to numbers. The physi-
cal characteristics will vary according to whether the
directory is to be used by the general public in a public
place, by trained staff in an office, or in conjunction with
scanning devices. Again, the actual entries in a table of
Besse! functions of high order are a selection from those
in a table of Besse' functions of lower order or, in some
cases, of those in a table of ordinary circular functions.
The items are just differently labelled.

Evidently even moderately efficient and convenient
data retrieval, even for a sharply defined purpose and cli-
entele, demands detailed design of the data yielding do-
cuments and of the ways in which they are to be used..
Also the overall subject classifications and other biblio-
graphic tools of the documentary environment must be
aimed at data retrieval for the declared purpose. Little
evidence 'supports the comforting belief that an entire
collection of documents can be organized in advance on,
say, magnetic tape so as to allow direct data retrieval
for any purpose in the future. The best we can do is to
deploy duplicates of relevant parts of the collection to deal
with existing demands for data retrieval, to understand
or discover the principles needed or redeployment; and
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to have the physical and corupuWional resources to do so
when needed.

Many documents not habitually used as sources of
data can be called upon to do so under the demands of
linguistic, stylistic, historical, and political studies. For
these the traditional fusion of special format and concep-
tual structure is not usually feasible. Even in texts, such
as the plays of Shakespeare, that are often used both for
data---e. g. quotations out of context, stylistic analysis
and for reading as a whole, compromise between format
and convenience is uneasy.

All indexing and formatting devices for data retrieval
aim eventually at locating and &ti acting a fragment of
text or record, considered at first just as a string of sym-
bols. The conceptual criteria for selecting fragments arc
built into the index and format. They are arrived at ini-
tially from people who have read the complete document
from the viewpoint of those who are going to use it as a
source of data, e. g. book indexers. Sometimes, as in lin-
guistic analysis, thu text strings as such are the objects
of interest, and therefore the entire text is to be used as
data. Documents that are to be used in this way by eno-
ugh people may be arranged and indexed with respect
to words and their sequences just as are other data com-
pilations. Whether this be done or not, at some stage the
entire text must be scanned by some device, human or me-
chanical, capable of recognizing, locating, and counting
expressions of the required types. This taskdernands much
of both humans and machines, even when given rules for
identifying the required expressions. On the physical le-
vel, recognition of even quite sharply specified patterns,
such as printed words in a limited range of size and ty-
peface, segments of musical notation, chemical formulas,
conventional signs on maps and circuit diagrams, is by
no means theoretically established or operationally feasib-
le in general. Not the least problem is the purely mechani-
cal one of manipulating documents of different sizes, for-
mats, and bindings. HOlographic and related techniques
based on generalized Fourier synthesis and analysis can
pick out patterns wherever they occur on a plane, provi-
ded that they are not askew, but such methods are in the-
ir infancy. Closely related to these problems of input are
those of output; .involving synthesis.for display-Or for m a t
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The major problems lie in the formulation of reco6,ii-
tion procedures at all levels from pattern to topic, and

their manifestation as symbol manipulations. The latter
task belongs to computer scientists and engineers. The

former does not, and is very formidable. Even should we
have a device that could read and identify conventional
symbols, we have yet to instruct it to recognize those
combinations that represent proper names, substantives,
and substantival clauses, amongst others. We need these

to find out what a document mentions, a necessary but
not sufficient step towards finding what the document is
about in the context in which it is to be used.

Without doubt computational linguistics and symbol
manipulative devices are helpful tools for data retrieval,
and are rapidly becoming indispensible ones. But it must
be remembered that they are tools, they are not substi-
tutes.

Data Detrieval for the humanities pictorial art, mu-
sic, architecture, history, and literature differ in no way
from Data Retrieval for science and technology, other than

in being more difficult. The varieties of representation and

of discourse are far wider, and they are not so sharply
constrained and disciplined. In response to these challen-

ges, the humanities have made and are making important
advances in linguistic (including pictorial and musical)
analysis and synthesis, and in their computational reali-

zations. I would urge that Data Retrieval should not be
considered as something different for the sciences than for

the humanities, but that that both should be considered to-

gether as part of The same general activity based on the sa-
me general principles. Neglect to do this will seriously de-
lay progress and cause much unnecessary duplication of

thought and effort.
Data retrieval in the sense of 'look up' or 'look thro-

ugh' to find explicit expressions, is the necessary though

not sufficient preliminary for more complex activities such

as 'question answering' and 'answer inferring' from re-
cords. Before dealing with these we must first bear in mind

that any answer we derive from a document or recorded

message is a. purported answer. It may not be the correct
one. Verification lies outside the scope of informatics. This

comment should be obvious; but many contemporary wri-

tings suggest that their authors believe; or behave as if
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they believed all factual statements to denote factsevenin fiction or that we or a computer can tell whether astatement is true by looking at it. That this is not so is ob-\IOUS when applying informatics to the humanities. Wehave here one more argument against keeping scientificand humanistic applications insulated from each other.If informatics is considered as -applied to one field only,then the principles and concepts belonging to informaticF,in its own right tend to be infected by alien principles and
concepts valid only in the field of application.

Secondly, we must bear in mind that if a document isto answer a question by direct data retrieval, then that do-cument must contain the question as well as its purporred
answer. Moreover the appropriate question mast be unam-biguonsly associated with the appropriate answer. Onecannot infer the queslion front its answer, because any exp-ression can be the answer to any number of questions. Forinstance, the expression '1917' is the answer to an indefi-nite number of chronological questions, and also to an in-definite number of computational queries such as «Whatis the product of the cube of 71 and the cube of 3?». Theanswer to any computational query, or to any query invol-ving a numerical reply, is to be found in an extensive enc,ugh table of randomly generated digits. Any query aboutlimes of arrival and departure of aircraft sometimes may befound in the times of departure and arrival of other kindsof vehicle. The problem is how to recognize them. Someti-mes algorithmic procedures are available for recognition,

though direct calculation of the answer is usually prefe-
rable. For the travel query, and for arbitrary matters in ge-neral, it is better to obtain the appropriate timetable bynormal bibliographic procedures, and then to look up thedata entered against your query, as expressed in the modelaid down by custom or the instructions for use of the ti-metable. From this point of view the wording and formatof documents designed for data retrieval {'referencebooks') are representations of the questions that can beput to them,

Often such data compilations can be used to answerquestions not explicitly catered for by.the designers, pro-vided that we have valid procedures for this, and that wedo not attempt to manufacture data that is not already im-plicit in the compilation. A.cormnon example is to use: a
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table or schedule inversely to find which argument corres-
ponds to a given value, or which name or title to a given
serial 1111111 her, Whether this is more convenient than to

use a ready made inverted compilation of the same data
depends upon many things, including the existence and

accessibility of an inverted compilation, and how systema-

tic the data may be. In the days of manual desk calacula
tion that involved looking up of values in many different

tables, experienced computers usually found it more con-
venient and accurate to use a direct table inversely than to
switch over to a separate inverted table. They did not
take this view when trying to use a telephone directory

inversely.
In general any document designed for data retrieval

and the answering of a particular set of questions can be
used legitimately, if not conveniently, for certain types of
questions not catered for originally. A document so used
will be called 'answer providing' and the process of using
it in this way as 'answer deducing'. Many highly systema-
tic documents provide aids for both direct look up of pre-
recorded answers and for deduction of answers not expli-

citly recorded. Mathematical tables usually provide for in-
terpolation between entries, and the amount of instruction
and printed aids for interpolation will vary with the re-
sources assumed to be at the user's disposal. Present day

tables for human use are different from those published in
desk calculator days, and those for automatic machine use

very different indeed. Tomorrow's tables and reference do-

cuments for humans aided by computer networks must al-

so differ from those of today, and those data compilations
that are to be used by the computers as an implicit part of
explicit instructions will have to be designed with very ca-
reful attention to the type of public they serve. They cannot

serve all requirements equally well, any more than can a
printed reference book.

Only very systematic matters completely closed under
algorithmic procedures are valid topics for answer deduc-
tion, By 'closed' is meant that the symbols used not only
represent real entities. in the field before calculation and
symbol manipulation, but also afterwards. Clearly it wo-
uld be incautious to interpolate an airline schedule bet-

ween the entries for successive departure times,- but.it
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would be reasonable to make rough interpolations between
the time of departure as recorded and the time of arrivalat its destination,

Though the fields to which answer-deduction is valid
are very restricted in scope, they are very important; forexample, air traffic control, shipping and cargo deploy-
ment, communication satellites and spacecraft, logistics of
nursing and hospital management, civic administration ofwell defined activities, manufacturing processes, milita-
ry applications and, of course, the logistics and manage-
ment of libraries. Each such application is highly speciali-
zed, and its design demands extremely careful and acute
study of the samantics of the situation by subject specia-
lists, of the design and assignment of labels for the topics
and structure of discourse by documentation specialists, of
the representation and organization of the labelled items
by computer specialists, and the physical and operational
integrity of the sysiem by engineering specialists. The user
also must make some effort to use this tool properly, as
lie must for any tool from a screwdriver to a computer net-
work or, for that matter, a library.

Though strict deduction and calculation of answers are
valid only within very narrowly defined and completely un-
derstood applications, these are not the only valid forms
of inference. Few conclusions drawn in ordinary life are
as strong as those drawn from deduction or calculation.
However, weak inferences are by no means useless. It is
better to have a weak conclusion correct as far as it goes,
than to have a strong kit incorrect conclusion, correctly
deduced from false or incomplete premises. Most services
rendered by libraries and cognate agencies are necessarily
based on weak inferences, Not being omniscient and omni-
potent, and not being identical with the readers who will
use the services, they aim only to provide documents, re-
cords, and data that are plausible responses to what
their customers ask for. If asked for the answer to an
explicit question they seek this by direct data retrieval, or
by deduction or calculation from explicitly answer provi-
ding records. These may not exist. In this case, the servi-
ces must seek to supply data, in the sense of fragments of
or citations from records, from which it is plausible to as-
sume that and answer can be inferred. This demands know
ledge of the background knowledge of the user in this par:.
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ticular case. We must note that this is by no means the

same as possesing this background knowledge itself, as
possessed by a practitioner within the topic concerned. Nor

is it, nor can it be, the knowledge possessed by the indivi-
dual making the request. What it is 'book knowledge'; that,
i5, familiarity with the modes of discourse enough to re-
cognize passages of text from which the expert reader

might infer the answer he seeks. There is no certainty that

he can do so, or that he will do. so. The procedures aim to
make it reasonable to assume that he may do so.

It is well known that this limited aim is not only of-
ten achieved, but also is well worth achieving. A trained
librarian, or services designed by him, who can indicate do-

cuments or data that probably will interest or inform
particular readers does more than just save them time and

trouble. He may trigger their imagination and curiosity.
The problem here is how to delegate such 'inferential data
retrieval' or 'answer inference' to less trained agents or to

automate wholly or in part, or to make it possible for a
trained librarian to do more of it for more people in a gi-
ven time with given effort.

In special case it may be good enough to search pas-

sages of text or parts of pictorial records for the presence
of particular names or symbols. To make such search

worthwhile, it must be more than good enough, unless very

weighty matters are involved, or the users are prepared

to submit the output to very refined examination or the

topic and mode of discourse are so narrow that readers'
interests are adequately indicated by the occurrence of

particular words or symbols. Searching of records, by hu-

mans or machines, is a difficult and expensive operation.
Even if complete searches of text are feasible, search

and selection for inferential data would still demand know-
ledge of the structure and language of discourse of the

pOtential reader, of the author of the text, and of how to
correlate the two. But these are also necessary for the ef-

ficient design and application of documents made for exp-

licit data retrieval. Also, of course, they essential for sub-

ject classification, 'content analysis' and other operations

aiming at document retrieval as opposed to data retri-

eval.
The two are not in fact opposed, one deals with docu-

ments as a whole, the other as with fragments of docu-
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tents, 1)ut we have seen earlier that the notion of
ment' is relative to use, not an absolute property of an iso-
lated block of recorded discourse, The differences between
document and data. retrieval arise only from different choi-
ces of unit of discourse or record, From the point of view of
question answering in the wide sense, they are both tools
of Reference Librarianship in the wide sense. They must.
not be regarded as distinct, but as governed by the same
principles, and as liable to merge one into the other, wile-

. Cher the records used are mathematical tables, intiC7.al
scores, maps,, sound recordings, or novels.

From the physical and engineering points of view the
differences between dealing with an entire l'brary or with
a fragment of -text are considerable, Traii,,criptions and
formats must be designed for particular needs, they cannot
satisfy all of them at once. Automation for data retrieval
initially should be designed as the personal tool of a trai-
ned person, corresponding to the traditional Reference
Librarian, acting as a delegate of the readers. Automation
of data retrieval and its derivatives for the direct use of
readers, as in a multiplex computer network, entails auto-
mation of the reference librarian as well,

The root problems of Data Retrieval remain those of
Document Retrieval, both in the bibliographic (descripti-
ve) and semantic (topic, subject) aspects, We have to find
how much social and linguistic experience of various ac-
tivities must be built into the system, and also to find how
to build it in. These problems are common to applications
in both the sciences and in the humanities.
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A CONDENSED HEURISTIC DOCUMENTATION

SYSTEM

L Introduction

The scientific world is currently alarmed by the exis-
ting exponential rate of increase in docutrientation. Conse-

.
quently, a system which would allow condensation of nu-
merous scientific data, literature and experimental know-
ledge in one complete treatment is of undeniable interest.
If such a system also holds the possibility of suggestion
of ideas and even of organisation of research, then one ob-
tains a process which constitutes a serious step towards
a solution of this major problem confronting scientists. It
is this process which we present under the name of Con-
densed Heuristic Documentatibn (C. H. D.)

Cur system has perhaps one drawback in that it as-
sumes a good analysis Of publications and a precision of

reasoning. This inevitable obstacle of the actual form of
presentation of scientific texts could be overcome in the
future if scientists were to agree on a more consistent use
of words in a more precise language. Science must find
its language and, until it does, researchers will have to
rely on specialists in documentation to perform a part of
their work.

The system proposed is based partly on a generalised
logic described by one of the authors [I] and partly on a
consideration of couples of concepts and the transition
from couples to series, two ideas which are fundamental
to the human mind and which have been hilly described
by the psychologists ,Henri Walton and Jean Piaget [2].
The idea of couples is also convenient since it allows a
simple representation in 2 dimensions and the use of clas-
sic perforated card indices.

2. Coupling of concepts '

Our method is independant of the choice of concepts
which must only obey the rules of their own particular
science.
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(:oncepts are considered first of all by couples, each CO-
uple of concepts being connected by one or more coup-
ling numbers which express in a conventional way, all or
part of the following indices:

reltaion existing between the concepts considered,
plausibility of the relation,
weight of the 2 preceding indices, and bibliographical

reference
Each of these terms will he defined in paragraph 3.

The coupling number can be written in any system,
whether decimal, dual or other, the transition from one sy-
stem t.o another being classic. A number described in thc
decimal system can therefore be converted to a number
of base 2 with a view to its use in a computer programme,

A possible example of a coupling number in the deci-
mal system is:

5412 / 31 07 / 45

Number of the blblio weight plausibi- relation
graphical reference lity

Such an expression is valid only if the same number of
figures always refers to the same classification of terms
and if codes for relation and plausibility are established.

In the example given, the 2 figures on the right exp-
ress the relation 'and. the next 2 figures to their left, the
plausibility.

If one is not interested in the weight but can limit
oneself to plausibility, the 2 corresponding figures can be
omitted, thus simplifying the ixpression. Similarly, if one
does not wish to retain the references, one omits the fi-
gures on the extreme left,

3. Definition and calcultaion of indices

a) Relation is the nature of the logical link existing
between two concepts. There are several types of
relation, of which it is customary to consider first
inclusion. This is represented in most classic logics
by the symbolc, where the expression AcB cor-

responds to ifiii)7in
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If AcB and BA we can write A=B, giving us
the relation of equality.
Implication is usually represented by the symbol-+
where A--}B means that A implies or leads to B.
If A-4-B and B-4-A, then we can say that A is equi-
valent to B.
Further, if A-4-B and C--B then A is analogous to
C. One can, of course, imagine other relations and
conditions as well as those defined, a further
example being the relation in experimental science
expressed by the words «has a value of», which al-
lows the coupling of a general concept with its me-
asured value.

b) Plausibility is the value attributed to a judgement.
As shown elsewhere (4), plausibility can not be con-
sidered as a probability, since it does not satisfy
the condition pA+ 1.

The following discontinuous scale of plausibility
is employed:'

1 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.2
False very probab- probably hypothetical- very hypotheti-

ly false false ly false cally false

0

uncertain

+0.2 +0.4 +0.7 470.9

Veryllypotheti- hypothetically probably very probab-. certain

cally certain certain certain ly certain

Plausibility can be determined according to the fol-
lowing rules which may take the form of a definition, or
a convention translating as closely as possible a line of
thought, or a compromise with the theory of probability,
and which, all together, must lead to a consistent theory:

1. If the .same relation between two concepts is ex-

pressed bu different plausibilities and weights, one
can condense the information in a single coupling

number which has a plausibility value of E

where Pi is the weight of the various individual
coupling numbers and P1 the corresponding plausi-
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bility. In this case, we have a definition of plausi.
hility which we treat as a means of measurement,

2. If A is analogous to B, and B is certain or very
probably certain, then we can say that A is very
hypothetically certain. Here the rule takes the form
of a convention.

3. If A is analogous to B and to C and both B and C
are certain or very probably certain, then A is hy-
pothetically certain.

4. Rules 2 and 3 are valid if the word qcertaift is re-
placed in each case by «false».

P. P'
5. If B and f3 }C, then A--)-C I. e. the plan-

sibility of the final relation is the product of the
individual plausibilities of the two initial relations.
This is a convention based on the transitivity of
the relations implications, inclusion and equa-
lity.

P'

6. If A B and A c C, then C.-±13 where P' will be
very hypothetical for any level of plausibility, p.
This is a convention of generalisation.

7. Concepts which are equal or equivalent have the
same level of plaUsibility.

8. 'Students' rule of t' (3) is compatible with our dis-
continuous scale and our definition of plausibility
for i<1.5, as has already been established in a

previous work by one of the authors (4). This rule
involves A compromise with the probability theory,
and can be used to calculate the plausibility of
quantitative observations.

9. The plausibility of a qualitative observation must
be assessed by the scientist in accordance with the
usual criteria and will normally be <<probahly cer-
tqin» or «very-probably certain.

There are other minor rules governing the determination
of plausibility (4) but those given here are the most im-
portant.

c) The weight of a judgement expressed on a relation
between two concepts is the value of this judge-
ment with respect to all previous judgements on
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the same relation between these two concepts,
In practice the same weight (i. e. 1) is often given
to each judgement of the same relation, and if the
plausibility figure which appears in the final coup-
ling number results from., say, 10 judgements, the

weight of this plausibility, pi, will be 10. A single
New judgement p2, will have a we-
ight of 1., ibut on adding it to the system, we obtain

a final weight of II and a corresponding plausibi-
10...,.:P, + ;.< P2

1[4 of lo 1

(rule I § 3b)

d) The reference is that used classically in documen-
tation for easy retrieval of the document which has

been used as the -basis for writing the coupling
number. It is often the actual number of the docu-
ment in the.chosen system.

4. Transition from couples to series

The transition .from couples to a well-ordered series
of concepts must first satisfy the rule of transitivity:

Ac.B and BcC leads to Ac:BcC

It must then satisfy the rule of coherence:

If Ac B we can say

The se-iation o.f concepts from couples connected by the

. same transitive relation is a perfectly mechanisable ope-
ration...This can be illustrated by the following easily ge-

neralisable example:
Starting from

we can write

from (1) (5)

from (2'1 di. CH. (6)

from A... (7)-

from ll,..>-B11. (8)

and from (.6) we can de..hice:

(9)
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and hence finally

--Cm

We could just as easily havewritten:

A.., ,1 (5)

B... -->-C.11 (6)
A...-+D..1 (7)
D.-1-÷13.11 (8)

nd B.11 -*Cut (9)

which arrives at the same.result,
We have very simply allocated indkes to the concepts,
albeit as basically as possible, but in such a way that the
order existing between ally two concepts is indicated by
the indices.
Where concepts are connected by. different relations, or
by equivalent but intransitive relations, the problem be-
comes more complicated. It is often preferable in this ca-
se to replace seriation by a matrical representation,
which can then be easily converted to a linear form. A
simple example of this process is the following:
the following:

A

B C -4-

C

corresponds to (3cA
and B-4C-->D

Pr

froM which we can deduce: A-+C--->-D (rule 6 in § 3a)

-4-

5. Operations on concepts

The usual operations to be considered on the concepts
are logical and mathematical. The mathematical opera-
tions are well known and will not be discussed here. The

logical operations are union, intersection and abstraction
and satisfy the following definitions:
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Union of AP mid BP' =
p

r,
2

(for A and B having the
same weightrule I §3b)

Where E is the union of the intersections acid may be
represented pictorially as follows:

E

Intersection of AP and
EP' (for P',P)

E represents the intersection of the exten-
sions

E

Abstraction of AP and AP'-,AP&BP'
EP (for P' <P)

E.--intersection of the comprehensions and
union of the extensions,

It should be rioted that the extension of a concept refers
to the number of objects which the concept signifies and
the comprehension refers to the qualities of the concept.
Using the system described for the representation of con-
cepts by couples, new couples can be formed starting
from a series of couples, for example:

AcC1 gives us (AUB)cC
Bc.C1 and (A.(B)c,C

New concepts created by combinations of initial con-
cepts are designated by a word or figure'''. The retrieval
of these combinations may be simplified by constituting
perforated card indices (or auxiliary memories) which gi-
ve a list of the various combinations carried out on the
initial concepts.
In certain cases, it is necessary to establish a list of
categories for the combinations made. It is difficult to
imagine, for example, a complete list of carbon com-
pounds. Here, one would have to consider first the main
classes of products or some other criterion.
Conversely, an initial concept can be resolved into
its elemental concepts which may be studied in the same-

* or a combination of letters and figures.
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way as combinations. In this case, the elemental concepts
or combinations of these elemental concepts can be de-
duced from an analysis of the initial concepts.

6. Calcultations on coupling numbers

We have shown how coupling numbers can be calcu-
lated for one couple of concepts. Severl coupling num-
bers of similar relation can be replaced by a single num-
ber having the same relation but a plausibility calculated
by the formula already given:

E P; )

. Different rela-
tions for the same couple can he combined according to
certain rules.

As we have seen AcB and BcA leads to A=B,
A-->B and 13.4 A tells us A is equivalent
to B,
A--->,B and tells us A and C. are
analogous,

A B and ACC gives C B,
and A---)-B>-C gives A-4-C.c c

Combinations are logical or mathematical operations.

7. Scientific reasoning

We have already seen some aspects of scientific rea-
soning in analogy and generalisation. Two others which
deserve a special mention are the formulation of hypo-
these and the «game theorp.
A hypothesis results from a combination of factors
which are each obtained by analogy, the combination it-
self also being an analogy. A simple example is the case
of an unknown product, X, giving the decomposition pro-
ducts, A, B, and C:

X-±A

X-*C

If we know the factors, M and N, which give the same
decomposition products, we can deduce that X is analo-
gous to M and to N. Further, if M and N have in common
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(by abstraction) a structure, S, we can say that X has a
p, of having the structure, S. This can be,

represented in matrical form in the following way:

A B C Al N (class of structures,

X

At

N

AlaN

--> analogous analogous CP
_5.

The game theory has been applied in scientific re-
search for the organisation of experiments. Its matrical
representation is classic, being that of the hypotheses,

H2 and 1-13 and the corresponding optimal experi-
mental plans, pi], p12 and p13, which may be the result of
an analogy or a statistical rule. This is written in part
by the general matrix:

b c

1-12n1)12

1-13npi3
HInpi2

where a, b, c, etc., are the results of application of the va-
rious combinations of hypotheses H1, I-12 and H3, and
plans, pli, p12 and 1p3. The choice of the best plan is made

according to the usual rules of the game theory.

8, Example

We have chosen a simple example of application in a
field which is familiar to us. The coupling numbers are
formed as follows:

1. The 2 figures on the extreme right express the re-
lation according to the following conventions:

01

*-

03 equivalence
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04=c
05

06 =equality
07 = abstraction

08,chas a value of»
09.analogous
and so on

2. The third and fourth figures from the right express
the plausibility according to the following conven-
tions:

01 =--1
02= '0.9
03= 0.7
04= 0.4
05= -L0.2
06= 0

07= +0.2
08 + 0.4
09 +0.7
10= + 0.9
11 = +1

3. The fifth and sixth figures from the right express
the weight which will always be less than 99.

4. The reference, on the extreme left, is the number of
the document consulted or the number given to the
observation or to the experiment if these are classed
in the same way as documents.
The followi ig matrix is obtained:

SO2 Se SeQ2

S

Sncaloriesn02
Sencaloriesn02
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102.02.09.01

101.10.09.09

103.01.07.01

104.04.09.01

105.10.09.01

106.15.09.01





where reference number 101, number of the do:Juni-it
consulted

102number of the experiment
giving this result

103the reasoning used
104the experiment
105-- further, very careful expe-

riments
106calculus of coupling num-

bers

Mathematical examples, which at first sight may seem
particularly difficult, can also be treated quite simply by
this method, in which case the plausibilities are generally
limited to +1 and and the weights generally omitted.

9. Conclusion

The process of Condensed Heuristic Documentation
enables information to be recorded in the form of couples
of concepts linked by logical bonds whose value is expres-
sed by a coupling number. It allows the transition from
these couples to series or tables which condense the in-
formation. This information can then be further condensed
by calculations on the coupling, numbers. The process al-
so allows reasoing by analogy, abstraction and generali-
sation at the same time as deductive reasoning.

The original concepts may be easily traced. One way
is to use a perforated card index for each couple and an
auxiliary memory to give combinations.
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J. E. J. Ha lkin

(13elgium)

PROPOSAL AND WISHES FOR AN OPEN
STRUCTURE IN THE COMMUNICATION OF

I NFORMATION

Theme of this work

One can consider with fear the present and increasing
predominance towards the centralization of information
into more and more powerful knots, This situation may
imperil the development of specialized information centers
which, solely, are efficient for maintaining the neces-
sary dialogue with responsibles of the often very
narrow fields of human activity. It could become painful
to keep the good balance between present tendencies, that
is between centralized concentration and specialization.

By further improvements of communication we may
ease the setting up of -networks and interconnections. If
these networks possess a) free flowing communication,
this will implicitely ease' ,a decongestion of encumbered
centralized knots and of course improve their efficiency.

Centralized information presents an analogy with cen-
tralized management of a company anti, on the other
hand, the network evokes ideas of dialogue and assign-
ment of authority. This calls for a fundamental change in
the structure. The analogy also exists in the results of
such a change: the new structure leads to decongestion,

But the communication inside the network can only
become a free flowing one if the needed ADDRESSES
are unequivocally worded and standardized. These addres-
ses are examined with some detail.

Information parts in two kinds of functions, 1. e. the
«treatment» and the «communication». However these
two functions are very often under a one-headed res-
ponsibility.

The setting up of the network needs a centralized res-
ponsibility of the communication and independance from
the responsabilities of treatment. But on the other hand,
the last ones will earn to be decentralized.
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A high level of the quality of communication can trans-
form information activity into a trade or a business, a
prodigious dynamic and prosperous one indeed.

ailSWerS \\'.'M]
solve and simplify? These
;Are prohlms to which a reflection

Congest[ort May help».
1. p. 161

I. Looking backward: the intellectuals private library

Lets return in time to the period when each intellec-
tual patiently created his own library, as a real external
memory connected «on line» to his brain, the only compu-
ter then available.

The efficiency of such a private library rested upon
particularities which eased communication, particulariti-
es even more significant as we no longer succeed in
using these same advantages. Here arc the characteris-
tics:-
--- ADDRESS OF THE USER is solely: the proprietor's
own.
ADDRESS of the DEPOSITORY: is also one only,
these being a concentration of books in one single place.

These books were selected with care overyears and are
well known to the proprietor. Memorised knowledge of
BIBLIOGRAPHIC ADDRESSES -is good, even if use of
an index is a pretty good thing.

Content of these books has been mastered thoroughly.
The photographic memory helps, marginal notes, remarks
and underlining with pencil are warning. devices. The
brain of the creator of this library disposes of fulgura-
ting means of access to information which concerns the
INTELLECTUAL ADDRESS specified by the terms (actu-
ally we say keywords or concepts) of the, given question.

ADDRESS of the SPECIALIST well versed, whose
judgment serves in orienting readings and researches,
also is the proprietor's one.

Such a library is a device enjoying free flowing com-
munication, assured by well mastered ADDRESSES. Their
interjoinings seem so natural, reflex and implicit that
one needs a careful analysis to persuade itself that these
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five types of addresses have each one their role in rea-
ching the result: a well oiled operation.

A modern information centre established for the treat-
ment of large collections seldom succeeds in attaining
such a privileged position.

2. Babelism of systems

Congestion jeopardizes today the former and comfor-
table situation. Every man in charge of a responsibility at
any place in the information chain knows that his me-
mory and his judgment are tools requested for helping
the .work of any «information system». And he also
knows that such human components become less efficient
when the size of collections increases. Thaz man surren-
ders his role to systems, and everything rests upon the
conception of these.

'Recently, in April 1969, editors of the French publica-
tion «Prospective», Paris, .published a booklet devoited to
<cL'I-Iomme encombre», the encumbered man W. One
chapter by Pierre Masse gives three remedies for the pre-
sent congestion of human life: elimination, ogranization
and invention. The present paper makes proposals that
may enhance organization.)

Which are the causes of information congestion? The
main one is of course the terrific growing of the bulk
of published works. But an unexpected obstacle came
from the autonomy of each link by which we have speci-
alized inside the information chain, for instance: publi-
shers, booksellers, librarians, responsibles of any infor-
mation centre and also consulting engineers. in any
fields.. Each of these activities are free from the others:the man in charge of one is not paid to organize free
flowing communication between them; he does not carefor that as a chief responsibility. Each one will take
care of communication inside his own house, but will
invite outsiders to adapt themself to his own communi-
cation state. The author acknowledges that, likewiseother people in charge of a centre, lie was obliged to
organize his own autonomous' ways of communication,
but he still deplores such a «babelism» . of . privatesystems.
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From that moment and as a result of the «babelism»
of systems, the growth crisis becomes a communication
crisis: general communication becomes intricate, slows
down, may even stop.

New necessities are facing the inadequacy of present
structures. An information centre which could be compe-
tent in any field is an obsolete pattern. The new pattern
we need involves to help one another inside a network
of centres where the most qualified one has the privilege
to answer. All that supposes a free flowing comet:
lion which the autonomy of systems does not and
not allow. That situation gives birth to a conflict betwe-
en old and new patterns.. One have to frame a new struc-
ture.

3. Obsoleteness of the present structures

One of the main duties for anybody in charge of an
information centre is to choose, work out and uphold
for his own use the most nicely fitted system of treat-
rnent. Here «treatment» means also «communication»,
and in such a way these systems radiate as feudalism:
each system possesses his fief, inside which communica-
tion may be a good one, but between the fiefs, that me-
ans between systems, communication earns what earns
compatibility of systems, often not very much or nothing
at all. Constraint to «translate» one system into another
is prevailing, need of a «language» understandable by
everybody in the chain, more, a language convenient for
the computer, become an obvious request.

But the each day reality may be worst. Non compa-
tibility of systems kills mutual acquaintance. Each docu-
ment has to be registered in each system, bringing evi-
dent redundancy of efforts. In spite of a natural willing-
ness mutual help is inefficient. Duplication of treatments
is a heavy loss of efficiency, but nevertheless it is eas-
ier and less costly than to translate from one system
into another.

An information centre may no more pretend to be
omniscient or omnicognisant. To help one another thanks
to a free flowing. coy thiunication between ..complementary
activities became the -..requisite for achievement. That in-
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volves compatibility of systems and setting up of corns
munication rules.

To work out and uphold such a general communica-
tion urges that a prevailing authority becomes respon-
sible for it, which means an authority above feudality of
systems. The autonomy of anybody in charge of a centre,
that is his right to choose his own system, requests an
accomodation. It is not easy to replace loneliness of the
centre inside this fief by an open «one-another-help».
That needs a change of structure which may be under-,
stood as some loss of autonomy. Nevertheless any res-
ponsible of one «link» inside the information chain ought
to accept such a reduction of freedom, but, on the op-
posite side and thanks to standardized ADDRESSES,
efficiency of communication would be enhanced. From
that moment automatic (and already living) equipments
would take up a prodigious mass of tedious, small and
tiresome jobs which are still Minutely done by men with
unnumerable amounts of redundancy in the world. So
we see now that: babelism of systems becomes the de-
stroyer of systems. Upon such terms we may propose
a better understanding of all the information activities.
These are everywhere parit.ed in two distinct functions,
one of TREATMENT, and the other of COMMUNICA-
TION. The first is the «message», the second is the
«transfer», but we speak so easily byusing words in me-
tonymy that we confuse the message with its communi-
cation. Nevertheless such parting appears quite often in
the reality of our structures and of our responsabilities.
Wireless or phone is a process for transfer of messages.
Bank account numbers arc addresses for communication,
but responsability of transfer and responsability of manage-
ment are different: the first belongs to the banker the

41,^ titular of the account_ The road traffic codesaconc, Lt./

concerns communication, but neither. the vehicle nor the
transported wares. Tile use of postal sectors numbers
makes our mailings quicker and safer, but that does not
modify the «message:,.;,..

We may lenghten such a list at random, the list ,of
human activities ,p.arted between one responsability of-
TREATMENT and owe of COMMUNICATION, and ha-
ving done so with success and for better efficiency. It
is quite amazing that.;, at the ..present age of the compu-
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ter, information transfer is probably alone not to have
chosen such a twin-headed structure.

COMMUNICATION appears everywhere with the
character of a collective or centralized responsability or
authority and, if that is of general acknowledgment,
TREATMENT may he decentralized without any risk to
become inefficient. Such structure is a combination of

a central and collective organization of COMMUNICA-
TION with a functional de-centralization of TREAT-
MENT in an open network.

Urgency of such a structure is born as a consequence
of growth of information activities: we needed to diversi-
ty and we have ramified in the numerous «links» forming
the «chain» of information, but with an effect to slow

down communication. That evolution, complexifying with
functional diversification is similar with the evolution
of management within a company. In both cases the ne-
cessity of the dialogue appears, the necessity of a better
<<one-another-help», and the one of assignment of
authority and responsability. That needs, better commu-
nication,. networks and informal interconnexions.. qBet-
ween the private man and the community, relations will
become more and more numerous, and we need a cyber-
netic mechanism for a better fitting up>*). These cyber-
netic mechanisms will use codes, as the road trafic code
does at the -level of the community. Information transfer
may not escape such a natural law, a law thanks to
which a new structure of communication is needed when
treatment complexities. Till now transfer of information
does not care of that. But such an acceptance is the con-
dition for a more free and more efficient TREATMENT of
information, a treatment then becoming able to trans-
form itself in a prodigious industry and trade.

Efficiency of such an organization for a free flowing
communication requests compatibility and coherence of
the ADDRESSES.

It is not easy to make out such addresses for, indeed,
the target is to promote a general use of them. The basic
terms for such a drawing out will be:

* Translated from [1, p. 191: «Entre findividu et la collectivite
les relations seront de plus en pIs nornbreuses, et H est necessaire
qu'un veritable mecanisme eybernetique vienne assurer la bonne arti-

eulatiom.
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To draw the Junctions to be filled by these addresses.
To create procedures which may ease the use of them.
To choose each time arrangements convenient not on-

ly for the human user but also for usage by equipments
without requiring a translation.

To try to make the addresses mnemotechnical.
" To do so that the addresses may be used for mailing
when useful.

A timetable of approach for that problem may be:
To review what is already done, or presently under

project.
To describe the different jobs to be made.
To give a priority order for the different practical

stages.
To define the responsibles of the communication's co-

de project and maintenance, and to define the authority
to head that organization.

To realize the project in the frame of a pattern inside
which speed and efficiency of communication prevail.

In Chapter (I) we looked at communication inside
the intellectuals private library. That led us to the defi-
nition of FIVE addresses having each a functional role.
Our capacity to organize an international network wor-
king with a free flowing communication depends on
or, is similar to our capacity to enla-rge the use of these
FIVE addresses up to the international level.

Our target is to transpose at international level the
terms that make efficient the use of a private library
by his owner.

4. The addresses which requested
at international level

We will analyse each type of address one after the
other. In each case we will try to discover the procedure
going to the most extensive coordination and to the most
easy-to-use standardization. But standardization is not
compulsion. We may gain a better acceptance if _these add-
resses respond to natural and simple rules, quite unequi-
vocal rules. If we do not proceed that way the standardi-
zation may become unpractical, going easily to failure.
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The most significant addresses are the INTELLECTU-
AL and the BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ones. They typify res-
pectively the responsibility of the information scientist
and of the librarian. We will analyse both before looking
at the others, which are more simikrr to simple mailing
addresses.

Intellectual address

This intellectual address or intellectual destination
of each document is usually set up by a list of «concepts»
which are controlled by a thesaurus. Those thesauri inc-
lude generally an enormous part of quite specific words of
which the use and the meaning are out of reach. for most
people. They are words for specialists of narrow fields.
Stability of such words may be short in duration and also
in precise meaning. Such practice to use specific words
arises from our academic time and is going on further
with our professional and specialist activities. We lose, if
never we get it, our taste for synthesis. Our above-all
analytic education is a real handicap for the treatment of
information. We incline to omit use of generic concepts
which may specify the character of a document. Our
mind does not organize easily the natural linkage between
generic and specific words.

Cur first remark is related to the use of specific voca-
bularies. They ought to be left for use by acknowledged
people in touch with each specific field. In view of an in-
formation retrieval target it is most often useless to defi-
ne with the most specific concepts what may be called for
with trivial words by .non-specialized people. We realize,
and lhereof the information scientist is very conscious,
that documents are to be «indexed» with concepts chosen
at several levels, which means concepts covering the mea-,
ning of words fanlike from generic to specific. Specialized
information centres take place at the specific end of that
fan, and centres which receive an encyclopaedical or omni-
scient mission reach the generic end. The intellectual com-
munication in such a large network of information centres.
belongs to special linkages that have to be realized by an
unequivocal generic-specific structure of thesauri. A deep
understanding of these relationships is basic for informa-
tion communication.
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A second remark concerns communication between spe
ciaiized fields of different kinds. When a specialist escapes.
in such and other field of knowledge he uses simple words,
not the esoteric words of that field, but words of generic
feature used by a man of extended general education. He
wishes to receive answers to his questions with words of
the same feature. The difficulty to communicate between
specialists of different fields may become terrific because
of the specificity of words. We suffer a growing need of

more didactical papers speaking with generic and simpler
words.

Communication between different specialized fields may
not be easily set up by specific words, but more easily by
words of generic appearance which create links, at a big-.

her level of ideas. We can conclude that the making of a
so called «universal thesaurus» is an enterprise without
any hope, and may be also a useless one, for nobody will
ever use it up to the very specialized words it will contain.

On the other hand, a single thesaurus controlled at the
leVel of ,'generic words would be a fundamental objective of
a different kind, and would be indeed an objective more
easy to reach. Such a thesaurus would retain two quali-
ties of exception, to be short and to be stable. That thesau-'
rus responds to the idea of synthesis of knowledge, while;
specialized thesauri have no capacity to emerge above our
current analytical behaviour.

The American committee SATCOM [2] tried to organize:
information needs in groups supplied by special services,
the so called «NEED GROUP SERVICES». The SATCOM`
studied the U. S. A. case and concluded to the existence of
about a thousand of those groups, which is not a very;
high figure. It seems reasonable to think that a worldwide
census will not give a very higher one. The most useful'
and practical proposal of the SATCOM report was to or
ganize feeding of each group by a kind of surveying made

by special information centers. That idea is sane and we
ought to make the most of it. We may ramify several le-

vels downward, what means introduci.g some logical hie-.
rarchy in the «need groups» list. That last option may be

compared with the head-categories of the «Engineer-In-
dex», or of the «Chemical Abstracts», or with the titles ofi
the secondary reviews of the VINITI, Moscow. Still better,
it seems that the. EXCERPTA MEDICA FOUNDATION,:,
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Amsterdam [3], took more advantage of that same Idea
with a four steps logical classification. The last starts
from a set of 33 main categories ramified deeper in a lo-
gical hierarchy. Presently the whole includes about 3.000
categories and subcategories. Those categories respond to
a pragmatic target: to define user's profiles for each du-
cumenbt. The indexing of a document in one or several ca-
tegories grants it a generic definition, which is not always
very easy to do with most of the specialized thesauri now
at disposal. After that granting of categories, the indexing
is developed deeper with use of a very large thesaurus.

The following idea is emerging from the above conside-
rations. For retrieval's sake the intellectual definition of a
document requires at least two levels:

Belonging to one or several categories.
A coordinated indexing which uses concepts of a the-
saurus.
We may agree one with the other, and also at worldwi-

de level, on the definition of these categories. On the other
hand the most part of the concepts will positively remain

'under the jurisdiction of specialists: it is out of sanity to
Control specific concepts at a ,general level. Such a position
seems to be the one of EXCERPTA MEDICA FOUNDA-
TION, as indeed the granting of categories is made by ge-
neralist physicians while indexing by concepts is finally
under control of the specialist physician who makes the
abstract.

Such partition of the INTELLECTUAL ADDRESS--
or, intellectual destination in several steps is of course
a sane practice. Indeed the «categories» represent what
is more permanent in meaning and in duration, what is
also assimilable by the community, and most of all, what
is necessary to address the documents to acknowledged
specialists, while on the other hand the «concepts»
may require all the science of the specialists to be explai-
ned in their meaning and in their evolution.

The way is open naturally by such partition for an ag-
reement up to international level. One has first to define
the «categories» which represent each «need group»,.next
one has to ramify these categories in the respect of the
«profile»- of each need group. Such procedure will intro-
duce a lot of more or less generic «concepts», for They
are used by several «need groups». But one must keep-Cie-
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arty in mind that most specific concepts will never find

a place in the generic thesaurus: they are subjects for spe-
cialized thesauri. There is a border closed for specific con-
cepts.

The information scientists have from all times made a
partition of their activities in more or less arbitrary cate-
gories, each of them being an image of a group of users
or of a particular type of questions. What is new in the
proposal of this study is to draw such a partition into ca-
tegories that will become of general accepted use.

Mlle procedure which is here proposed consists in star-
ting at generic level, and then in going down with care to
more specific ones. The usual procedure goes just counter-
current; one has built numerous specialized thesauri
apart one from the other, sometimes even indeed with a re-

al success, but one failed obviously to realize an integra-

tion of .such .dissimilar material to more generic levels. 11

is the merit of organizations like SATCOM, EXCERPTA

MEDICA and probably a few others to initiate the inde-
xing by the generic end.

o use «categories» at the generic end and «concepts»
by coordinated indexing at the specific end is the marri-

age of two procedures which contend for supremacy since

years. Each procedure possesses its trumps. It is more ef-
ficient to use these trumps than to persist in a rivalry at-
titude. Such a combination of both procedures will be a suc-

cess if we keep clearly in mind the fundamental difference
between' a «generic category» and a «specific concept».

A «category» represents a human activity, a «need group».

By contrast one may say that «concepts» are nearly fa-
cets inside the need groups.

One must say that the proposed categories have no-
thing in common with a :decimalization or with an arbit-

rary or compelling hiera':chy as the U. D. C. for instance
does.

Bibliogic,phical address

Already a few years ago some people and among

them the author [4] attempted to promote the use of the
«CODEN» code of the A. S. T. M. [5] in order to'give a bib-

liographical address by care and under the responsibility

of the editor. That address would be unequivocal and quite
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easy tc use by computers, The CID /Euratom [6] tried te sti-
mulate the use of such an address by editors o the nu-
clear field. For instance the «f'-uratoin Bullethm still uses
the coden «EUBU» to define a bibliographical address
from the moment of publication, the same with «ATI(E>,,

for the German periodical «Atomkernenergie». These at-
tempts, of which the usefulness was however proved, failed
almost completely at that time. However the benefit of such
an address for the man and for the computer is obvious.
Nevertheless the CODEN was used to draw up addresses
for the abstracts published by the secondary literature, as
example by the Biological Abstracts, but one never again
proposed that editors themselves would give such an ad-
dress under their responsibility from the publication. That
would be the sole procedure in order to standardize the

computer input.
The idea of matriculation by care of editors followed an-

other course. American books are matriculated by year in
a continuous file and that number is printed by the editor:
that is the «Library of Congress Number» of each book. In
Great Britain, Professor Foster, Dublin, has realized a
.complete system for matriculation of book by the editor.
That project is now well known as the ISBN (Internaii-
onal Standard Book Number). Presently the IFLA (Inter-
national Federation of Library Associations) works on a
similar project.

But the objective is not matriculation of articles publi-
shed in the periodicals or of books. What the information
community needs is a bibliographical address looking like
a matriculation and usable by computer, but for any prin-
ted matters, books, articles of newspapers or of periodicals,
monographs or annual reports of companies and so on.
What is worth to be published is worth to be retrieved, and

that means to-day worth to receive a bibliographical ad-

dress convenient for computers. The support of institutions
like the A. S. T. M., or the Library of Congress, or the

IFLA is not enough: withbut international agreements,
and with out the help of laws specifying the duty of editors
in the drawing up of bibliographical addresses; we will go
on working in disorder and encumbrance, for our compu-
ters are not built to swallow addresses drawn up minutely
by hand even under respect of bibliotheconomy rules. New

structures are compulsory for efficiency ofnew tools.



That problem, as an answer to disencumbrance, is now
the very urgent one, but one does not feel that it is yet
taken under consideration as it obviously earns.

Address of the specialist

«A pdcket memorandum-book, patiently set up during
years, is a very humble tool which, if it held the ADDRES-
SES of the more valuable sources, may be much more effi-
cient than renowned libraries» [7]. -These «sources» can be
the addresses of the more qualified specialists, or the na-
mes of knowledged people who may give pertinent advi-
ces, such as the bibliographical address of the more sui-
table article, or the name of the more qualified information
center. The power of big companies lies partly on their
relationships with many specialists, which means to pos-
sess a network of friends leading to information sources.
At disposal for American citizens the National Technical
Referral Center adjoined to the Library of -Congress fills
the mission to point out the searcher to the more qualified
sources or specialists. But we do not think that attempts
of that kind are already known at international level.

Mecanographical listings or retrievals by computer can
ease such detection of these «sources» or of these «speci-
alists». That requests to define «sources» and «specialists»
by their profile's. Once more we face the same problem: we
ought to organize the standardization of ADDRESSES so
that we can consult listings or computers more freely and
efficiently,

Address of depository
Each year we are more and more aware of published

documents by abstracts of the secondary literature. The
main justifications of that practice are obviously a faster
choosing and the ability of grouping documents under
documentary profiles. A standard system of «need groups»
profiles would ease considerably the «feeding» of each in-
formation center with the material which is necessary for
its activity.

But it is not enough to organize the secondary litera-
ture for a more exhaustive and faster retrieval of answers.
We ought to find where original texts are at disposal.
1 hat requests listings establishing a correspondence bet-
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wc.,en bibliographical addresses and the addresses of 114,

known depositories. The absence of a standardized and
mecanographical system of addresses means more manual
work or, more obviously, no listing at all. One may under-
stand why such listings are still to -day lacking. The Lib-
rary of Congress attempts to update such listing for the
deposit of American books in all the national libraries. 1 he
matriculation of American hooks eased certainly the dra-
wing up of such index. The

of
Biblioth6que Royale,

Brussels, made a catalogue of that kind for the deposit of
any periodicals in public libraries of the country.

One realizes easily the meaning of standardized ad-

dresses for the making of such an index if these addresses
are convenient for updating by computer.

Address of the user
For the same reasons as above, it is useful that users

requesting for information retrieval may be defined them-
selves for the equipment by their own mecanographical
addresses. That will ease the use of automatic equipment
like microfilms duplication thanks to automatic reading of
the name and address of the application.

It is likely that a larger training with mecanographical
addresses will lead to discover that other ones may also
be useful, for instance addresses of editors, or addresses
of booksellers. ADDRESSES of a mecanographical kind
are the starting point for disencumbrance of communica-
tion if of general acceptance.

Among the five addresses thanks to which we may
hope a more flowing communication, TWO are more cha-
racteristic of information activity; of course they are the
intellectual and the bibliographical ones. The THREE
others are much more similar to simple mailing addresses.'
They will be more easy to treat, but they have also their
role in reaching the result. In order that these last addres-
ses may be convenient for the computer and for mailing,
they could be studied in the line of the ZIP CODE. There
is a being interest to make listings and mailings easier
with the same addresses.

Decongestion of communication is urgent. That requ-
ests an answer at the level of the community. What we
ought to realize, we repeat here once more what was expo-
sed in chapter 1, is to organize for the benefit of anybody
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the privileged position of the intellectual who is the owner
of a private library. More, the use of the computer will in-
troduce better infallibility than the human memory could.

5, Present situation and projection towards
the future: comparison

Communication of information changed several times
in size during last decades. In the private library of the in

the communication was inward. The information
center enlarged the circle but still in a defined way with
limits in geographical extension and in intellectual profile.
The informaflon center appears as an autonomous entity.
Slowly, as the customers' needs extended, the center had
to organize a better one-another-help with the exterior.
But the feudality of «systems» puts the brakes on.harmo-
nious external relations. We cannot meet the rational use
of modern equipments as the computer, for we never care
with standardization of communication addresses...We need
now to enlarge the circle to international relationships, but
our internal and local habits imperil communication in
such a large network.

It is useful to describe such situations in the each clay,
living of the information center. That comparison is to be
made between the present state of feudalism of systems,
and a future for which, as we may hope, the human beings
would have organized communication thanks to standar-
dized ADDRESSES. Such a list of examples may be leng-
thened but the four following ones show clearly the way.

FIRST. The searcher himself is alone to be qualified
for choosing what may give good answers tohis informa-
tion needs. But that may compel him to read hundreds or
even thousands of papers before making a good find. That.
situation leads him to question the more suitable informati-
on centers. But he knows nothing about the retrieval system
used by these centers. He ought to explain with many de-:
tails what he is searching for, and in which context his'
request has been formulated. And he has to give these;
explanations to somebody who knows nothing or very little
about his own activity and target, but before all somebody
whose qualification is to be acknowledged with the retri-
eval system of the. colter. Between the searcher and the in- i
formation scientist of the center, communication can be
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nothing other than an uncomfortable one. The consequence
may be and often it is so an unsuitable answer, an
answer that gives information but not what the French
word «renseignement» means. A «renseignement» is di.-;co-
vered by the user himself and not by a too pre;.-ise answer
given by information centers. The situation will be diffe-
rent if a .generic system of «need groups» categories allo-
wed the searcher to define his needs not more in speciali-
sed words, but inside a general frame. By questioning with
a «need group» category, the answer will have less chance
to escape the «renseignement». Need group answers give

information about and around the need and the ability
of choosing remains the one of the searcher himself: he

opens-the dialogue with the most suitable papers. The ge-
neric. approach respects the personal behaviour of the sear-
cher, while. the transit through the information scientist of
the center introduces .a break in the communication.

SECOND. To-day the bulk of the published papers is

so heavy that the center loses any ability to an
exhaustive choice or treatment. Transit- by abstract jour-
nals is compulsory. But abstract journals are redundant,
and their indexes are built under rules of non-compatible
retrieval systems. To compare the abstracts given by.diffe-
rent journals and to make .the best selection for more

suitable answers may beand is indeeda tiring puz-
zle. The situation will become quite easier with-standar-
dized generic approach and bibliographical addresses. The
abstract journals will be sold and updated on microcards,
while the generic indexation will be received on tape for
the computer. The generic approach will not only respect
the behaviour of the searcher, but the whole collection -of
abstract journals at disposal becomes easy to be consulted
by a single retrieval request. i\lore, the different abstracts
published for one paper will be identified by the computer
thanks to the bibliographical address, and one may choose

the best ones. Standardized addresses organize implicitly
the communication between abstract journals.

THIRD. To discover the nearest deposit library for

articles which are recommended by computer retrieval
may be slow or impracticable. We lack these listings
which give relations, between bibliographical address and
addresses of depository. By 'a general agreement, the
computer might give answers by standard bibliographi-
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cal addresses, and lists may be used as input for aT10-
flier programme which will giVe the concerned addresses
of depOsit. Papers printed as answer by the computer.
might be used as order sent to a microfilm library. Stan-
dardized addresses organize implicitly the coupling, bet-
ween the computer and the microfilm library which sells
hard copies or duplication of microfilms.

FOURTH. Private matriculation numbers are used
by any information centers tor internal communication.
They permit control of the communication between the
document, the abstract, the indexing and the input on
equipment (computer or others). But they are of no use
outside the center. More, such a matriculation system isnot at all a bibliographical address and remains of no
help to preserve against making several indexings and
inputs for the .same document. Things will be quite
different with a standard bibliographical address which
may be used for retrieval by computer. Then a one-ano-
ther-help between centers will become faster. Detection
of duplicate indexing will be easy by computer. The
habit of private matriculation numbers will become use-
less, and information centers will be able to file their
abstracts in the alphanumerical order of the bibliogra-
phical address, the same order for any center. That last
possibility will be, as we may think, the powerful tool
of communication between centers. In 1965 already-f41,
the author detailed the numerous advantages of the bib-
liographical address given by care of the editor.

bWithout a sane standardization of addresses, informa-
tion will not easily reach the stage of a trade or of an
industry. We do not know any other structure that can
make communication faster, safer and more efficient.
Thanks to agreements on communication, which means
some restriction of autonomy, efficiency may become
very large. The proposed structures may open
the doors to FICW procedures for progress. One
of the inure efficient will probably he the impulse given
to the literature of rewriting, of surveying and .of state-
of-the-art reports. Progressively the mission of the spe-
cialized information center, which is to set up a «da-
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to base», \vitt extend till the «data bank» mission. Another
consequence will be, for any company, that the industri-
al information center will be relieved of a part of the
burden of updating the collections, and will become more
able to fulfil its real role in the company: the drawing
up of surveys which bring an efficient introduction to the
decision. We may pronosticate that communication of in-
formation, thanks to these new structures, will change
in size another time, allowing from that moment a more
rational use of computers and equipment.

Information will become «moving» and will find bet-
ter opportunities to contact qualified and cognizant pe-
ople, and to fructify. One will be more able to dissemi-
nate. the information and to use it in the outline of the
definition given by Francois Perroux -181:

«L'information est un bien de connaissance qui s'ache-
te et se vend, qui est produit et distribuc, qui coniporte un
coot et procure un rendement, Hi:ui est astreint a des reg-
les economiques en quelque organisation clue ce soit»

(Information is a good of knowledge which
one buys and sells,. which is produced and
dealt which requires, a cost and raises an
output, which is tic,e1 to economical rules in
any organization \-\--al.ever it may be)

We may think that a better standardization of com-
munication thanks to addresses of general acceptance
will ease the development of a. im,Dre harmonious network
of specialised information centers, with the objective of
«reviewing» knowledge, which i.s the most significant
proposal. of the Weinberg- Panel. report [91. Such revie-
wing of a field of knowledge opens the door to the more
suitable bibliographical references: «If you like to dig
deeper see so and so» [10] ,

These information studies are expensive, the more so
because they have to be drawn up by very qualified pe-
ople. The only possibility to lessen the relative cost of
such reviewing studies is to them to more customers.
That is certainly an important justification for better
communication, Information reviewing will become a bu-
siness success as much as a procedure for progress and
education. Trade of information claims for its place aside
trade of books and periodicals.
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6. Awareness by each of us

Information of knowledge even to-day is probably the
single human activity «of communication» which does
not succeed in leaving the artisanal stage for the one
.01 an industry or a trade. Information activities are un-
able to rise above the encumbrance level, for they are
unable to amend by their own.

It is likely that the .most important cause is a poor
understanding of conditions of efficiency for computer
and other modern equipment.

It is not seldom but however surprising, to meet pe-
ople confusing information itself with the document that
is nothing else than the holder of information, or people
confusing the «message» and its «transmission». Such
confusion, enclosed in our habits with the big role of
libraries in the information field, carries its consequences:

One had inclination., and one has still inclination, to
entrust information treatment to those who are tradi-
tionally responsible of documents 7zith the effect to .give
to information the centralized strumture which is the one
convenient For documents treatment. Slowly but surely
awareness stretches around the world that information tre-
atment requires a close contact with specialists of the
concerned field of knowledge, that :7 3earis an unavoidable
decentralization towards these spe..Liists. From that mo-
ment the dynamic part of the treaturii,-nt cannot come from
the document itself, but from the huge specialists net-
work disseminated in any active pliace for progress, for
-practical application, or for research. One understands
also that the .bidder of infOrmation can in dissimilar
circumstances become the creator or the seller of infor-
mation. Everything is .moving inside a network where
dynamism cannot be kept up unless communications of
a high standard exist. We must recognize that such dy-
namism which is a result of communication, is really
running in the opposite direction with information treat-
ments centralized in more and more powerful knots far
away from the specialist worker. Such duality of outlines
may imperil the result.

As consequence of the above considerations, the so-
lution appears more clearly: it lays on a rational organi-
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ration of communication and on standardized addresses
which will enlarge the use of computers LI 11 d equipment.

It is a reform of the structure. Perhaps some respon-
sibles presently in charge at a place of the information

:chain will put the brakes if they do not understand that
the best is to go with progress.

The mission of communication appears as a main
mission for the community. It ought to be ruled between
governments by taskforces or delegations- responsible for
the solution to be chosen,.. but doing so in the atittline

of future and not in the frame of present obsolete struc-
tures.

With regard to the position of .each of us, the best
we can individually take is to decide in favour of the
dynamic conception of communication. Each of us must
be aWare that the refOrm will have a heavy impzet on
the future, and one can be warrant to have its tefforts
to adapt himself, rewarded by the-result.

It should be desirable that a group of people who

are well sensibilized to that problem of structure will

set up a design convenient as starting point for an in-
ternational move via the national governments.
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D. B. Baker (USA), P. V. Parkins (USA)

and J. Poyen (France) :

THE FUTURE OF ACCESS
(ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING) SERVICES

«Thera-, is a growing realization that man's
-future may be literallywhat to chooses to ma--
ke it, and that the ranges of choice and the de-
gree of onscious control which he may exer-;
else in cktiermining,r his future are unpreceden-
ted.» John Mc Hale

1 History

Over the centuries se:ilia-Jars and research workers, as
well as editors and librarrns, have recognized the great
importance. of bibliographic control of the literature via
indexes, catalogues, lexicons, registers, abstracts, reviews,
digests, and the like. The main purpose of these tools has
always been to -record, to organize, to alert, to retrieve,
and in modern terms to access the information and
knowledge of the universe.

Indexes have been relatively easy to make and were
one of the first locating devices to be started by classical
and Biblical authorities many centuries. ago. The first vo-
lume (1545) of Conrad Gesner's enormous «Bibliotheca
universalis» was more of a classification system, a comp-
rehensive international dictionary, than an index, but hiss
second and third volumes,«Pandectae» and «Partitiones»;
were subject indexes. Indexes were well established when
the first periodicals appeared on the scene. It was a logi-
cal and inevitable extension of the use of indexes to apply1
them to the first journal. The first volume of the «Philo-
sophical Thansactions», Royal Society ofLondon (1666),
was issued with a subject index.
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I'he T.'. ; e\v journals in the late I700s may be regarded
as the intermediate between the collective periodical inde-
xes and the abstract journals. Iii 1771, in the review of
«MedicinischeChirur,,ische. Bibliothek» in Germany, it
is stated, «a number of publications I have myself seen
and abstracted. Most of the abstracts, however, are from
the best journals, and frequently literally transcribed, even
when I had the book in hand and had read them through
since this is in accordance with my plan.» While it is
foolhardy to claim the title of «first» for any bibliographic
event, certainly the «Pharmaceutisches Zentralblatt»
(1830) a forerunner of «Chemisch.es Zentralblatt», was one
of the earliest abstracting and indexing journals as we
know them today.

In the twentieth century, abstracting and indexing ser-
vices in:creased rapidly -- some broad and some narrow in
the subject scope and in the range of journals covered.
By 1930, most disciplines in science and technology and
in the more technically advanced nations had soma; se-
condary services. There were numerous studies between
1930 and 1960 which report the extensiveness of the se-
condary services in coverage of the periodical literature.
It was not until 1963 that «A Comprehensive Guide to the
World's Abstracting and Indexing Services in Science and
Technology» was published by the U. S. A. National Fe-
deration of Science Abstracting and Indexing Services.
This guide classifies and records the details of some 1855
secondary services in 40 countries. A F1D Guide (second
edition, 1969) of abstracting services alone identifies 1300
world-wide in Science and Technology (Vol. 1) and 200
in Social Sciences and Humanities (Vol. 2). A joint revi-
sion of the NFSAIS and Fill guides is proposed for
1973-4 and estimates show an increase of secondary ser-
vices to be 1.5% per year.

However, in 1947, the United Nations Educational and
Scientific Organization (UNESCO) undeHook a program
«to facilitate the improvement of scientific documentation
and abstracting» in .accordance with its charter «to ma-
intain, increase and diffuse knowledge by initiating me-
thods of international cooperation calculated to give the
peoples of all countries 'access' to the printed and publi-
shed materials produced by any of them.» One of the first
international conferences on contemporary scientific in-
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fiormalion was held by the-IPHyal -.L`coeiety ii.7.1.(mdon in
19,18, when two seLtioip..---:rf. illietings were held on im-

t,-ovements in publishig 61-stributing of abstracting
indexing services. ResiLlting from the UNESCO prog-

T74:m and the Royal Societv Cioi..A-sence, an Abstracting Bo-
was formed under the auspices of the International

Cciuricil of Scientific Unions (1CSU AB) in 1952. The pur-
plfie of ICSU AB at the beginning and continuing today,
is «to organize and promote the.. international exchange
and publication of informatiion in sciece and technology.»
ICSU AB collaborates with 'other international organiza-
tions with related programs, far example, in regard to the
interaction between scientific disciplines and the use of
modern methods of informatiomprocessing: UNESCO, FID,
IFLA, IFIPS, International Organization for Standardi-
zatiion «ISO), and ICSU ,Committee on Data for Science
and Technology (CODATA)...

2. Current Status

2a. Growth of Material

In «Little Science, Big Science», published in 1963
by Derek de Sofia Price, he points out that the growth ra-
te of printed abstracts has stabilized at a level which ef-
fects a cumulative doubling in each 15 years. This genera-
lization can be disputed in piirticular disciplines, but it
is indicative of a fairly constant growth rate over a long
period of time. And if true, it means that between now and
1986 as much material will be published as has so far ap-
peared in print during the whole of scientific publishing.

Although Professor Price was discussing the growth
of published abstracts, this of course reflects a rate of
growth of similar dimension in the primary literature. In-
deed some discipline-based access services are aware that
because of economic and other constraints, they have not
always been able to keep pace with coverage of the prima-
ry literature to the extent that they would have wished.

Throughout at least the last 25 years there have been
regular predictions that the growth rate of the primary
literature must decline, and that if this does not happen
naturally, then some artificial restraint at the source
would need to be applied. To date this has not happened,
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naturally or by artificial Vacates, and th.c ridary
services would be poorly advised to base theft
ning on such an assumption.

2b. Improvement in Tools

The massive volume of printed material 6L:ar,'ed
problems not only for the processors of secona...:. it :or-ination but also for the users. Conventional 7,EE ,.. of
production of abstracts have been stretched to qiiL: asservices began to handle a quarter of a million per
year or more. Equally strained are the informa'1,:iT
methods of users, for no scientist can hope tc, 4- ace
with all of the literature in his full discipline
he may face very serious problems in keeping -theliterature in his own narrow field of specializaiw,

Fortunately, the becoming available of elec com-
puters has in this, as in so many other instarli ,..ten
helping both the producer and the user. It is wro- be-
lieve that the availability of this modern tool py- the
solution to all problems, but computers are ma-
king much possible which could not otherwise hav,, ,Aqtri do-
ne. Firstly, it offers the opportfinity for massive stool _e of in-
formation in relatively small areas. It also provides anefficient and rapid searching tool which means that retro-
spective searches of the literature which would have requi-
red weeks or months by hand can now be accomplished
within a few minutes. However, it does not as yet fuaction
as the intellectual interface between the questioner an-lithesystem; the conversion of a question into language suillab-
le for searching the computer file is still a very spacial
job. Some experiments on direct retrieval by users have
been successful but these have so far been limited to re-
latively small files. The ability of every scientist of search
a massive file is part of the planning of most large sys-
tems; it is not yet accomplished routinely by any means. It
is one of the misfortunes of scientific language tiroii sci-entists do not always use the same words to mean- the
same thing; otherwise the retrieval of information fir= a
machine-based file would be a much simpler matter-.

Computers also offer facilities for selection from amain
file which can be searched in any way needed and produ-ced as magnetic tape output for driving photocaariposing
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machines which in can typeset the published material
much more quickly and efficiently than conventional prin-
ting machines. 'rhey also enable current awareness sear-
ches to be conducted on material shortly after it enters the
file. This means that a scientist having a specific problem
may be constantly alerted to anything new published in his
field. Nothing in his speciality may he newly published and
if so he will know this also; and no matter how infrequent
publication in his interest area may be, he can be assured
of its being brought to his attention.

All of the foregoing which at the moment seems so ad-
vanced and ambitious will doubtless in a feW years scan
quite primitive. New methods of recording scientific in-
formation different from the conventional ones are being
developed and tested, and will be adopted. Methods aimed
at machine-based services will be used and many of the
problems will disappear. It is the almost impossible task
of attempting to convert a system which has employed the
same techniques for centuries to one using modern tools
which introduces most of the difficulties. Complete re-
think and redesign will be necessary.

In addition to the application of computer communica-
tion techniques, changing facilities for the rapid transfer
of material from one place in the world to another, e. g.,
by communication satellite means that national barriers
in information transfer can be broken down and opportu-
nities for true international cooperation become more rea-
dily available.

The different languages still present a problem not on-
ly of translation but of understanding what the same words
mean to different people. An developments.toward a lan-
guage of science would be of tremendous benefit in the
transfer of scientific information.

3. Future

3a. Relationship between Primary and Secondary
Publications

For the purpose of this discussion the information pro-
cessor is defined as an organization that provides prima-
ry and/or secondary publications and services. The prima-
ry publications are the true repository and record of the
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Original, basic data and information in discrete, printed
packages. Secondary services provide orvanized, subject-
oriented access to. newly available information from a
specified range of primary publications serials, patents,
and reports and/or to the accumulnted store of infor-
mation available in such documents. Secondary services
do not replace the primary record; abstracts and indexes
are not surrogates for the primary documents. While so-
me primary publications carry in each issue a section, li-
mited in scope, of abstracts from other primary journals,
the large, major secondary services have developed as se-
parate functions with separate Operations in the past two
centuries, with very little coordination between these pri-
mary and secondary processors.

In the traditional publishing system, each information
processor has independently established its scope of co-
verage, editorial practices, organization of data, timeli-
ness of reporting and publication formats. Cooperation
among primary and secondary processors has been seve-
rely limited in the traditional system because of the manu-
al transcription processes which are required to transfer
information from one operation to another and which ha-
ve prohibited such cooperation from being economically
feasible.

In the developing computer-based information-handling
systems, however, the functions and component parts of
the processors must. be increasingly automated and coor-
dinated. Such automation requires fully defined self-con-
sistency within each processor's operations and highly pre-
cise recording of the information handled within each com-
ponent. Self-consistency does not necessarily imply identi-
cal practices for all processors. However, exchange of
machine-language records between two or more processors
does require that each processor operate at the same level
of detail and that each operation follow its own defined
practices consistently.

Many experiments have been undertaken by the proces-
sors throughout the past decade to further compact the
information, shorten the time in process, decrease duplica-
tion of intellectual effort, reduce costs, increase the num-
-ber of papers or abstracts handled, increase utility of in-
dexing, and increase reliability of the recorded information.
In addition, a majority of primary publishers are now pro-
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viding abstracts along with the full paper. Most arc using
more informative titles than in the past. Some are using
codes to identify uniquely their Journals as well as each
paper within the journal. Further, some are experimenting
with the generation of appropriate index terms, diagrams,
formulas, and nomenclature to be used jointly with secon-
dary services.

The growing practice among primary publishers of
storing part of the author's data in a depository in lieu of
publishing it presents no serious problem to users so long
as the deposited material is made available to the secon-
dary services and is widely and easily accessible to lib-
raries and individual users. In recent years, some primary
publishers also have started single-article announcement
services which permit users to order relevant articles on
the basis of titles and/or concise surrimar',5.

Hopefully, the experiments and plans being made today
by information processors will lead to sound cooperative
systems of the future. These plans are designed to unco-
ver and solve the problems of primary and secondary pro-
cessors working together in the development of a total in-
formation processing system. As the literature has grown
and as editorial and production costs have escalated, it
has become mandatory to eliminate the duplication of in-
tellectual effort which goes into the analysis, editorial, pro-
cessing, and indexing of every scientific document steps
at present largely duplicated by primary and secondary
processors.

The experience gained to date has enabled primary and
secondary services to design and start building more ef-
ficient systems to interlink the processing steps. It seems
likely that such interlinkage of operations will be further
extended and broadened in the decade of the seventies both
on a national and international basis.

In the meantime, some other steps can and will be un-
dertaken as the computer-graphic processing equipment
and computer-based information-handling procedures are
installed by more and more information processors. It is
being suggested more each year, as the pressures grow,
that the full primary record of the data and information
can be deposited in microform, and perhaps even in the
digital form eventually, throughout the world in the large
central libraries. The alerting and retrieval access func-
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lions by some combined primary and secondary services
will perhaps be well along by 1980. These processes will
necessarily he well coordinated with activities of the in-
formation centers that currently are being established
worldwide for evaluating or selectively disseminating in-
formation as \veil as with the libraries which provide the
original document handling and back-up services for die
full record.

These trends and advancements will certainly offer the
users the following advantages: increased reliability, imp-
roved access, more timely awareness, improved responsive-
ness, and reduced costs and better overall economic per-
formance of the system.

3b. New Trends for Secondary Services

The power and flexibility of the new information sto-
rage, retrieval, and dissemination techniques that ha :'c
been developed or now are being developed arc having a
tremendous effect on abstracting and indexing methodolo-
gy. The major secondary services are undergoing rapid
cha and acquiring new, more extensive information-

ing and disseminnating capabilities. The use of the
computer and graphic devices to repackage information
has proven to be a niost important del.'dopment of the
1900's in its effect on the ability of the abstracting and in-
dexing services to better meet users' requirements. The
variety of possible forms of output from these systems is
virtually

In these computer-based systems, information selected
in a single intellectual analysis of the source documents,
an analysis wIlich combines both abstracting and inde-
xing, is put into a unified machine-manipulatable store
through a single keyboarding operation. Then from the
unified. bank of information, material appropriate for
special-subject alerting and retrieval can be drawn, lar-
gely by computer program.

The large, comprehensive, printed issues and volumes
of abstracts and indexes continue at p1.e--2nt to be the most
used therefore, best supporkz...d products of .thr
secondary services. However., the distribution and use of
microform and magnetic tape versions of he comprehen-
sive volumes as well as selected subsets of data are incre-
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using each year. Sonic secondary services, in addition, areattempting to provide specialized bibliographic and de-mand searches directly to the user community on a broadbasis. Other secondary information processors are provi-ding their data bases in a gross or semi-refined form toinformation dissemination and/or evaluation centers whichfurther refine the information, often combining it withother data bases, and provide selective dissemination toindividual users or a particular community of users. Thenumber of these information centers with computer pro-cessing capability is increasing each year. Over 100 suchcenters were in operation in the United States alone bythe end of 1970. Many nations have established or are inthe process of establishing one or more such informationcenters to serve the various scientific and technical disci-plines; the number of centers depends upon the size andneeds of the nation. In some instances, several nations arccooperating in the support of a single center.
It is too early to predict the el-exact role of the seconda-ry information processors in the futui e whether theywil! continue to provide a full range of publications and

services directly to the information users or whether asubstantial portion of their services will be providedthrough intermediaries such as information centers. Theoptions are many, but coordination at all levels will be-
come increasingly important as the use of computing sy-stems grows.

3c. Future of Publications

Let us start by saying that for the foreseeable futu-
re, some form of the printed media is here to stay. It ishard to conceive, so long as the human race continues to
be so mobile, that anything can replace the portable prin-
ted medium. The facsimile delivered to the home, the of-
fice, or the laboratory is only a partial substitute, thoughit will undoubtedly become a reality.

There will be an increasing opportunity to have elect-
ronic or graphic presentations of information in the homeor office via terminals, supplemented by printed backgro-
und material in hard-copy form. The major obstacles tothis form of communication today are the Aigh cost and
the lack of satisfactory terminal and electro-mechanical
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output equipment. It is doubtful that the technical prob-
lems will be overcome and he costs reduced to a reasonab-
le level before the end of this decade.

In the future, people will read more because they will
have more time to read and they will need to learn more,
although their reading will probably be in a context comp-
letely different from today. These reading patterns are al-
ready changing, with the integration of electronic commu-
nication and printed and graphic material with various
audio visual presentations.

Undoubtedly, these changes in reading patterns, and
a trade-off between the printed publications and the
electronic communications, will continue. The. informati-
on processors will need to keep close to research and
changes in reading habits of the users to adapt the con-
tent and form of their output.

3d. Future of Tools

3dI.Hardware
As used here, hardware is defined as mechanisms of

all types used as tools in «access service» processing. In-
cluded are computers, photocomposers, and input devices,
as well as the software necessary to control and operate
these hardware devices. There is no question that, elect-
ronically, hardware is getting more powerful, faster, che-
aper, and smaller, much as has been projec' for many
years. All recent technology forecasts conti_le to claim
these trends, and the advertisements of new equipment
are consistent with the forecasts.

The ability of routinely available input and output
hardware to handle letters, numerals and other typograp-
hic characters now has expanded from the early 48 to
64-character sets (upper case only) to the 95 characters
(including upper and lower case) of the American Stan-
dard Code for Information Interchange (ASCI I). This
does not yet satisfy the full range of character require-
ments for many access services, which are surmounting
the problem through specially designed printer and pho-
tocomposition units. While the basic elec.tronics capabili-
ty for expanded character sets exists in various cathode-
ray-tube devices and photocomposers, a mass market for
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such devices is needed to encourage .rcicliti011aI develop-
ment and reasonable costs.

Of particular concern to information processors is the
development Of computing equipment memory With res-
pect both to size z:ind cost, but the capability is greatly
improving- each year. A more difficult task is ogranizing
the information to be stored and providing suitable sup-
porting software. There is much work being done in this
area now. This is a key problem facing all access servi-
ces in this decade.

Input mechanisms are developing very well. Graphic
input devices are in their early development stages. Voice
hipla devices will not be technologically or economically
feasible for lari..,Ye.-volume input in the near future. The
most important advance for access services in the short
range future will he to capture as much of the input as
possible as part of the primary publication process.

Microform production and handling mechanisms com-
prise another important form of hardware for the infor-
mation processor. The role of this equipment in informa-
tion handling, whether as processing aid or distribution
medium, is still not major..However, as judged from the
latest conferences, the variety, capabilities, and prices of
microform equipment are improving very rapidly.

3d2. Automatic Indexing and Abstracting
Text processing by machines to provide functions equ-

ivalent to abstracting, indexing and other forms of lin-
guistic analysis has long been a subject of research. On-
ly a little over a decade, however, have serious efforts be-
en directed to the use of machines for «automatic inde-
xing». At this time, «automatic indexing» in the form of
KWIC and coordinate indexing is widely used. These in-
dexes provide users with enough access points to the li-
terature to be somewhat acceptable, and at the same time
they are economical to produce. However, these. methods
do not meet the criteria of excellence and completeness
or compare favorably with some index methods currently
carried out by htu,i)ans. Thus, the problem is how to im-
prove the.relationship between performance and econo-
mic efficiency so that one can develop computer-based
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indexing- systems with the degree of sophistication nee-
ded to satisfy user requirements.

The difficult), of the process of automatically selecting
index headings and the problem of transforming source
index- material to a format suitable for modilication under
these headings have delayed the use of automaticinde-
xing. Present indications are that computer-assisted
indexing techniques may be more feasible than complete
automatic indexing directly from original documents., It
seems natural that if We let the human analyst retain the
task of selecting meaningful ;headings from Mks and
sentences suitable for computer processing, the tedious,
time-consuming, and difficult., procedures of articulation,
permutation, and the like could be performed by the com-
puter.

The preparation of an abstract from a full report can
be a difficult process, especially if one demands from the
reviewer a critical resume or an evaluation of the repor-
ted work. CV the other hand, preparing indicative infor-
illation on what an original document is about is a much
simpler operation which can in many cases satisfy the
needs of the user for information. It has been demonstra-
ted that machines, with the help of a few rules of seman-
tic and linguistic origin, can extract sentences from ori-
ginals just as humans do, although the indicative abst-
racts produced by extracting key sentences should proba-
bly be called «extracts» rather than abstracts. The algo-
rithms developed to extract these phrases and sentences
from documents are based on approximations of human
procedure',:, involved in the process, for instance, of un-
derlining some important passages from a book.

Such computer-produced extracts have the same or-
ganization and vocabulary- as the original, and for the
extraction process to be effective, the original documents
need to he written in an expository style and have a lo-
gical organization. These are generally prerequisites for
publication of scientific papers, which makes automatic
extracting widely applicable with little, if any, pre-edit-
ing,.

The lack of ready availability of primary ciocuments
in machine-manipulatable form currently limits the ,appli-
cation of automated extracting methods, but with increa-
sed use of computerized primary publication processes,
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the input material will become available. Lack of inter
sentence coherence is another problem of automatic ex-
tracting. This could be solved by human editing; the pro-
cess of producing extracts with the aid of a computer do-
es not need to be completely automated. Finally, seman-
tic and syntactic criteria for algorithmic extraction still
need some improvement so that more reliable extracts
with smoother transitions can be produced.

Thus, the present state of the art indicates that auto-
matic or semi-automatic indicative extracting of scienti-
fic articles. may be possible in the near future. 11 willcome at first with the goal of reducing, by mechanical
means, the size of textual materials so that readers may
be advised without much effort whether they should read
the entire original document or not.

On the other hand, informative and critical abstracts
Will continue to demand sophisticated semantic and syn-
tactic rules for content analysis and deep structure un-
derstanding, all of which are highly intellectual processes
quite difficult to approximate by machines. Such a pro-cess is 'as complex and difficult as automatic, natural
language translation and speech recognition, which arestill at an academic research stage. Many problems re-
main unsolved, including the need for further development
in linguistic theory significant to automated language
processing, before such processes can be considered by
non-academic institutions.

3d3. On -Line Users
On-line access to information, which persists as a

dream of most information users, is today a reality only
for a favored few and for a limited scope of material.it is, however, a correct vision of the future for many,
with the only unresolved question being «when?». The ti-ming will depend upon many factors. Some users cur-rently have access to a major computer system that can
be used for on-line information activities on small fi-
les, and this capability can be extended to large files as
large capacity direct-access memories become less expen-
sive. However, for most users, on-line searching will
depend upon the development of cheap, high-capacity
communications acid terminal facilities to provide access
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to files maintained- remotely. These are technically feasi-
ble at this time, much. as space travel was scientifically
feasible in the early I960's, but there must be a sufficient
incentive to justify the development costs.

As important as the world scientific and technical in-
formation complex is, it does not offer a large potential
market, or revenue potential as compared with that for te-
lephone communication or television transmission. Thus,
while the technological problems that must be solved to
make wiespread use of on-line systems a reality are
no more difficult than those that have been solved in
sonic other area of electronic communications in recent
years, the cost of solving them must be borne by a much
narrower base of support, and the social and economic
incentives for solving them do not seem to be sufficient-
ly strong at this time. Moreover, not everyone has the
aptitude or training necessary to make effective use of
on-line systems. If these systems can be inexpensive
enough, this probably is of no particular consequence, but
if a large expense must be justified, it will be necessary
to show a significant improvement over other methods of
access. The on-line retrieval system is really no more
than a vehicle that the user pilots through information
space, and the effectiveness of the results depends upon
the pilot's skill as much as the inherent capability and
organization of the system and the files within it. There
is a basic difference of approach between the «continu-
ous-abso',.ption-to-be-p repa red-for-anything» method of
using information, which is traditional current awareness,
and the «request-what-is-needed-on-demand-and-don't-wor-
ry-ahout-irreleVancies» method. The difference is the stra-
tegy of use interactive systems.

3d4. Digital and Satellite Communication
At some point in the future (as yet an unpredictable

time) digital communication facilities, including satelli-
tes, will become an electronic marketplace for informa-
tion and computation services. Conceivably, such could
provide the <dransportation .system» which enables geo-
graphically- remote specialized services to be brought to
the information consumer. When such a situation deve-
lops, the «access services» will find it desirable to enter
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that marketplace, either dinocily, of indirectly through in-
formation flk;tribution centy)

One can imagine this type of future and :t can be
llowe\ er, it not \'(:t 0111Q, for the access

services to take any special steps in that direction. The-
re is enough to do now in routinizing and restructuring

resent proce:-.ses and services. If this restructuring is
well done, it -will be applicable for extension to a com-
munications-oriented world, if and when that world deve-
lops. If it does develop, it will not be uniform worldwide
because of the uneven state of technology advance in
various countries. Therefore, services with worldwide in-
terests will have to operate in a mixed marketplace.

4. New Trends in Coverage

Traditionally, secondary information services have de-
veloped by discipline and by language. In some count-
ries such as France and the U.S.S.R virtually all fields
of science and technology are encompassed by one cent-
ralized information service; but in others such as Ger-
many, the U. K. and the U.S.A., separate services, usual-
ly based on professional societies of scientists have been
created as the demands for them have arisen.

This means that, for example, there are separate ser-
vices in physics in English, French, German and Rus-
sian languages. with extensive duplication of coverage.
Although this duplication in coverage may in some cases
be desirable, the procuring and handling of the same
material many times in as many different places may be
wasteful.

Another more recent. development has been that of
mission-oriented access services, devoted to the sup-
port of such fields as atomic energy and oceanography,
where information services are required which span two
or more disciplines as necessary to cover a particular
project. These services may be national in scope or in-
ternational. «Nuclear Science .Abstracts» offers an ap-
propriate example of the former; in the international
field, INIS is a new and good illustration. Many of to-
day's problems, because of their breadth of interest, are
interdisciplinary in nature. Thus in the future we can
expect greater emphasis on multidisciplinary systhis.
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It is ior1v that now there is a l'elatiVelV now and

growing recognition that, in proper combination, man\
of the lon! 'tanding discipline-based services are ca-

pable of providing the subject coverage needed to esta-

blish a mission-oriented service. For whatever reason,
in the past we have witnessed a tendency to Create anew,
to begin all over again without taking advantage of in-
formation sources already available. To some extent the

disciplinc-based services are themselves to blame, for

they have tended to pay insufficient attention to develo-
'ping compatibility among the services, and the problems,

of converting this material so that it can be used in one
file have been tremendous. Now, however, discipline-
based services are recognizing their responsibilities, are
cooperating much more actively, and joining together in

many aspects of their future planning. One can state.

without exaggeration that even now, it should be possib-

le to meet most future requirement for mission-oriented
access services from a combination of selections from
discipline-based services: Plans should be laid in that

end
It is difficult to predict what mrtildisciplinary servi-

ces may be required. It should not be necessary to pre-
dict, however, since the coverage of all scientific fields
is reasonably comprehensive. With relatively slight mo-
difications and additions, with where advisable some

changes in emphasis, it should be possible to meet de-
mands as they arise. Considering a current example,
research interests in space exploration have in large part
shifted to ecology, the latter loosely defined in a variety

of ways. Although newly highlighted, ecology is not new-
ly discovered. And preserved in the files of several discip-
line-based services is a massive store of vital informa-

tion for those interested in this field. Furthermore, the

machinery already exists and is operating to capture all
scientific writings of ecologic importance, and to analyze
and store these appropriately for future retrieval. Such
«stores» can be quickly tapped to meet current demands.

It. is in this direction that the development of mission-

oriented services must move, if it is to be possible to

bring adequate information promptly to bear on the

world's complex changing, multidisciplinary problems.
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L.:t the literature will follow this growth in one!,
or another.

Such a situation would seem desperate if there was not
another factor, paramount in the overall system, e. g.

plication of efforts.
Until recent years., i.h( access have

independent of atioftt_. This has led: to a great AliWii-
ruVE;'n -::.,f efforts, within nations and among nations. The
sam material is acquired, analyzed, and processed in so
many different places that it is impossible to obtain factu-
al data on how many times a given paper is abstracted
and indexed. The total amount of money thus spent all
over the world on duplicating one another's efforts is enor-
mous. This sum is considered to be many times greater
than the amount necessary to render the best possible, coor-
dinated services in all fields of knowledge and to develop
the highly sophisticated tools and modern] which
would increas:,_:- riteasureably

o5

Also, the independent growth of access services leads
to a situation where some fields are covered se.::ern1 times,
and the users in these fields have their choice r4.-services,
while other fields are covered only very patt:.0:y .or not
even- at all.

The most obvious and, perhaps only, remedy t: improve
this overall situation is to develop cooperation::and coordi-
nation among the access services, as well 'as-With the pri-
mary pulbications, libraries, information centers;:and other
organizations involved in the information transfer chain.

The idea of a centralized system is not new. One car.,
go back to an International Catalogue Conference orga-
nized by the Royal Society and held in London in 1896,
where the concept of a world center for information was
recommended which would cover all fields of knowledge
and render all the possible services in all disciplines and
all languages. As attractive as such a concept can be in
philosophy, it is obvious that it is totally unfeasible today.
It would lead to ask the existing services to stop all their
activities in, order to be replaced by a mammouth center
which would be created from scratch. One can easily con-
template the size and complexity of the technical, financial
and political problems which would be created.
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This is why the concept of a world center has now beenreplaced by the concept of a world network of existing and
future services. Within such a world-wide network, theservices would operate in a cooperative manner to avoidthe duplici:tion of efforts and to identify the gaps and co-ver them according to a mutually agreed plan.

5b. Bilateral Activities and Associated Risks

The need for cooperation is so urgent that sonic accessservi.c(' have already started to develop limited networks.
Chemical Abstracts Service, International Atomic Ener-gy Agency (IAEA) with IN IS, MEDLARS, VINITI with

COMECON countries, etc., have started to cooperate withother services, usually covering the same fields, and todevelop information sub-networks, which can be describedin an over-simplified way, as follows:
In one country or region, agreements are madewith local services which are responsible to cO-ver the source literature from that country orregion and to send the information to the cent-ral processing unit. In return, the local servicesreceive the publications and services from thecenrtal unit for searching purposes to answerthe questions for their community of users.There are major problems which have to be solvedbefore such sub-networks can be put into full operation,such as standards, definitions of coverage, editorial andformat policies, etc., so that the information which the cen-tral service receives from its local partners is fully compa-tible with the specifications a.nd requirements of thesystem.

One problem is that these standards vary from onecentral service to the other. When a local center is startedin France, for example, as an IAEA partner, the Frenchcenter conforms to IAEA standards. When another centerin France becomes the MEDLARS partner, it conforms toMEDLARS standards, and so on.
Although such bilateral and .multilateral agreementsare steps forward in certain fields and they may improvethe immediate situation,, they do not achieve a major im-
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provement in an over-all access system for the long-range
future.

Let us imagine what the future would be, if the uncoor-
dinated scheme was to be followed. There would exist a
significant number of central services cacti covering a
given scientific field (like CAS) or technical in ssion (like
IAEA).

Central'
services

Loaf
services krt-aer artnr,

MEMAR-S1
Part

EA]

France Cerino.ny U SA

etc.

This seems fine until one considers that there is a sig-
nificant percentage of duplication among the coverage of
the central services as well as in the coverage of local
services in each country or region.

It is true that there have been some improvements in
recent years. The French literature in atomic energy, for
instance, is not acquired, scrutinized and processed at the
same time by centers in all countries of the world. It is
processed once by the French IAEA correspondent, but
atomic energy literature may also belong to engineering,
physics, biology, etc:, so that the total French literature
may be processed by the various local French services
several times.

As has been described in 4 above, the central services
in mission-oriented areas will proliferate, because of the
increasing needs for project-oriented information. Thus,
the duplication of efforts if uncoordinated in a country or
region will also increase and result in much inefficiency
and eventual chaos. This is the most compelling force at
work in favor of the concept of a world network of exi-
sting services which consists of having «a mutually agreed
upon, world cooperative plarp>.

The above is not to say that bilateral cooperative ef-
forts are useless. They help to identify the problems rai-
sed by cooperation in practical, operating modes and
lead to solutions of some problems and in some areas.
From the evolutionary point of view, bilateral arrange-
ments and sub-systems must be developed and encou-
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raged. But what the. information world really needs is
to develop cooperation among the central processing,
access services in the framework of long-range, world-
wide plans and goals.

5c. The World Plans

5s1.Unisist

In 1966, the President of ICSU proposed to the Di-
rector General of UNESCO that the two organizations
jointly study the feasibility of a world science informati-
on system. A Working Party in January, 1967 established
the guidelines for the study and defined any «systenm
to be considered in the feasibility study in terms of
<;a flexible network based on the voluntary cooperation
of existing and future information services.» Furthermo-
re, «feasibility» as used by UNISIST, was understood
mean political and economic feasibility, rather than tech-
nical feasibility.

A Central Committee and Working Groups were es-
tablished. The most germane to access services were the
joint UNISISTICSU AB Working Group on Biblio-
graphic Descriptions and an Advisory Panel composed
of representatives of large operating service most of
which are also member services of ICSU AB. In addi-
tion, the Central Committee commissioned studies on
comparative classification systems in the sciences and
another on the feasibility of an international register in
machine-readable form of.-scientific journal titles.

The Central Committee also commissioned Prof.
J. C. Gardin of CNRS to draft a final report of the
feasibility study. This report is now being prepared for'
publication. Also, a synopsis or shorter version of the
Committee's recommendations is in preparation.

The Director General of UNESCO will 'convene an
Intergovernmental Conference in Paris in October, 1971,
to consider the recommendations of the Study Report.
It is expected that the Conference, . after reviewing the
recommendations in full detail, will make recommenda-
tions to the Director General of 'UNESCO relating to
their implementation.
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The 21 recommdations in the Study Report which
have to do with potential information programs are or-
ganized in five groups. Group one contains 6 recommen-
dations, calling for the development of tools for systems.
interconnections. This group contains a concentration of
recommendations of concern to the access services. For
example, Recommendation 2 calls for the development
of an International Serials Data System. Recommenda-
tion 3 relates to standardization of elements of biblio-
graphic description. Recommendtaion 4 calls for a rene-
wed attack on the problems of subject specifications in
the sciences. Recommendation 5 concentrates on resol-
ving some of the problems of incompatibility among
systems.

The second group is concerned with the support and
the strengthening of existing services. Recommendati-
on 8 follows since it refers specifically to abstracting

indexing services: «Ongoing experiments and pro-
grams aimed at increasing the effectiveness of abstrac-
ting, indexing, and translation services, geoliriguislical-
ly disciplinary or mission oriented, should be publicized
and encouraged. Particular support should be given to
cooperative schemes resulting in an international sha-
ring of the work, and product of such service, as essenti-
al building blocks of the world wide information network
to which UNISIST is dedicated.» The accompanying text
refers specifically to ICSU Abstracting Board as the nuc-
leus of an action group to which UNISIST must look
for the implementation of these recommendations.

If the Intergovernmental Conference succeeds in its
mission as planned, it may be anticipated that the sym-
pathy and understanding of governments will be directed
to the support of scientific abstracting and indexing.

It is 1 possible to discuss here all of the recommen-
dations of the UNISIST Study Report, and most of them
have interest for the access services. One can only com-
mend the complete'report to the attention of the reader.

5s2. 1CSU AB Plans
The ICSU AB is an international scientific organiza-

tion which federate's_rePresentatives of ICSU, represen-
tatives of international scientific unions belonging to



ICSU (who bring into ,ne R the point of view of
producers and users of scientific information), and re-
presentatives of the major operating access services all
over the world..

ICSU AB's role in a world information system con-
sists in being the specialized agency dealing wit.h abst-
racting and indexing services. To this end the Board has,
within the framework of UNISIST, launched a program
for a world system for abstracting* and indexing services,
consisting of three parts, covering; (I) Input, (11) Pro-
cessing, and (III) Output, respectively.

The concepts of the plan for developing cooperation
at the input stage, wlich follows, have been unanimous-
ly adopted by the Board in July, 1970, and endorsed by
11NISIST. The Board is now working at designing in
detail the studies necessary before implementing Phase 1.

The world system for abstracting and indexing ser-
vices is defined as a conceptual entity; it can be thought
of as an aggregate of the major, existing abstracting and
indexing services all over the world. Thus, the overall
input into this system is the aggregate of the input of
all the individual abstracting and indexing services and
the coverage of these. services. The ideal situation and
long-range goal of the input plan will be the complete
sharing at the input stage by the member services with
no duplication and no areas of incomplete coverage. The
ideal situation will also be such that each access service
inputs into the system, bibliographic descriptions plus ab-
stracts plus indexing terms which will be standardized and
in machine- readable form.

The ICSU AB plans to develop compatibility at the in-
put stage, initially concerns the periodical literature which
forms the bulk of material processed by the access servi-
ces. In earlier studies, the member services have identified
and established a relationship with journal productivity as
falling into three classes; high (core), medium, and low
(fringe) productive journals. It is contemplated that a cen-
tral redistribution unit could sort the information accor-
ding to the «field code» (e. g., member services identified
for certain classes of material) and send it to the intere-
sted abstracting and indexing service. The central redistri-
bution unit may not need to exist in fact, if after the stu-
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dies it is determined that each member service could more
efficiently undertake this role.

The first stage plan defines guidelines for cooperation
among the member services in acquisition, selection, and
exchange of documents for coverage by the services.. This
is aimed at eliminating much of the duplication in journal
acquisition.

Under this plan, the member services would assume the
responsibility of acquiring and selecting articles for cove-
rage from the most productive journals in their discipline.
Articles in those journals that are of potential interest to
other disciplines would be forwarded in microform, along
with the author abstract and a standard computer-rea-
dable bibliographic description, to the appropriate other
cooperating services, either directly or through a central
redistribution unit. Responsibility for acquiring and sele-
cting articles for coverage from a substantial number of
journals of medium and fringe productivity will be alloca-
ted among the member services according to the regions or
languages or the journals.

The necessary studies under way or to be carried out
in the near future involve (a) subject definitions arid clas-
sification, (b) overlap in the abstracting of primary jour-
nals, (c) international serials data system or identification,
listing, and controlling periodicals of interest to access ser-
vices, (d) selection policies and overlap in coverage of
individual papers within journals to assist in the develop-
ment of exchange efforts, (e) editorial policies and proce-
dures, (f) indexing approaches-similarities and differen-
ces, and (g) detailed inventory of member services opera-
ting systems to identify degrees of compatibility and con-
vertibility.

It is anticipated that these studies can be carried out
during 1971-3 and elements of the input plan would be
implemented by participating services in the interim as
feasible. Further details of the Input plan are available from
the ICSU AB headquarters in Paris.

Finally, in regard to Part II, Processing, and Part III,
Output, stages, drafts of these programs are underway.
The time has not come yet for ICSU AB to launch such
plans which need to be carefully studied and have the full
support and back-up of its member services before being
published: When these- are ready to launch, they --will be
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made as well known all over the worl,! as. had the <cinputplan», and comments from other organizations, compo-nents of the world system for information transfer, will _be as welcome as they were for this Input plan. In deve-loping these plans and systems for access services, theICSU AB would _be pleased to cooperate with any otherorganizations or individuals competent to contribute tothe work.

6. Conclusion

Access services may have, and will have, a brilliant fu-ture. The future development and improvement of accessservices will save time, money, avoid duplication of ef-forts and help human progress faster along the road ofknowledge for the social and economic benefit of. all man-kind.
,Cooperation at all levels is a big venture. Two basicprinciples must not .de forgotten when one tries deve-lop international cooperative activities. No plan is going

to succeed, however attractive it may be, ii each component
of the network is not going to benefit, in one way or theother. And, secondly, a plan which would usually taketwo or more years 1c' be implemented within a single or-
ganization or nation, will take at least twice as long to
be implemented if it involves international cooperative
activities.

Nevertheless, the opportunity for a coordinated interna-tional network of access services for the transfer of scien-
tific and technical information increases each year. Major
and current motivating forces are:

a. Access services are eager to improve their systems
and services.

b. The financial pressures are forcing access services
to consider ways of sharing rather than duplicating
materials and resources.

c. The advances in technology of communications per-
mit sound, pictures and digital data stored at dis-
tant locations to he made available rapidly and ef-
ficiently with relative ease.

Access services strongly believe in cooperative efforts.
We hope to have convinced the readers of this paper.
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A. I. Chernvi
(USSR)

INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEMS

1. Definition: general aspects
A major prospect for meeting the present critical si-

tuation in the domain of scientific communications
which is a natural corollary of the advancement of scien-
tific and technical revolution is the development and
practical implementation of a special type of information
systems, known as Integrated Information Systems. What
is an integrated information system?

By an integrated information system we mean a mul-
ti-function automated information system which, once an
information item has been fed into it, will repeatedly use
that item in accomplishing all kinds of information tasks;
it is intended for collecting, analytical-synthetic proces-
sing, storage, retrieval, and dissemination of scientific
and technical information to fully satisfy comprehensive
meeting of the information needs of scientists and practi-
cal specialists. In other words, exhaustiVe data on the
contents and form of every, scientific document are ente-
red into the automated information system only once to
be stored in it; this complete (exhaustive) description of
the document is used by such a system as a basis- for
producing all printed aids and conducting all types of
information service that do not imply any additional crea-
tive processing of that input information on all kinds of
request.

An integrated information system is a complex whole
made up of several simple systems, each designed for
some basic function and capable of independent opera-
tion, but taken in an organic unity with theother simple
systems-being an inherent part of the integral complex
which can fulfil certain new functions infeasible for any
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of its constituent simple systems. That is to say, the to-tal set of the functions performed-by a correctly designed
integrated information system must always be -.greater
than the arithmetic total of the functions that its consti-tuent simple systems can perform. An example I of suchnew function of an integrated information system is itscapacity for meeting practically all types of information
needs, whereas simple systems are usually oriented at a
particular type of need.

It should be emphasized that an integrated informa-tion system is one system, that its subsystems and 'com-ponents must be hilly integrated, that is organically tiedin and merged together. These subsystems and compo-nents make up a single whole, indivisible without a lossof some specific property.
A. complete. documentary integrated information sy-stem must comprise at least the following functional sub- -systems:

selective dissemination of information,
current-awareness bulletins,
abstract journals with indexes, and
retrospective _search of docunients and information.

We believe that the proper approach to building anintegrated 'information system is not «induetive»i. e.by identifying the common elements of the simple syster.lsbeing integrated which make it possible to join or tic upthese systems into a single complex but we think thatthis approach should be leductive» i. e. by decompo-sing the information handled by each of the simple sys-tems being integrated into structural elements, identify-ing the non-repeating structural elements, and devisinga new bigger system handling only the selected minimumof structural elements but capable of all the functionsperformed by the initial simple systems. Thus we obtainnot a «mixture» of the simple systems, but so to speak,their «solution», which is characterized by less entropythan that of the arithmetic total of those systems.
An integrated information system in principle resemb-les Meccano a mechanical construction game for child-ren, which. is a set of standard- parts of a few patternsand .a manual showing the child how to .put..-together va-rious gears :using. the -same parts.
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The concept of an organic union, i. C. integration, of
information systems deserves a special discussion. Inte-
gration is: a totality of events or actions leading to the
end of existence of separate parts as individual free enti-
ties and to the emergence of a previously non-existant
new entity possessing certain new unprecedented peculiar
properties. The notion of integration is intrinsically con-
nected with the notion of integrity, for without it integra-
tion would have been synonymous to simple summation
producing no qualitative change, that is the very notion
of integration -would have been senseless.

It is not always possible to combine separate parts
into an integral whole. For that, these separate parts
must possess a certain sum of properties affording the
emergence of a system of connections between these
parts. In relation to biological systems Acad. V. A. En-
gelhardt refers to such properties as .desmogenic (derived
from Greek .desmos connection') 120, p. 8071.

A system of connections between the parts is a sine
qua-. non of an integral whole. It is these connections
which constitute the new entity distinguishing the inte-
gral whole from the total of its Component parts. «Kilo-
Wing everything of what 'one' is and that one and one
make two, we still do not know everything about what,
'two' is, for sonic AND is added here and it is to be known
what. that AND 'purports», as L. von Bertalanfry writes
in a half-joking way [20, p. 803].

As a system of connections emerges which joins to-
gether the former free parts into an integral whole, these
parts to an extent lose some of their properties; the latter
are converted into the properties of the complex whole
that are not identical with the lost properties of ti.:o con-
stituent parts.

Filially, the parts constituting the integral whole-- as
contrasted to a mixturemust be arranged in it in a fi-

-Ned and regular order.
To recapitulate, the characteristic features of an inte-

gral whole as regards its interreations to the constituent
parts are:'

emergence of a system of connections between the
parts constituting.the integral whole;

the disapperance of some of the part's properties as
the result of its incorporation in the whole;
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the emergence of new properties in the integral who-le, differing from the properties of its constituent parts;and
the regular arrangement of the parts in the integralwhole, the determination of their spatial and functionalrelationships.

These features have been ascertained by Acad. V. A.Engelhardt, the father of a science-cognitive trend inthe present-day biology which he baptized integratism[20, pp. 807-808; 21, p. 10-111. The essential -ideas ofthat research trend have a particular value for those con-cerned with the theory of integrated information sys-tenis.
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An integrated information system should be distingui-
shed from what is called an «information bank» (or «da-
ta bank») . An «information bank» here a compu-
terbased information system whose main function is
to cater to the information needs of scientists and practi-
cal specialists using ready-made research files supplied
to that system by one or more integrated information sy-
stems. As a general rule, the «information bank» itself
performs no analytical or synthetic processing of the
documentary sources of scientific and technical informa--
[ion. The overall scheme of interaction of a major inte-
grated information system with a network of «informa-
tion banks» connected to it is shown on Fig. I.

2. Multidisciplinary infoimation needs
of the contemporary scientists and practical specialists

Integrated information systems have been called into
existence by a social need stemming from certain peculiar
features of the organization and development of modern
science and technology.

An important feature of the present-day science and
technology is the fact that their organization is based on
at least three dimensions:

science and technology retain the traditional divi-
sions into disciplines:

science and technology are organizationally arranged
by the economy sectors and industries, which are not
identical to the scientific disciplines; and

science and technology are becoming more and mo-
re oriented on multidisciplinary problems, necessitating
the use of the methods and results of a great number of
scientific and technical disciplines.

This means that to meet the infurmation needs of the
contemporary scientists and practitians one must be able
to produce any disciplinarity pattern of the information
aids and services, i. s. to group or «package» the sources
of scientific information by any given combination of
cha-racteristics. This task is impracticable with the con-
venti,inal procedures of preparing secondary publications.

Another major feature of the presentday science and
technology is the fast growth of its mass scale. The past
decade alone witnessed, a 2.7-fold increase of the num-
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her of scientists in the USSR, which amounted to 985, 200late in 1971.
Besides, by the same date, the number of diplomedengineers employed in the national economy was2,650,000, while special ists with higher and secondaryspecial education totalled close on 10,600,000 H31. Inthis context any plans for providing that huge mass ofscientists and practicians by systems of 'selective disse-mination of information should be regarded as a vaindream.
For a long time ahead, secondary publications of va-rious types and purposes arc to remain the principal me-ans of individual information supplies to scientists andpractical specialists. This conclusion is corrobortaed bythe results of a questionnaire survey of .4,000 Soviet sci-entists and practical specialists, conducted by «Literatur-naya gazeta» in 1971. These results, computer-processedat VIN1TI, suggest that..approximately 45%. of the res-pondents replied to the -question «Through what kind ofchannels do you receive information valuable for you ?>>by the statement. «Through abstract journals, express in-formation bulletins and other published aids of VINITb>[191. But ever more rigid requirements are being laid tothe secondary publications pis regards their subject com-position, coverage and preparation time.

To be sure, every scientist or specialist wants infor-mation meeting his particular needs moulded by hispersonal characteristics (qualifications, mental attitudes,etc.) and the specifics of the problem he is concernedwith. This suggests that every group of scientists or spe-cialists preoccupied with a certain scientific or technicalproblem should be provided with a special secondarypublications. The conventional prepm.ation procedures ofa new secondary publication presuppose a new proces-.sing (indexing and/or abstracting) of the entire. colossalflow of published and unpublished doct:merzts describingthe recent developments in science and technology. Mo-reover, each time many laborous operations have: to herepeated all over again in re-typing, composing, .proof-readine-, etc. In other words, each new «packaging» of
scientific and technical information tailored to new re-
quests -calls for .a' tremendouS expenditure of -skilled -fa-
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hour, time, and material resources. Integrated informa-
tion systems seem to be the sole remedy for that wastage.

To sum up, the pressures for a further centralization
of indexing and abstracting of scientific and technical
literature are becoming ever more urgent today. The ma-
in factors of that are:

I. A rapid growth of the number of documents pro-
duced in any field of science or technology.

2. The increase in scattering of publications in a dis-
cipline, problem or subject field over thousands of perio-
dicals published in different languages (a result of the
growing differentiation and integration of science).

3. The growing number of interdisciplinary and multi-
disciplinary problems and subject areas for which secon-
dary publications have to be provided.

4. The ever more acute need for a greater exhausti-
vity of. coverage and reduction of the time -lags in pre-
paration of the secondary publications.

5. The need for computer applications in quick comp-
rehensive scientific and technical document processing and
the execution of diverse information tasks. These appli-
cations.-are economically efficient only provided the com-
puter is used to handle very large document flows.

3. Material premises to the building of integrated
information systems

Mankind's need for integrated information systems is
sharpening, but to create or implement anythingthe in-
tegrated information systems in the case at hand the
community must possess adequate material capabilities.
As a matter of fact, the community usually never feels a
real practical need for what it is technically at least
potentially incapable of creating or implementing. As
Marx wrote, cmankind always sets itself only such tasks
as it can solve; since, looking at the matter more closely,
it will always be found that the 13sk itself arises only
when the material conditions for its solution already exist
or are at least in the process of formation» W.

The necessary conditions -for the creation of an inte-
grated information system arc

that the information to be handled should afford
this, and
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that the adequate technical facilities should exist.
The analysis of all kinds of information service showsthat they arc all based on taken in different combina-

tions largely the same information items author na-
mes, document titles, imprints, classification numbers,
keywords or descirptors, and the like, (Cf.. Table 1) . Hen-
ce, by entering into a big information system all the

Table I

Degree of Multiple Use of the Same Information finformation Items]
for Various Types of information Service
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1. Document type
9. Author name (s)
3. Title
4. Imprint
5. Subject heading num-

bers
G. UDC numbers
7. keywords or descrip-

tors
3. Subject headings
0. Abstract +
non-repeating information items the system needs toperform its particular functions and keeping these itemswithin the system for a prespecified time span, oneenables such a system to an efficacious performance ofthe functions of a set of simple information systems, perunits costs of each function in that case are lower thanwith a simple (specialized) system. This is ensured bysparing the multiply repeated costly input of the sameinformation items into different specialized systems andstorate of those items in these systems.

The technical facilities necessary for developing anintegrated information system must enable:the storage of great amounts of information in aform permitting further machine handling;
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automated selection, from the file stored, of all the
information items possessing a given characteristic or
combination of characteristics;

the necessary arrangement of the retriev, (selec-
ted) information; and

rapid output of the relevant information in a format
convenient to the user.

All that became possible after the high-speed lar-
ge-memory digital computer came on the scene.

4. Computerization: an urgent need in preparing
secondary publications

Abstract Journals (AJ) with a system of indexes have
been the principal medium of information supplies to
scientists and r aetical specialists for the past 140 years.
The first scientific AJ in the world seems to have been
the «Bulletin universel des sciences et de l'industrie»,
started in Paris around the 1820s. The new service was
warmly received by the learned readers, who soon began
to refer to the new periodical simply as «Ferrusac's
letin» in honour of its editor, who had formidable name
2tienne Just Pascal Joseph Francois d'Audebard, Baron
de Ferrussac. The baron had been an army officer, but
he had resigned to devote himself entirely to science, and
had conceived the ambitious plan of creating a magazine
which in brief reviews would give the content of all new
books and articles concerning the natural sciences, phy-
sics and mathematics. He had succeeded in engaging so-
me eminent scientists as his collaborators, which ensured
the high scientific standards of his AJ [9, p. 1401.

The first specialized disciplinary AJ appeared in the
field of chemistry. It was the «Pharmaceutisches Cent-
ralBlatt», initiated in Germany in 1830 and from 1856
till its closure in 1969 published under the title of «Che-
misches Zentralblatt». A thousand and a half AJ in the
various fields, problems and subject areas, are published
in the world at present.

The purely informational functions, however, are but
a part of tasks fulfilled by AJ in the present-day science.
AJ is part and parcel of scientific and technical literature
and hence of the social mechanism of science. The main
functions of AJ today are:
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a) it is a medium of signalizing to scientists and spe-
cialists ap scientific and technical publications in a given
field or fields (current-awareness function);

.

b) it is a tool of retrospective search for scientific do-
cuments in the various disciplines, problem and subject
areas;

e) it serves as a compensating means to surmount the
publications scatteringthis negative reverse side of sci-
ence differentiation;

d) it promotes a considerable lowering of the langua-
ge barriers;

e) it promotes the integration of science by enabling a
scientist or specialist to keep abreast of the accomplish
merits in the allied fields of science or engineering and
to make use of these advances in his own field; and in due
time to identify tile «juncture» fields with their active
«growth points» and to switch over to these fields, etc.;

f) it helps to maintain the unity of science (through
unification of special terminologies; suppression of the
growth of the language barriers; elaboration of pragmatic
classifications or subject schedules of sciences, etc.);

g) it serves as a means of indirect evaluation of the
scientific standards of publications (the publications of a
lesser scientific informativity are not covered in AJ of me-
rely signalized by bibliographic references).

Only a half of the above functions of AJ can be viewed
as purely informational, while the remaining functions are
crucial to the advancement of science as such. Hence, the
support and further improvement of AJ is a universal
scientific commitment.

Supplemented by a system of current-awareness bulle-
tins, AJ, as mentioned, are the major medium of informa-
tion supply to scientists and specialists. However, the
users today are no longer satisfied either with the current
time terms of the preparation of current-awareness bul-
letins and AJ, or with their subject scope patterns and
schedules. What is to be done to cut down the time spent
011 preparation of the secondary aids and to issue these
aids in any discipline, problem field or subject area?

An inherent flaw of the conventional procedures still
widely practised in AJ preparation is the fact that, up till
the transfer of the material to the printers, the process unit
being handled is a single publication (document) . In the
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printing phase, the process unit is all 11ray of secondary
documents abstracts, :-annotations and bibliographic.
descriptions, which together make up the manuscript of
the current AJ issue. Prior to handing over the AJ manus-
cript to the printshop to lbe composed mid: printed, the
abstracts, annotations and bibliographic descriptions are
arranged (ordered) by the subject schedule adopted in the
AJ series in question, and serially numbered. The serialnumber serve to identify the documents covered in theAJ and are necessary for the indexes.

Al publications prepared to be included in the current
issue Of AJ lie by after they have been edited until the dayof the editing-and-publishing'. cycle on which the entire ty-
pescript of the issue has been fitted together to be handed
over to the printshop. if, hoWever, one could pass on to
the compositor and hence to the proof-reader each abstract.
as S0011 as it has been edited, the lie-by time would be cut
down to a half-day-instead of 7 or 14 calendar days, res-
pectively, for biweekly and monthly AJ. Why then has this
practice not been introduced?

The chief stumbling block is this. The large flows of
documents being handled (in VINIT1 about 4,000 per wor-king day) make it very difficult to make up the AJ issue
and number the items in it when using conventional type-
setting facilities: in fact it would take so much time and
effort to ensure that the separate abstracts be not lost du-
ring the typesetting and proofreading and later during the
arrangement of these abstracts according to the subject
headings, to lay-out the issue and assign serial numbers
ito the abstracts, and to transfer these numbers to the card
files of the indexes, that the procedure would be practically
not worthwhile.

The only possible way to initroduce a system of typeset-
ting and proofreading of each abstract rightaway after its
editing is to use a computer featuring a memory of an ex-
tremely high capacity. A batch of abstracts edited in the
previous day will be recorded every day on a machine-rea-
be- tantamount to the typesetting of that batch of abstracts.
dable medium-punched tape or magnetic tape, which will
Every abstract must be assigned with one Or more num-
bars of the subject headings under which that abstract co-
mes. The proofs are read either imMediately after the re-
cordingibk the abstracts on the machine-readable medium,
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Abbreviations used
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Ti -- typescript with Tx and input errors
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Txtext of edited bibliographic entry, abstract, etc.

Txtprint-out or photo galley of Tx and input errors



Or 011 computer-produced galleys of AJ. The possible sche-
matic procedures of document-by-document entry of texts
into the computer and of their proofreading are shown on
Fig. 2.

Computer,input of abstracts on a machine-readable me-
dium should be done not on a daily but on a weekly or bi-
weekly basis, so that parallel to the input operation One
could perform selective dissemination of information. Ili
this way ready abstracts will be stored in the computer to
be included in the next issue of AJ.

When the day comes ito make up a current issue of AJ,
the computer automatically arrays the abstracts in its me-
mory into the necessary sequence. For that purpose 'the
subject heading numbers are used, which have been assig-
ned to every abstract during the editing. Then the compu-
ter performs the serial numbering of the abstracts and
prints out the AJ issue in the form of galleys. A high-speed
phototypesetter (PTS) connected to the computer can be
efficiently used for that purpose, since only that kind of
equipment features the vast set of diverse symbols (up to
1,500) necessary for the composition of AJ in all fields of
science and technology. PTS produces photo galleys, which
are read AJ editors. Through the computer, the neces-
sary corrections can be introduced, whereafter PTS produ-
ces the final photo galleys to be used for the make-up and
photo offset reproduction.

Moreover, application of computers and phototypeset-
ters for preparation of AJ dummy is justified more than
just by the essential reduction of the time of AJ prepara-
tion. Even more important is the fact that after the gal-

3 have been printed out, all the information entered into
the computer remains there, it is inefficient, however, to
store complete texts of abstracts in binary form; for they
take a tremendous storage capacityan annual total of
1010 bits for VINITI. Therefore, abstracts and annotations
are printed out from the computer and automatically trans-
ferred on to roll -film and/or microfiches. What remains in
the computer memory is complete bibliographic descrip-

,,-lions of the publications with their subject heading num-
bers. This information alone permits automatic production,
by. the computer-phototypesetter system, of the following
information services:
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biweekly current-awarenes!2., bulletins, based oi,
classified systematic arrangement of material;

author indexes; and
permuted indexes to AJ issues.

With the conventional procedures one has to repeat
preparation of the typescript for each of the above servi
ces, as well as the composition and proofreading opera-
tions, notwithstanding that all this has been or will 13::.

done for AJ.
Moreover, by adding to the text of the abstract, in. the

course of its writing and/or editing, certain information
elements over and above the subject heading numbers
(e. g. keywords indexing the publication) one will be able
automatically to prepare. on the basis of information on-
ce fed into the computer, not just. AJ but also other se-.
conlary publications, and also to conduct a variety of
information services, including:

selective dissemination of information,
preparation of current-awareness bulletins,
preparation of subject and author indexes (to each.

current -- awareness bulletin issue, AJ issue, as \veil as
semiannual,,annual and five yearly) .

conduct retrospective search of documents, etc.
Besides, the approach describec.', above brings an easy

solution to the important and difficult problem of prepa-
ring secondary publications not only for the individual.
disciplines and fields of science and technology, but alsc
for the interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary fields:
Owing to the accumulation of the texts of abstracts, an
notations and bibliographic descriptions in the computer
memory, it suffices to produce a current awareness bul-
letin issue or AJ on any interdisciplinary problem to
ke the computer, controlled by the corresponding pro-
gram, to glean out of the cumulative file the pertinent
texts, arrange these in the appropriate order and repro-,
duce these as photo galleys with the aid c)f. PTS. Hence-
the costs of preparation of a secondary publication or
some interdisciplinary problem will be equal to the cosi
of the computer time spent on making up the text of the
issue and on its reproduction in the form of photo gal:,
leys, plus the costs of the printing of the run. No additio...'
nal investment of intelectual efforts is required.
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5. Design of integrated information systems:
general principles

We thus come to the concept of an integrated infor-
mation system (HS), the general block --diagram of
which is given on Fig. 3..IIS should be designed on the
basis of the principle of one-time exhaustive analyti-
cal-synthetic processing of each document journal
paper, progress report, patent or inventor's certificate
sped lien t ion, to he done by highly skilled specia-
lists, and followed by one-time input of the results of
that processing into the computer, for the subsequent re-
peated and multiple utilization of these results for se-
lective dissemination of information, preparation of re-
quired secondary publications, as well as retrospective
search of documents and information. In other words, IIS'
«packagef,> information materials according to the types
of information needs.. The word «one-time» does not
imply that at the IIS input each document is completely
processed by one specialist. U only means that the pro-
cessing fully excludes any thwlication of intellectual ef-
forts: it is permissible to enter into the. computer only
such information items alai have not been previously en-
tered into -it. and cannot be directly obtained or derived
from those already stored.

To ensure an exhaustive analytical-synthetic pro-
cessing of every document to be 'entered into HS, special
forms are used, which are filled in by the specialists ab-
stracting and indexing the document. The forms are then
edited and be-)me input documents of IIS

A form -u in IIS mu5t include at least the follo-
wing informa. n items:

document working number;
document type (journal paper, monograph, patent

specificatioa;, etc.);
Russian translation of the title (for foreign-langua-

ge documents);
complete bibliographic description 7 the document

(author's name or names, original title, imprint);
classification numbers (by the subject heading sche-

dule) ;
list of descriptors and/or keywords indexing the do-

cument;
181
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abstract.
This set of data seems sufficit for .,!-eparinf..): almost

any type of secondary publication ari( meeting most
types of information needs of scientists and practical spe-
cialists.

IIS embodies an essenti,,.-:-:!y new approach to the de-
sign of automated information systems, striving towards
the greatest possible saving of intellectual efforts spent
on scientific document processing via complete elimina-tion of all duplicate operations. That goal is achieved byenabling a multiple re-use in various combinations--
of the same information items, once fed into the computer
and permanently stored there, for the automated prepara-tion of all kinds of secondary publications and for the va
rious types of information services.

The development of IIS pre-supposes a far better or-ganization of work in sci-tech information agencies
highly qualified and skilled scientists and experts should beconcentrated at the system input to do all the Intelicctti-al work of abstracting and indexing scientific documents.At present IIS of this type are under development inthe following information centres and institutions of theworld: in, the USSRVINITI, for all the basic fields ofexact, natural and technical sciences, as well as in a num-ber of central branch institutes of scientific and techni-cal information; in other countries Chemical Abstrats
Service (USA), for chemistry, including chemical engi-neering, chemical physics and biological chemistry;, In-stitute for Scientific Information (USA), for chemistry
and chemical engineering; American Institute of Physics,for physics; Institute of Electrical Engineers (UK), forphysics, electrotechnology and control; Excerpta Medica
Foundation (the Netherlands), for medicine Centre dedocumentation. du Centre national de la recherche scien-tifique (France), for all the major fields of science and
technology; the Internationale Dokumentationsgesell-schaft ffir Chemie (a corporation founded in 1967 by agroup of chemical and phararnaceutic firms in FRG, Aust-ria, and the Netherlands, and at present- incorporating
12 companies), for organic chemistry; Japan Information
Centre for -Science and Technology, for all major fieldsof exact, natural and technical sciences; InternationalAtomic Energy Agency .(Wien), for nuclear science
184



hiding marginal areas:; Euratom Centrc. for lilt(,-
and Documentation, for reactor technology, neutron phy-
sics and marginal and related sectors (such as nuclear
biology and medicine, the chemistry and metallurgy of
nuclear materials, applications of radioisotopes, etc.) . A
similar system designed forJthe production of «Index Me-
dicus» (a bibliographic index in medicine, both clinical
and nonclinical, and biological medicine) is operatio-
nal since 1964 at the US National Library of Medicine.

6.11SVINITI: main features

Practical work on development of VINITI's IIS was
started in 1969. This IIS has no analogue in the world;
its specific features are:

a) IIS VINITI is devised as the central system of
the country for cenii-alized analytical-synthetic proces-
sing of world's scientific and technical literature with
exhaustive coverage;

b) IIS V 1NITI is a multidisciplinary system CT1C0111-
passing all exact, natural and technical sciences and fi-
elds;

.e) the development of IISVINITI is to be conducted
in parallel with the further unfolding and improvement
of all the existing activities of VINITI in the present or-
ganizational forms.

These specific features give rise to peculiar difficulti-
es and problems as yet untackled in the world experience
of design and practical implementation of such informa-
tion systems.

The designers of IISVINITI must, provide for:
compatibility of this system with the other similar

systems both in the USSR 'd abroad;
capacity for processing 2.5 to 3.0 million publicati-

ons a year, i. e. the tenfold of the biggest known ITS in
the wol-ld;

surmounting of the difficulties springing from pub-
lications scattering as well 215 differentiation and integra-
tion of science; and

preservation of the existing organizational forms of
work paralleled by a gradual re-training of personnel in
the period of 1IS implementation.,
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7. IISV!NITI: bash. functions

liSVINITI must perform the following basic functions:
a) Indexing, annotating and abstracting all world

scientific and technical literature, and on that basis,
production of current-awareness bulletins in the va-

rious fields of science and technology, subject and prob-
lem areas;

production of AJ «Referativnyi Zhurnal» with in de-
xes in the various fields of science and technology, sub-
ject and problem areas;

dissemination, ;:-n a subscription basis, of magnetic
tapes with indexed retrieval files in the various fields of
science and technology, subject and problem areas;

selective dissemination of information on sci-tech
literature of the world serving a certain group of pat-
rons;

retrospective search of documents and inFormatiG71
''on individual requests in the whole accumulated file.

b) Preparation of surveys of the type «Advances in
Science and Technology»;

c) Production on users' requests of copies of any
scientific documents reflected in current awareness bul-
letins and AJ.

d) TranslationOn users' requestsof foreign scien-
tific and te-hnical publications into Russian.

VINITI is to cease the publication of its express
information bulletins («Ekspress Informatsiya»), trans-
ferring that function to the central branch institutes of
scientific and technic..:

The current-awareness bulletins vii cover all docu-
ments relevant to the field, subject or problem area con-
cerned; without any exception. The bibliographic descrip-
tions in current-awareness bulletins will be arranged in
a systematic order. Each current-awareness bulletin is-
sue will be furnished with an author index and a list of
source periodicals.

AJ should include only abstracts and annotations but
not single bibliographic description. Any duplication of
abstracts and annotations bei wee. "le different series and
issues of AJ is admissible: Each 11.1 issue must be furni-
shed with an author index and an alphabetic subject in-
18G



dex. Cumulative indexes should be semi-annual, annual
and triennial.
- is to perform its basic functions under
the following time terms:

a) Publication of biweekly current-awareness bulle-
tins with a time-lag of 20 to 25 days after the acces-
sion of the source publications to VINITI (including the
tv o weeks during which materials are accumulated for

current bulletin issue).
-)) Coverage of at least 50% of all :ncoming publica-

tions in AJ after 50 days.
c) Production of copies of all sci-tech documents on

users' requests -in 10 days.

8. The functional structure of 11SV1N1T1

In order to cope efficaciously with the above functions
observing the required time terms, IISVINITI must
comprise 5 specialized subsystems (Fig. 4):

1. Literature processing subsystem, responsible for
the indexing and abstracting of world's scientific and te-
chnical literature, and performing, on that basis,-

-- preparation of current-awareness bulletins,
preparatiol-.! of AJ with indexes,

selective di-:-semination. of information,
prepartaion of-surveys of the type «Advances in Sci-

ence and Technology);
on-subscription dissemination of indexed search fi-

les (on magnetic tape) in any field f science and tech-
nology, subject or problem area.

Most of these functions are being at present carried
out by VINITI Institute.

2. Printing subsystem, responsible for the publishing
and distribution of information materials being prepared
iii the Literature processing -sulsystem. This functions
will be performed as it is at present by VINITI's
Printing Plant.

3. Information service subsystem (or «inlormation
bank»), which will conduct retrospective search of docu-
ments and information on individual requests. At present
there is no such system in VINITI, the only exception be-
ing the information retrieval system is information on
science having a file of 35,000 documents.
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4. Photocopy service subssteirr, producing -copies e'
publications on users' requests. This function is now fu-
filled by the so-called Reference Information Centre of
VIN 'TI's Printing Plant (RIC).

INPUT

1:)Ii.f N 7TNNG

PLANT

I
LI TERRTURE

Pyrtssmic
r INFORMRrroN

SERVICE

u.

"".'"-- INSWERS TO
INFORMRTION

REQUESTS

TRRNER TI OA'S

OF DOCUMENTS

COPIES
OF DOCUMENTS

Fig. 4. Aggregated functional structure of VINITI's integrated
information system

A bbrevlativen used
AJabstract journals
Bcurrentawareness bulletins

111:microfiches of original scientfic documents
MTmagnetic tapes with indexed s,:..ar:11 files

selective dissemination of in formalion

5. Translations service s-absystern, which will produce
Russian translations of foreign scientific and technical
documents on users' requests. This function will continue
to be performed by the A1I -Uiion Centre for Translr.'
on of Scientific and Technical Literature and Document.
tion (till May 1972, called qTranslations Bureau
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It should be emphasized the Information service sub-
system («information bank;>) sould specialize on service
of the users. The retrieval files will enter that system in
a form ready for use from the Literature Processing sub-
system. This will enable the staff running the Informati-
on service subsystem to concentrate on the analysis and
quick meeting of the information requests of scientists
and specialists, and on the constant improvement of the
efficiency not only of that subsystem but also of the Lite-
rature Processing subsystem.

Photocopy service subsystem in contrast to RIG of
VINITI's Printing Plant should be an organizationally
independent and nonprofit agency with the sole function
of quick fulfilment of users' orders for copies of scientific
and technical publications. For that, the Photocopy ser-
vice subsystem must have a complete file of all docu-
ments covered 1n VINITI's informational publications.
This file must be on microfiches of 105X 148 size (reduc-
tion ratio 24 : I/; these will come to the system from
the Literature Processing subsystem.

9. Information-retrieval languages of IISVINITI
IISViNITI will make use of three information re-

trieval languages:
the system of classifications that makes up the Sub-

ject Heading List;
UDC; and
descriptor language.

The Subject Headings List is used for automated ma-
ke-upe of informational publications, and also for selec-
tive dissemination of information and 'retrospective retrie-
val. The List has such a schedule and content which make
it possible to issue current-awareness bulletins and AJ
issues by any desired combinations of characteristics,.
provided this is economically justified, !. e. there is a suf-
ficiently large group of users with similar information
requests. That means that the List should be annually
updated and revised to take cognizance of the findings
of analysis of the performance of the system of selective
dissemination of information and of the individual infor-
mation requests.. The List can be elaborated on the basis
of the existing «Rubricator of abstracting journals of the
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USSR» t10, ill, created in the past 15 years of VINITI's
activities, and, apparently, providing for an adequate-
refl ._!ction of the information neeck of a great proportion
of Soviet users.

The descriptor language is intended for compilation
of alphabetical subject indexes to Ai, and for sel-ctive
dissemination of information and retrospective retrieval.
The vocabulary of the descriptor language is constituted
by a fixed list of descriptors and any keywords, selected
directly from the text of documents being indexed andfunctioning as descriptor modifiers. Only links will 11,..used in document profiles. The query profiles will be for-mulated using Boolean operators, AND, OR, NOT, and
weights.

To raise the efficiency of indexing and information
retrieval, a system of compatible thesauri in various sci-
entific and technical fields, and subject or problem areasis planned.

10. 11SVINITI: processing procedures
The designers of IIS--VINITI proceeded from the fol-

lowing assumptions:
a) The main function of the Literature processing sub-

system is to prepare secondary publications (current-awa-
reness bulletins, AJ with indexes, etc.) and, on that ba-sis, indexed retrieval file on magnetic tapes and discs.
All other kinds of information service (except for the se-
lective dissemination of information) should be conducted
by the Information service subsystem using that file aswell as by other specialized subsystems of IISVINITI.b) IIS should perform its functions on the basis of anexhaustive utilizatfon of the single flow of scientific andtechnical publicatic:ns. Duplicate subscription to foreign pe-riodicals and other sources should be reduced to a mini-
mum. At the same time, ?asses of such sources during pro-
cessing must be ruled out.

c) Data on every document must be entered iv,to lISnot as a single item, but by parts. First, bibliographic des-critions of the documents with subject heading numbers as-
signed to them must be entered. This Liformation takes a
minimal time to prepare, though it r-,errnits to start the
servicing of the users long before cureent-awareness bulle-
190





tins are issued to say nothing of AJ. Nest, search profiles
of the document (lists of keywords and UDC indexes)
must he entered into I IS, since the deep indexing of docu-
ments takes far more time than the prepara'tion of their
bibliographic descriptions and their indexing by the Sub-
ject Headings List. And only at the last step the texts of
annotations and abstracts should be fed into 11S, for these
take the longest time to produce.

d) There should be no time limit for the storage of in-
formation in IIS.

The technological process in IISVINITI will be app-
roximatingly made up of the following sequence of proce-
dures (see Fig. 5):

1. The flow of sci-tech literature passes through the
conventional accessioning and registration procedure. Du-
ring the regiStration, a special blank form is attached to
each publication-journal, book etc. giving the abbrevia-
ted title of the publications, title code, year cf publication,
volume and issue number.

2. Immediately after the registration (i. e. prior to
marking-out), all periodicals and serials are copied in
complete text on to 105X 148 mm-microfiches, which pass
over to the document storage unit of the Information servi-

,. ce subsysitems, while the copies of these microfiches are
passed to the Photocopy service subsystem.

3. After copying, all publications appear on the new
accessions display twice a week, alphabetically arranged
on racks and available for scanning and partial marking-

: out by the specialists from the different editorial depart-
ments of VINITI.

4. From the display, all publications go to a special de-
partment responsible for selection and complete marking-

:, out for current-awareness bulletins and AJ of all docu,
merits included in these publications. Each document is as-
signed with one or more Subject Heading numberF. (down
to a most narrow subdivision). Besides, the marked-out
documents Lre seledted for the subsequent coverage in AJ.

5. The source publications, already- marked-out, are
passed to the division where thy are copied. 1: on to pa-
per on Xerox-720 or similar equipment. Specially, for cur -
rent- awareness bulletins a- hard copy of the first. page of
each document marked-out (together with a copy of the

19!
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blank form carrying the imprint data Of the source pub-
lications) is produced.

6. The hard copies of the"Oenin ,g pages of all docu-
ments marked-c_a go to the division responsible for recor-
ding on punched tape or m-agnetic 'tape all information
itzuns necessary for 11ilomatied p. oductionr-Of current-awa-
reness bulletins. Each document is assigned a working
number. If all foreign titles are to be supplied with Russian
itra nslations in current-awareness bulletins, then, prior to
perforating punched tape or typing onto magnetic tape, the
copies of the opening' pages are to be-for a short time sub-
mitted to the editorial departments.

7. I Jiro rm a ti o recorded on punched or magnetic tape
is entered into the computer and after the control and
correction procedures is stored there fc6- the subsequent
preparation of current-awareness bulletins, AJ and for
other purposes. Besides, two blank forms are automatical-
ly filled in for each document selected for abstracting
i dexation form and abstract form. Each form eta rries the
working number and The complete bibliographic entry of
the document plus its subject heading numbers.

8. Indexation and abstract forms together with the
complete copies of the documents go to the appropriate
editorial departments, where each document is 'UDC- and
keyword-indexed. The indexation' form filled-in is passed
on to be recorded in machine-readable form for computer
input, and the abstract form is sent out for abstracting 'to-
gether with the document copy.

9. The form returned by the abstractor carries an ab-
stract of the document; it is -subjected to scientific and
literary editing, whereafter it is to be recorded in machine-
readable form for computer input.

10. -After a certain number of documents have accumu-
lated hi the computer, it autom.alically arrays them by the
subject heading numbers, provides with serial numbers,
compes an author index and other indexes and records
the resulting text on magnetic tape in a form necessary
for photocomposition.

11. _A DIGISET phototypeset,:er is used for the com-
position operation. After the all,?.ys have been read and
corrected, the dummy is made up. Th.e final copy is signed
for press by the editor of the current-awareness bulletin or
194



AJ issue, and sent to the printing plant for photo offset or
electrographic reproduction.

12. The run of the informational publication is produ-
ced and distributed among the subscribers.

The major advantages of the above procedure are as
follows:

a) Multiple typesetting and proofreading of the same
information items is fully excluded (such as abstract num-
bers, author names and complete bibliographic descrip-tions), it is no longer necessary to keep numerous and
cumbersome card files, etc. The result is a tremendous sa-
ving of labour, time and materials, and a considerable re-
duction of errors.

b) A capability is given for selective dissemination of
information as well as a retrospective search of documents
(by elements of the bibliographic descriptions and the sub-
ject heading numbers) as soon as after 15 or 20 calendar
days since the accessioning the source publications at
VINITI (i. e. for, example, during the input of the. file of
bibliographic descriptions accumulated over two weeks for
current-awareness bulletins).

On the 25th or 30th day after the accessioning of the
source publication at VINITI i. e. after the computer in-
put of the indexation forms, that capability becomes unli-
mited.

c) Automatic compilation of author, alphabetic subject,
patent and other indexes to each AJ issue becomes pos-
sible.

d) A practical opportunity is created for the issuance
of secondary publications in any field of science of tech-
nology, and any subject or problem area in very short ti-
me terms.

11. 11S-VINITI: hardware

The implementation of IISVINITI should be based on
a set of technical facilities, including:

a «third-generation» computer in the appropriate
configuration,

a high-speed phototypesetter,
a fleet of keyboard devices for the recording of in-

put information on punched cards, punched tape and mag-
netic tape,
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equipment for the storage and retrieval of the mic-
rocopies of input documents (second loop> of -HS),

a fleet of electrographic copiers of the type Xerox-
720, -3600, -4000, etc.

Rough calculations show that. I1S MITI needs a
computer featuring:

a ramified time-sharing system, acc-omodating up 'to
50 or 60 terminals, including at least 20 CRT displays,
and a response time of 3 to, 5 secs;

a powerful central processing unit featuring 0.5 to
1.0 million operalions per sec.;

a -memory on interchangeable magnetic discs with
the total capacity of up to 600 million bytes and access ti-
me of some tens of milliseconds;

a core storage with a capacity of up to 400,000-
500,000 bytes, with an access time of 1 or 2 ILisec;

storage units on magnetic- tapes (no less than
8 decks);

the necessary number of input and output devices
handling punched cards, punched tapes and/or magnetic
tapes;

alphanumeric output chain printers having a set of
not less than 192 characters and a -speed of 600-
1000 lines/min.;

COM devices for direct output of information on to
microfiches and roll film;

communication processor; and
visual displays and terminal teleprinters.

The displays and teleprinters, connected to the compu-
ter, can be installed at various locations across the co-
untry, at distances of hundreds and even thousands miles
from the computer.. These terminals will give the user a
direct access to IISVINITI and immediate reception of
relevant information. Displays, and teleprinters are parti-
cularly effective for retrieval purposes. They afford the
user-system dialogue so that the request statement can be
modified by the intermediate retrieval results to ensure the
best end results.

To provide a great number of users with an opportunity
for ,holding such «dialogue> with the IIS simultaneously,
it must. be based on .a computer system with a developed
timesharing facility. The user should-not have to stand in a
queue Waiting until the computer has answered an ear-
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Tier request of another user. Time-sharing will be absolu-
teiy indispensable for the economically efficient perfor-
mance of 11S VINITI and the p-.ompt answering of requ-
ests.

2. The current status of ITS VINITI

At present, VINITI has four computers (two Minsk-2)
and two Minsk-32), which are heavily loaded with vario-
us practical tasks (in particular, preparation of current-
awareness- bulletins in automatics, radio-electronics anct
chemistry), information retrieval in the field of information
science, preparation of various indexes, and elaboration
and updating .(7,f abs'iract typesetting programs, etc. The-
se computers have a sufficient total capacity for produc-
tion of secondary publications of an overall volume equal
to 45% of the totality of present VINIT1's secondary pub-
lications.

To raise the performance of these coi iputers they will
be joined togetherby means of buffer magnetic core slo-
raues to make a single complex system, which will gre-
atly expand their technical capabilities. The merger of the
computers into a single system will be completed in 1973.
In 1971, a magnetic-tape SC-1060A storage was connected
to the M1NSK-22 computer, enabling it to read out magne-
tic tape sent from abroad and. to record information on
such magnetic tapes.

In 1972, a MD-17 storage on interchangeable magne-
tic discs will be connected (each pack of discs featuring a
capacity of 7.25 million bytes) as well as an alphanume-
ric Potter NCR-3502 chain printer with a 'set-of 192 cha-
racters. This hardware permits to work out the necessary
software, accumulate the valuable-technological experien-
ce, and to carry on the necessary personnel training. In
this way VINITI will be able in a very short time to put
into operation a large third-generation computer envisaged
for the implementation of the final version of ITSVINITI.

VINITI's DIGISET 50T-1 phototypesetter has been in
regular operation since mid-February 1970. Its working
speed 300 to 600 characters/sec (depending on the size
of characters). Some 800 different characters have been en-
-..ered into the unit's memory, including 140 Cyrillic and 86'
Roman characters (in fine and semi-bold founts). All the
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types have been developed at VIN Current-awarenessbulletins in automatics and radio-electronics have beencomposed on the DIGISET machine for about two years.Moreover, a few subject and author indexes to some of theunion volumes of AJ are already being photocomposcd onthat unit.
Computer input is mostly on punched tapes producedon Dura Mach-10, Supertyper, Optima-527 and -528 type-writers.
The debugging of the computer programs of compila-tion of current-awareness bulletins in the integrated pro-cessing mode, that is on the basis of a one-time computerinput of information, is nearing its termination. The firstphoto galleys attest to the practical viability of theseprograms, already providing for a li.Yier photocomposi-tion quality than many of foreign 113. Before the end ofthis year, the current-awareness bulletins for all fields ofchemistry and chemical engineering be switched overto photocomposition (38 series, about 230,000 entries in1972). Since 1972, current-awareness bulletins in all fi-elds of automatics and radio-electronics (11 series, about50,000 entries a year) have been started.
Computerizing current-awareness bulletins is merelyan opening phase in creating IISVINITI. Technological-ly it will be completed within the current year. The se-cond phase will be the changeover to the photocomposi-tion of AJ.- The computer programs for that photocompo-sition will be.written and debugged also in 1972. From1973, at least one AJ series will be produced in that man-lier.

13. Building a nationwide network of scientific
and technical information on the basis

of integrated information systems
The objective.of ITSVINITI is not confined to the

raising of the efficiency of VINITI's scientific information
activities, important as it is.

We think that the creation of IIS VINITI will affect
Hy: entire nationwide system of scientific and technical
information and give an impetus towards the creation in
the country of an entire network of fully compatible and
interconnected functional and branch IIS.
IJS



Specialization of any kind of activity, including sci-
entific information work, is a major menus for raising-
its efficiency, as it permits to develop a more advanced
technological procedure, make- a wide use of up-to-date
mechanization and automation facilities, and to train
high-skille personnel.

Scientific and technical information agencies are fa-
ced with two major categories of functions:

analytical-synthetic processing of sci-tech
and
information services.

It appears, therefore, reasonable to specialize the all-
union /functional/ and central branch information agen-
cies on annotating, abstracting and indexing of scientific
documents, charging the information servicing of scien-
tists and other specialists on «information banks», which
should receive their reference files in a form ready for

use /e. g., on magnetic tapes/. That trend is already dis-
cernible in the organization pattern of the system of sci-
entific and technical information agencies in a number of
countries.

The basic units of the nationwide scientific and te....11-
nical information network in the USSR are and will
be the scientific and technical information departments
(STID) in R&D and D&D institutions and the technical
information bureaux (TIB) at large industrial enterprises
(late in 1971, STID's and TIB's across the country total-
led about 9,000); in addition, there are the interdisciplina-
ry regional scientific and technical information agencies
(sci-tech information centres in the territories, regions,
autonomous republics and autonomous regions of the
RSFSR, 62; in the Ukraine, 6; and in the. Kazakh Repub-
lic, 4; republican institutes of scientific and technical in-
formation, 15) , since these bodies are directly connected
with science and production, for it is by them that scien-
tists and engineers are served.

The regular operation of these information agencies
is to be supported by the all-union (functional) institutes
(10), and central branch institutes of scientific and te-
chnical information (82) /5, p. 13/. By functional here
and henceforward we mean an information agency which
fulfils a certain information function (one or more) in the
interests of the whole nationwide system of scientific and
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technical information. An example of 3 purely functional
information agency is the All-Union Scicmtifie and Te-
chnical Information Centre (VNTITs) resposible for the
collecting, processing, storage, retricva I and d ksern nn Hon
of information about all started, implemented and termi-
nated R&D and D&D projects in the country. VIN1TI is
both a -functional (analytical-synthetic processing of all
published sci-tech literature, methodological guidance of
all research toward improvement and advancement of
the national information service network and coordhmtion
of this research in the country) as well as a central
branch institute of scientific and technical information
(servicing the system of the USSR Academy of Sciences).

At present STID, TIB and regional information agen-
cies- are spending a great part of their efforts not on ser-
vicing scientists and practicians, but on abstracting and
indexing the relevant documents, publishing their own
abstract bulletins, keeping their own reference files, etc.,
that is on performing the functions which arc charged on
the all-union (functional) and central branch institutes
of scientific and technical information. This is due mostly
to the fact that STID, TIB and regional information bo-
dies are often dissatisfied with the subject schedules, co-
verage and/or time terms of the information aids publi-
shed by the all-union and central branch institutes of
scientific and technical information.

If STID, TIB and regional information agencies were
to be regularly supplied with current-awareness and ab-
stracting publications having the necessary subject sche-
dules and coverage, and produced in the required time.
terms which could be achieved only via creating com-
patible. IIS in all the all-union (functional) and central
branch institutes of scientific and technical information
and if provisions were to be made for quickly meeting the
information requests necessitating a retrospective search
and quick execution of orders for photo copies of the
primary documents, then STID, TIB and regional infor-'
mation agencies could largely concentrate on more ad-
vanced forms of analytical-synthetic processing of scien-
tific and technical information notably, on Writing of
analytical surveys, developmental foreeasts, information
synthesis, etc., and on a more profound and exhaustive



study and meeting of the individnal information needs of
scientific and special users.

The optimum structure of the network of scientific and
technical information agencies in the USSR can be \ ist -

iz ed as follows. .A nationwide system of functional and
branch information processing centres is to be created.
largely corresponding to the existing all-union and cent-
ral branch institutes of scientific and technical. informati-
on. These centres will he responsible for the analytical
synthetic processin:7 of the relevant documentary infor-
mation, striving to the greatest possible reduction of un-
justified duplication of intellectual efforts spent in other
similar centres: VINITI will process all published scienti-
fic and technical literature, VNTITs all data on started,
implemented and terminated R&D and D&D projects,
central branch institutes of scientific and technical in-

formation the materials of the «upward» flow, i. e. such
unpublished documents which reflect the results of R&D
and D&D work, data on new industrial articles, advanced
know -how, .etc. Indexed abstracts of scientific documents
will be channeled from the information processing cent-
res to the «information banks» on magnetic tape. The
main function of these banks will be to conduct iiiforma-
lion servicing of scientists and practical specialists.

This approach means that every central branch institu-
te of scientific and technical information must abstract
and index only all unpublished documents from its parti-
cular < <upward flow», updating the reference file it keeps
with fragments of ready-made search files necessary
for the branch of economy in question. These files should
be supplied on magnetic tapes from VINITI (for the pub-
lished sources). and from VNTITs and other central
branch institutes of scientific and technical information
(on unpublished sources). The main goal in that case is
to bring down to a minimum the -unjustified duplication
of intellectual efforts spent on the costly analytical --
synthetic processing of the same scientific documents, but
not to -reduce the necessary diversity -Of 'thesecondary-
publications and services.

It is necessary to build up in the USSR a rational
network of «information b3nks», taking into account the
economic regions pattern and organized en an hierarchi-
chal structural principle. The upper level in that hierar-



chy will he formed by the «information banks» presentlyunder development at the all-union (functional) and cent-ral branch institutes of scientific and technical informa-tion; the medium level will he the «information banks»to be created at the central bureaux of scientific andtechnical information and the republican institutes ofscientific and technical information (the regional bodies).The next hierarchical level will be the «information
banks» created at the leading STID and TIB, whereasthe lowest level of this hierarchy will he the reference
information collections already existing in all STID andTIB. Although these collectionsas well as the referen-
ce information collections, of the regional information
agencies and of the leading STID and TIB are not yetcalled «information ban!s», they virtually exist and fulfilall the principal functicos of such banks.

The hierarchy of the «information banks» is to forman automatic system of «filters», allowing to the next,higher, level only such informtaion requests as cannotbe met by the lower -level «bank». This system of <<fil-tors» will be indispensable for ensuring the high effecti-veness of the entire nationwide information network. Inother words, the practice should be introduced of accep-ting the requests only at the «banks» of the lowest hie-
rarchical level., i. e. at the appropriate STID or TIB, ex-cept for specially stipulated cases. That practice should
be strictly observed. A request will then be sent to a
higher-level «bank» only by the starting lower-levelbank if the latter is itself incapable of meeting it. Howe-ver, the response will be sent directly to the user, inde-pendent of the hierarchichal level of the respondent«bank».

Every «bank» must continually study the informationneeds of its users, and accordingly to update its referencefile with the accessions incoming from one or more in-formation proCessing centres.
The '«information banks» of all the above categoriesvirtually exist and are functioning in the USSR. The tasknow is to ensure the necessary compatibility of these«banks» and to set the system of their interaction goingaccording to the principles set forth above.It will be possible to organize a unified system of in-formation processing centres and «information banks» on-
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ly if these are equipped with compatible third-generation
computers. The computers must have special peripherals,
including a large external memory and CRT displays; they
must operate !il the time-sharing mode. Thereby the op-
portunity wail be opened for connecting together these com-
puters through the usual communications channels
into one wiified system, hierarchically organized. That sy-
stem thanks to teleprinter and CRT displays v.,ill pro-
vide practically every scientist or practician with a direct
access to any «information bank».

The all-union network of photocopying centres for
scientific documents should have roughly the same locali-
zation pattern, structure and interaction mechanism. "I-he
105X148 inm sized microfiche holds a great promise as an
information medium- and it should be broadly introduced
into the practice of information -work. At a reduction ratio
of 20:1, one microfiche holds from 60 to 72 pages, and at
a reduction of 60:1, as many as 475 pages, that is a who-
le book of the average size; if-the reduction is 150: 1, one
microfiche holds up to 3,200 pages, that is 7 or 10 books!
Such. microfiches are usually kept in catalogue drawers,
where one linear centimetre holds up to 40 of them.

When photo materials which do not contain sil-
ver (e. g. diazofilm) are used, the cost of microfiches is
by far lower than that of printed originals, to say nothing
of the costs of their- enlarged hard copies. If the users arc
provided N'vith the sufficient number of inexpensive readers
and reader-printers, this will bring an efficient solution to
many hw7)1ved problems: the furnishing of the regional
centres with the complete files of the publications and do-
cuments they need, publishing certain types of services
directly on such microfiches, making foreign literature by
far more available ito the users, finding a drastic solution
to the storage space problem, etc.

Networks of «information banks» and photocopying
centres should be supplemented by a nationwide informa-
tion referral service; i. e. a network of agencies capable of
giving the user a quick answer as to which centre 11., should
refer to for scientific and technical information he needs.
Besides, the existing network of «information analysis cen-
tres» should be substantially enlarged these are bodies
created at the leading R&D and D&D institution and inten-
ded to write critical reviews and analytical surveys, dove-
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lopmental forecasts, etc.. Specklists of the highest qualifica-tions should be enrolled to wOrk for such centres; theyMust be recruited froin amorigictive researchers and desig-ners. The-overall functienal scheme of the nationwide net-work of scientific and kclinical information agencies is gi-ven on Fig. 6.
Special attention should be given to the problem ofinformation supplies to the managerial agencies of the co-untry. The crux of this problem lies, as we believe, in thefact that while,, ,on the one hand, the government agenciesare literally flooded with an information flow they arcunable to digest because of its monstrous volume and di-versity, on the other, the state management still does notreceive the sufficient amounts of information expresslyprepared and tailored to its needs and fit for direct use inmanagerial decision making.To solve that problem it Will be necessary to set tip alimited number of special information analysis centres su-bordinated, respectively, to the USSR Council of Ministers,the State Planning Committee, the State Committee forScience and Technology, and the Presidium of the USSRAcademy of Sciences. Experienced scientists and expertsof high renown should be enlisted to participate in theactivities of these centres. These centers should be endo-wed with the exclusive authority fOr supplying informationto the supreme government agencies, whereas the lattermust have an opportimity for quickly obtaining any data theyneed from the information bodies of any level or affili-ation.

To ensure a fuller utilization of availablescientific and ;technical information in R&D andD&D projects, it seems sensible to examine the feasibilityand efficiency of introducing the practice of information«defence» of a proposed project. The information agencyconcerned should be in That case made responsiblealongwith the proponent of the project for the consequences ofa failure to use all available scientific and technical infor-mation at the sitart of a project.The conversion of science into a direct productive forceof the contemporary society confronts the latter with thetasks of a considerable increase of the efficiency of rese-arch and design and development, and a reduction of thetime taken to implement the results of these in practice.
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in the complex chain connecting science and industry theweakest are the links responsible for the practical imple-mentation of the resulls of science, for their mass-scale in-troduction into industrial practice. To surmount the dif-ficulties in this field a complex set of different measuresshould be undertaken including the constant improvementof the performance of the nationwide system of scientificand technical information. For that, it is necessary to fi-nish the merger of the information agencies into a systemof interconnected and interacting subsystems, which 'is tobe based on the principle of specialization. In such a sys-tem, the abstracting and indexing of the «downward» and«upward» flow: of scientific documents will be carried outby the network of functional and branch integrated infor-mation systems. The development of these systems ismore and more becoming, as we. believe, one of the mainTines in the advancement of the nationwide network ofscientific and technical information agencies.
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J. Vinkcn
(The Netherlands)

THE ACTIVITIES OF EXCERPTA MEDICA

Excerpta Modica was founded in 1946 to face the chal-
lenge of the world's burgeoning biomedical literature.
A group of Dutch physicians founded it as the nucleus of
a reliable information service which would screen, select,
index, abstract and disseminate, in the English language;
the international biomedical literature in a most compre-
hensive way.

In those early days «a most comprehensive Way» en-
tailed the occupation of two floors above a shoe shop in
Amsterdam's Kalverstraat. Now Excerpta Medica _and
its subsidiary groups occupy more than 10 buildings in
and around Amsterdam, including a computer complex in
the suburb of Osdorp.

To heel) pace with, the ever-increasing speed of infor-
mation transmission, and to take full advantage of the
developments in the nascent computer industry, Excerpta
Medica established Infonet. Infonet is a fast-growing
division which spearheads all the progress in automation
and computerization. It designed and developed the au-
tomated system for the storage and retrieval of biomedi-
cal information which was first operated by Excerpta Me-
dica in 1968.

Before explaining Excerpta Medica's system in detail,
it can be indicated how considerably that system has
evolved during the past 24 years by examining the exis-
ting Excerpta Medica/Infonet structure, and the shape of
things to come.

Infonet has daughter companies and divisions speciali-
sing in different areas of study:

Dynaflow, which handles the applied mechanics, in-
cluding software for experimental and theoretical research
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and calculation in heat transfer, fluid dynamics, and
one- and two-phase flowsystems.
-- Digityp, offers automated typesetting, page make-up
and software for book production. It is the graphical sys-
tems division.

Engineering; is an engineering consultative
compw_,.7,7 which invents new automated production proces-
ses, ir::siruments for hospitals, etc.

Infonet Electronics is the hardware di-vision, adapting
computer equipment and peripherals to meet specific re-
quirements; it is active hi data engineering, cybernetics.
etc. New: equipment is developed where adaptions do not
suffice.

Eltrac is the division which anages the Excerpta' Me
diva computer center at Osclorp, in Amsterdam. It is staf-
fed by systems experts, programmers, and hardware engi-
neers.%

The center is based on an NCR 315 RiV1C processor,
with its internal memory extendable to 160 k and a very
large magnetic card storage in the form of CRAM-5 units
(some units are already reserved for Infonet's planned
online networks, Job scheduling, for -.batch processing
with interchangeable decks, etc.; additional units, are
available for other real time applications). To extend the
memory even further, two magnetic tape units, each of
32 kc, were connected.

An NCR-321' switching computer has been installed
to control on-line use of the databanks: up to 100 ter-
minal connections are possible.

There are programs interlinkino- the hardware" com-
ponents of the configuration, input and output routines,
retrieval operations either for specific search requests or
for the dissemination of current and/or retrospective
informationand for the on-line use of the databanks.
Infonet makes available a series of programs for sub-
scribers to the Excerpta Medica computer tape services
enabling them to make the most effective use of the tapes
in their own computer facilities.

Infonet's new automated information networks
Integrated Hospital System; Infonet plans to take the

strain off the hospitals in the Netherlands by automating
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the transmission of informaiion within each hospital and
by terminal-linking the hospitals in a nationaE network.
All administrative work, classification, patiefit r4;oE cis,
files of urvent data, and medical research will be .stream-

So far, infonet has linked its computer centre with a
visual display terminal at Leiden University Hospital. ft
has proposed the integration of medical registrntion files..
Work is now in progress to interlink the archives of the
pathOpgical institutes of Amsterdam, Leiden and Rotter-
dam, and the TiN0 Institute at Rijswijk. (see figure 1

and 'I!).
Integrated Libraries System; (see figure 3) a group

headed by the director of the Royal 'Library at the Hague
is asses:::sing a system planned by Infonet for an autorna-
led Dutch national bibliography and documentation depot.

Experimentae Informaiion Network ,EMICRIproject

IBM 300150.Data

sity Leg-
Computer centeUniveri"

den

Acaaemic Hospital
Leyden

editoriae offices
Aqi::::;erdam

Computer center
Excerpts Medi-

co

NCR 3i5 RMC CRAM 5

Fig. 1. Experimental information network
«EmicRi projecb

This syst.)m the Pilot Project for Integrated Cata-
logue Automation (PICA) proposes a new central cata-
logue which will be consulted by scientific, university and
general libraries in the Netherlands and abroad by tele-
communication or interchangeable computer tape.
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PICA will be compatible with other library systems
such as the MARK Il but unlike other systems under de-
velopment, which employ sorting techniques, lnfonet has
devised a search pattern allowing for inter-compute:
conversation. This will enable the literary user to formula-
te the most precise definition of the publication which he
seeks, by author, title, subject, form of publication etc.
infonet's policy in constructing an information system
calls for the most intensive co-operation of software antl
hardware experts on the one hand, and the key specialists
in the pertinent field of information on the other.

This ensures that those who will eventually be wor-
king in co-ordination with the system have participated
fully at all stages in the planning of that system.

The effectiveness of this policy was clearly illustrated
in the development of the Excerpta Medica system, which
was shaped by continual dialogue between Infonet desig-
ners and the staff of Excerpta Medica who now work with
the system (see figure 4).

Systems analyst
User Programmer

Information specialist! Computer
systems design

Search what Store what

I _

Search how Store how

Fig. 4. Continual dialogue between Infonet
_ designers and the stall of Excerpta Medica

Why Exerpta Medica?
The so-called information explosion has been with us

a long time. We have had a rapid rise in the number of
technical and scientific journals since the turn of the
century. It is particularly interesting that those coun-
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tries, such as Japan and the USSR, in which technological
development had a later onset than the USA and Western
Europe, are now experiencing a rapid growth in the pro-
duction of technical and scientific information.

The biomedical area, with which Excerpta Medica is
concerned, represents a very large proportion of the whole
scientific literature field, a relatively constant proportion
in all countries contrary to the idea many people may
have that most journals are technical or in the physical
sciences. The linguistic problems with which Excerpta
Medica ins concerned abstracting and translating the
foreign biomedical literature into English are increasing
in importance rather than decreasing. Contrary to gene-
ral belief, English is not becoming moi e and more widely
used as the language of publication, but actually reached
a peal:, in terms of proportion of journals, in 1920, since
when its position has been increasingly eroded by the
widening use of Russian, Spanish, Japanese and langua-
ges of the «third world». Briefly, that is the scope of the
problem which Excerpta Medici is tackling.

Excerpta Medica is probably best. knOwn in medical
communities throughout the world for its publication of
monthly abstract journals (see figure 5). In addition to
the 36 journals of the regular series, into which the field
of biomedicine has been divided, another 20 or so «special
services» are published on more limited subject areas
such as Fertility Control, Atherosclerosis. Contact Lenses,
Gram-Negative Infections, Epilepsy, Multiple Sclerosis,
and the like. All of the regular monthly journals and some
of the special services are now «composed»- entirely by
computer, and all the information is stored in the compu-
terized databank. Whereas the 36 journals of the regular
series are distributed on -subscription, the more highly
specialized special services are sponsored by various phar-
maceutical companies, societies or governmental organi-
zations, and are therefore generally distributed free to
a select mailing list. The computerized databank, .provides
bibliographies a.nd answers to questions on demand. Ex-
cerpta Medica also publishes textbooks, symposia, mono-
graphs and the proceeding of congresses, and has assisted
in the organization of symposia, provided translation ser-
vices, and done developmental work in the audiovisual
area (films and closed-circuit televisiOn).
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'source journals according to discipline

Fig. 5. Source journals according to discipline

About 500 full-time staff members work in the Am-
sterdam offices, plus the part-time physician-editors,.
in addition to the 700 editorial board members and some
4000 part-time abstractors who are scattered, all over
the world. More than 3500 biomedical .periodicals, are re-:
ceived by Excerpta Medica from possibly 15,000 such pe-_
riodicals published in the world; his results in a flow of
about 100 issues per working day, which. yields about
250,000 biomedical articles per year. ,All of these are clas-
sified, indexed, and stored as citations in the databank,'
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and about 60% of them are abstracted (the most signifi-
cant ones). Each abstract appears, on the average, in
about 1.6 different Excerpta Medica publications. All of
the journals received are microfilmed in collaboration
with the .Royal Netherlands Academy of Sciences, resul-
ting in a microfiche file which now contains about
20,000,000 pages.

Each of the 36 regular sections has an international
editorial advisory board, totalling. some 700 physicians
and other specialists in all, to collaborate with the execu-
tive chief editors and the editors of the individual sections
to provide direction and guarantee high standards of
quality in selection, abstracting and indexing.

Most sections have more than one editor and some
have 3 or 4, resulting in a total of about 80 specialists.
These specialists do all the selection and indexing and
supervise the content of the abstracts. Excerpta Medica
has a linguistic problem however which is aggravated by
the fact that it publishes in EngliSh in a non-English-
speaking country, so that most of the editors lack a na-
tive knowledge of that language. Consequently the lin-
guistic supervisors (usually physicians of English or Ame-
rican extraction, living either in Amsterdam or in Eng-
land) edit all texts before publication from .a linguistic
point of view. We also require a corpsof translators to
translate abstracts that have been prepared in other lan-
guages (often the original language of publication, some-
times Dutch or German) into English. The translation
bureau, which was originally established to satisfy the
internal needs, has now expanded into one of the largest
biomedical translation bureaus in the world, providing
about half of its. 2,000,000 words per year to outside
clients. One of the characteristic features of this service
is that all work, about 70% of which is into English, is
supervised by a second person with a native knowledge
of the target language.

In order to separate the very best of the source materi-
al, the 3500 journals are sorted according to quality. Es-
sentially, the world's biomedical literature is divided into
4 roughly equal. groups of journals: general medical jour-
nals which may contain articles on any subject and which
can be divided into «good» and «mediocre» general jour-
nals, and speciality journals (also divided into «good»
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or «mediocre»). The speciality journals are divided into
the 36 current sections of Excerpta Medica. This informa-
tion («General» or «Speciality», «Good» or «Mediocre»)
is coded in the databank, a priori per journal, so that a
searcher can restrict his search to a limited segment of
the biomedical literature if he so desires. Excerpta Modica
also provides partial coverage of a number of general sci-
entific journals, such as Nature and Science, which frequ-
ently publish articles of a biomedical nature.

Since there is some inconsistency in the use of the
term <<eitation» as it pertains to a scientific article, the
elements of the citation as used by Excerpta Medica
should be defined. For every article,. there is an English
title and (unless written in a different orthography) the
foreign title; codes for the language and country of publi-
cation, the first three or four authors, the author's institu-
tional address, the abbreviated name and Coden of the
periodical, the volume and issue number, pagination and
year, and the year of input into the databank (this is gi-
ven by the first two digits of the .production number) .

Processing of source journals

All of the source journals are first microfilmed, cover
to cover, in conjunction with the Royal Netherlands Aca-
demy of Sciences, and are stored as microfiche. The jour-,
nals are then brought to the editorial department where
they are first examined by the assignment editors. These
assignment editors make a preliminary assignment of
each original article, including editorials and letters to
the editor, to one or more of the 36 sections of Excerpta
Malin; thus, by writing the section number or numbers
on the article, they provide what we can call the first de-
cimal of the classification. The journals are then made
accessible to all of the section editors for 5 days, during
which time they can acid their section numbers to other
articles which may not have been assigned to them origi-
nally. This 5-day period also gives the editors of the spe-
cial services (sponsored SDI journals) the chance to se-
lect articles for .their publications, which are intended to
be reports of only the «crearn» in their selected fields.
From

to
preliminary assignment stage, the journals are

sent to the coding deparment where the citation of each
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article is prepared for input. This means that appropriate

code letters arc assigned to the author's Mime and ad-

dress, original and English title, etc., that the appropriate
abbreviations are indicated, and that a correctly edited

English title is provided where necessary. Ili informa-

tion is then punched onto paper i ape by Flexowriter and

fed into the computer with the section numbers. The com-

puter provides an immediate print out of each day's input

which is then sent to the proofreading department along

with the original journals, Any corrections necessary are

made directly in the computer memory by means of a cor-

rection program, after which the citations are pernmnent-

ly entered into the databank and assigned a production

number. On a weekly basis the computer prints a series
of composite forms, the abstract-index form, for each

citation and each section to which it has been assigned;

each part of this form contains the full citation of the ar-

ticle plus the section number. The journals are then torn
apart and each set of abstract-index forms is clipped '.;

the corresponding article.
These articles with abstract-index form attached are

then sent, in turn, to the classification and .index editors

of each interested section. The chief editor of each sec-
tion, beginning with the primary section, must do two

things: classify the article into one or more of the subca-

tegories of hi section, and decide whether he wants an
abstract of the article to appear in his monthly booklet.

The article is then passed to the index editor (usually a

different person), who assigns the primary, secondary

and item-index terms. As soon as the article has been

classified and assigned prima4 indexing terms by the

first section editor, the appropriate form is torn off and
sent to the computer, before any work is done on the ab-.

stract. The composite form provides a separate detachable

sheet for classification numbers and primary indexing

terms for each section so that these may be written and
entered into the databank without awaiting further secon-
dary indexing. If a search is done while an article is still

being processed, the searcher at least haS a chance of

retrieving a classified and partly indexed citation, and la-

ter a fully-indexed citation, while the abstract is still

preparation.. The abstract form is then sent, with the ar-

ticle, to the editor of the primary section, who is respon-
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sible for preparing the abstract. If the primary section
editor feels that the article is not worth abstracting, then
the editor of the next section receives the responsibility.
Assuming that at least one editor wants an abstract for
his section, he sees to its preparations, either by writing
an abstract himself or by having the article sent to one
of our .4000 medical abstractors all over the world. In
many cases the abstract will then have to be translated
into English, and in most cases the English version will
have to be checked by a linguistic supervisor. Eventually,
the entire abstract is also fed into the databank.

IEcittorica _Department CompaterData bank

Citations

Oriyinat artecte
Classification forms

muetipte aassfications

Index forms

Index terms

Abstract forms

bstract

PIM/CATIONS'

Fig. 6. Processing of artMes for input of
appropriate information into computer data bank

Although the classification and indexing. is clone in-
dividually for each section, the same abstract _which has
been prepared for the primary section is used,' with a few
exceptions, for the other sections. At any stage, citation.;
With or without abstracts can be printed out, as hard
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copy or on magnetic tape, in response to search requests.

When sufficient abstracts have been accumulated in a

section for the monthly journal, the computer autornati-
cally.composes the pages, assigns abstract numbers and

page numbers, compiles the author and subject indexes,

and produces a film which can be sent to the printer. One

of the characteristic features of the Excerpta Medical ope-

ration is the constant interaction between the computer
and the editorial staff. This is an example of a mnpletely
integrated information storage and retrieval system.

An information system is only as good as its index,
which represents the handles by which the information

can be retrieved. If the indexer and the searcher were
always the same person,. then almost any indexing system
would suffice, but the problem is preciselly that the minds

of the indexer and the searcher, even when both are medi-

cal specialists, often run in different channels. For this

reason, the editors of Excerpta Medica have developed ati

indexing system which works by means of three different

approaches: the subject index, the classification system,
and the item index. The classification system and item

index are a priori, fixed or semi-fixed syitems, while

the subject index, which provides the most specific ret-

rieval; is a free a posteriori system which has two le-

vels the primary terms and the secondary terms. All in-

dexing in Excerpta Medica is done by medical specialists.

and the goal is to provide access on either a broad or
highly specific basis, according to the needs of the sear-
cher (see figure 7).

DOCUMENT PROCESSING

.1....wrwm....

Subject Inde.rin! Ceassfication Item Inde.rin,

!fettled speciatists
Open; free choice of words
7Wo teyees of weight
Automatic permutationof

primary terms
Automatic thesaurus
70000 primary concepts
Depth no Ugh tta tiOlIS

Modica specialists
Open ended
Deanna'
Poeybiera.rthical

2000 categories
tlazingzon depth:5

Medical specia'tsts
C8osed
09.9 passibilit,ies

2:0 categories
Maxi/num depth:10

Fig. 7. Document processing
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The editors of each section have specified a detailedclassification system with a possible. depth of 4 decimals,so that the Various subdivisions of all the sections totalabout 3,000 pigeon-holes into which any article canbe placed. This system is open-ended, so that now sub-classifications can be created at any time, and is polyhi-erarchic in structure. .A maximum of 5 different' classifi-cation numbers can be given to any article within eachsection; of these, the first determines where the abstractwill appear in the monthly booklet, but all are equallyvalid for retrieval purposes. Retrieval by means of classi-fication number is a very powerful tool in many cases inwhich the search question coincides with a subcategory.The item index is a list of terms which are consideredto be too broad for use as primary index terms but whichare often useful for specific retrieval. These_ are compa-rable to secondary subject-index terms, which are notthesaurus-controlled and are therefore generally not com-puter-searchable, to which numbers have been assigned.The item index is a controlled list of secondary concepts,with a maximum of 999 numbers, only about 55 of whichare now in use; up to 10 numbers can be assigned to anarticle. These are mostly concepts such as «child»,do -vitro study», «rat», «model» which serve to specify asearch further in conjunction with the appropriate subj-ect-index terms or classification numbers. The itemindex is intended purely for computerized retrieval anddoes not appear in the monthly journals.
The goal of Excerpta Medica is to index as specifi-cally as possible, much more specifically than woud bepossible with a limited number of terms, and to makemaximal use of the computer while keeping the ntellectu-al work in the hands of the medical specialists. Thesubject index consists currently of about 120,000 thesau-rus-controlled primary terms each of Which is storedin the databank in the form of a 7-digit number, plusseealso references from broad terns to narrow:termsand about 250,000 synonyms. These synonyms are alsostored in the databank (the thesaurus file or MALIMET),so that the indexer or searcher need not consult the the-saurus but can use natural language to express his ideas,language which the computer will translate into acceptedpreferred terms. There is no limit to the number of index
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terms which can be assigned to an article. The indexer
freely assigns any secondary terms which may occur to
him, sometimes forming a sort of telegraphic mini-ab-
stract.

When it comes to printing the subject index in the
monthly journals, the primary terms are automatically
'rotated so that each appears in its proper place in the
alphabet, followed by the other pi'imary terms and then
by all the secondary terms. Thus a search «by hand» for
any of the preferred terms will unearth all the other re-
lated indexing terms. Significantly, all indexing at Ex-
cerpta Medica is done from the entire source article, not
just the title or the title with the abstract.

The synonym problem, a serious stumbling block for
any free indexing system, has been solved at Excerpla
Medica by the development of MALIMET, the Master List
of Medical Indexing Terms, a computerized thesaurus
which is far too comprehensive to be used by hand (the
computer print-out is a pile about two meters high)
but which automatically translates synonyms into prefer-
red terms. For example, the word «cerebral tumour», iii
the British spelling, is automatically transformed into
«brain tumor» by the computer. Only «brain tumor» will
appear in the journals, and only the numerical equivalent
of «brain tumor» will be stored in the databank.
MALIMET was originally built up by asking each of the
section editors to provide a list of primary indexing terms
for his field, along with as many synonyms as possible.
After eliminating the internal contradictions, tifese
25,000 or so primary terms, were then fed into the. compu-
ter with their synonyms. During the next two years, whe-
never the computer was offered a term which it did not
recognize, this term appeared on an «error list», which
was then processed by the specialist index editors. Every
term on each weekly error list had to be disposed of either
by entering i as a valid new primary term, or as a syno-
nym of .anexisting preferred (so that in the Suture it.
would be translated automatically), or by correcting a
typographical error. In this way (and-the process is :still
continuing), the number of preferred terms grew to about
120,000 and the number of synonyms to about 250,000.
The only type of preferred term still being added in 'signi-
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ficant numbers are drug names, hut the synonym total i.
expected to ,$_?:0 about 500,000.

Examining the organization of our computer files
(see figure 8) in a little more detail, let us first look at

Thesaurus file organization
Alm..A1MwsiNGIIlati 1=1:0.!111.

output filet PT number to PT

0000001 -PTp
0000002 PTK
0000003 .- PTA
0000004 -frPTE
0000005
0000006 - -PTH

welmmunlilm

input file 2: Any term to PT number-

PTA No A A, A, A, see also..
PTa No B B, B2 B3 see also..

SynA, No A PTA
PTc NoC C, C, see also...

Syn. B, No B PTa
Syn.C, No C PTc

PR) No D D, b. D, see also.

Fig. 8. Thesaurus file organisa,tion

the two files required for our thesaurus: an output file in
which the preferred tams are listed in numerical order,
and an input file in which all preferred terms and syno-
nyms are listed in alphabetical order, followed by the pre-
ferred term (PT) number. How does this operate in
practice? Any term chosen by the indexer is transformed
into the proper number and stored in the databank in nu-
merical form. During the retrieval process, the search
terms are again translated into numbers, and the nume-
rical then transformed into analphabetic output by means
of the output file.

All of the information in the databank is stored in
three different levels, each- representing a different degree
of accessibility. The first-level or rapid-retrieval file is
characterized by its short, fixed-length terms; permitting
sequential organization and rapid access. This file con-
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tains the primary and item index terms ,(which, of course,
are stored in numerical form) plus the classification num,
hers, Coden code and year of entry, and finally the «add-
ress», or coded location, of the rest of the citation and
abstract data in the other files. A search of this file is
rapid but can only yield numerical information, which
must then be used as the key to obtaining the entire ci-
tation or abstract from the second and third levels.
A search for a particular author, since this is not a fi-

xed-length term, is thus slower than a search by primary
index entry (see figures 9 and 10) .

'thesaurus: system's supervisor

output file
pt number fa pt

pt numbers pt numbersl

Fig. 9. Thesaurus: system's supervisor

The organization of the files can be explained in a
slightly different way as follows, One magnetic card is
devoted to a sequential address file listing production
numbers together with the «address» of the citation, index
terms and abstract for that production number in the
other files. Another file is a sequential listing of citations
in numerical order (since the citation is fed in at the time
that the number is assigned); these citations, however,
are variable in length. Another file consists of production
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Fite organization in data &IPA

Pi-i lit ry index FIRST. LEVEL
Item i e 7.126su;??2,ols per ye.zrClassification sl:Port, fixed lenp it VIM'Journal code *sequentially organ:.zeeYear Of entry
Address

Year Of entry
Author's name (s)
Year of publication
Country Of ori9in or article
Original languaoe Of article
Conn code Of peliadicat
Section number indicating medical specialty
Chapter numbers in classification system
Primary indexing terms
Secondary indexing terms
Item indexing terms

SECOND LEVEL
50. f06syrnhas per year

* sequential or random access

Complete citation
All indices
Classifications
Abstract

THIRD LEVEL
*140.105.symbols

per year
* randomly organized

2CRAM 5 decks
per year

Fig. 10. File organisation hi data bank

numbers, listed at random, each -followed by all the pri-
mary index terms (in numerical form) and then by all
the secondary index terms, and a final file consists of ran-
dom production numbers each followed by an abstract. ,

Note that the index file is not inverted, providing for
much greater economy. of operation when a large num-
ber of searches are run simultaneously.

Tlw drug literature service or Drugdoe .(see figure 11)
is run in many ways just like any other section of Excerp-
ta Medica. The section is very large, however (represent-
ing as much as 25% of the whole databank), and no
abstracts are written specifically for it (although many
of the articles may be abstracted for other sections). It
is intended primarily as a computer service (although a
printed, abridged publication called the Drug Literature
Index is available). Input into the system for the drug
project is the following information pertaining to every
drug and chemical compound. cited: the full citation of
the article; the generic name of the drug or compound;
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Hie experimental name andjor code, if an oxperimein:ai
drug; the trade, or brtind, mime; the chemical name of
the drug; chemical structure information (\Vis \vesser Li-
ne-- F011111.11a Chicilical Notation); clinical indications
and contraindications., clinical ,.1-1(1 pharmacological ef-
fects; untoward drug effects; the name of the Manufactu-
rer and the location of the .m anufacturer. This informa-
tion is extracted from 40,000 articles a year and more.

Drug Weralare service

.3,000 journals
F.200,000 artictes 4,000 artIctes on drugs
L_--selection---

classification

pharmacology indexing= chemical indexin1g
wiswesser codingli

I__--r - _ _- J ;-- r J I,-medical indexogl
magnetic tape I i searches I

_1

. I,

r----- .r----1

1 5.11.1.1r- computer t
1

.1L--J

r
adverse reactions titles (A.R.T.)

Fig. 11. Drug litoril u Fe service

The articles are indexed particularly deeply from three
points of view by three sets of specialists: medical, phar-
maceutical and chemical. Many chemical journals have
been added to the. collection of biomedical and related
journals to afford better coverage in this section, the
pose of which is to include articles describing bio.)p-2-ical
effects of chemical agents, particularly drugs or paential
drugs. These articles are classified into 186 pharrna.yome-
dieal subgroups, and are then indexed by a physi,f&m, a
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pharmacologist, and a chemist who also provides a \Vis-\vesser (Node. For an more Comprehensive d,,eurnenta-
lion of drug literature it has been decided to use a C11Q1111-
cal fragmentation code too. The information is stored to-
gether with all other Excerpta Medica information in the
databank. whew it is available for retrieval in letipOnS0to search requests, and is also available in the form of
regular computer tape and/or hard? copy.

A special sub-section of the drug project is the Adver-
se Reactions Titles, a monthly listing of indexed classifiedtitles for all articles reporting a side-effect of drug the-
rapy.

A review of the databank status in June, 1970, showed
that 213,369 citations for the 1969 series had been pro-
cessed thus far; 91.7% of these had been classified and
77.5% indexed. For the 165,277 classified and indexed
items, the average number of classifications per citation
was 2,18 and the average number of primary indexing

1111FORP1ATION

Document
(micro) Film

Indexing

CiaSSification
item index
subject index-s"
thesaurus
controlled
terminology

Document
Micro ilm

[ Magnetic tape

Storage a Retrieval

Safiware-7ftard ware
peripheral equipment
current and retrospective

search profile's
search formulation and

editing
search strategy

D155EMINATiON

Fig. 12. Excerpta Medica's information
dissemination scheme
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terms per citation was 4.96; 135,183 of these items were
obstracted. With particular regard to the 32,776 drug
items in the series, the average number of specifically
Drugdoc classifications and Drugdoc primary indexing
terms per citation is 1.94 and 6.05, respectively. Half of
all items were classified and indexed within about 12
weeks after input of the citation, while 50% of the abst-
racting effort was completed in about 22 weeks. (see fi-
gure 12, Excerpta Medica's information dissemination
scheme) .



W. Pinig

(Pohuid)

THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN SCIENTIFIC,
TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC INFORMATION

IN POLAND

The problem of using computers in informati011 pro-
cessing have, for many years, been of vital interest to the
Polish information service. It is the concern of The Central
Institute for Scientific, Economic and Technical Informa
tion, a number of branch and plant information conlre:s
as well as of some universities and research establishe-
ments. Both theoretical as well as experimental and im-
plementation works are now in progress. Special atten-
tion has been given to this problem by the Branch Centre
of Technical and Economic Information at the Institute:
of Ferrous 'Metallurgy in Gliwice, Branch 1111(A-illation
Centre at the Central Construction anti Research Bureau
of the Shipbuilding Industry in Gdansk, Chair of Econo-
mics, Organisation and Planning at the Technical Univer-
sity in Wroclaw, Informntion Centre of Electronics and
Teletechnics UNITECH in Warsaw, institute of Mathe--,
matical Machines in Warsaw, Institute of Building Tech-
nology in Warsaw, Ministerial Centre of Technical and
Economic Information in the Ministry of Heavy Industry;
and National Library.

The forerunners of the presently developing initiative'
in the use of computers for information processing were
the works accomplished as early as in the first half of
this decade by the Branch Centre of Technical and .Eco-
nomic Information at the Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy

Gliwice, Branch Information Centre at the Institute of
Zootechnics In Krakow as well as Chair of Economics,:
Organisation and Planning in Technical University in
Wroclaw.
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The first two centres worked out and implemented the
systems with perforated cards computers used. but the
Chair used for its works the computer «ODR.A 1003» con-
structed in Poland.

The research work and the tests that have, for SCV0-
Nil years. been carried on by the Information Centre at
the Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy in Gliwice, have resul-
ted in a peculiar system of information retrieval h means
of perforated card machines of the Hollerith type installed
in the specialized Entreprise 01 Analytical and Perforated.
Card Machines for Metallurgy.

Machine cards have been used to organize the holdings
of all useful bibliographicat units inserted in «Express
Information of Ferrous Metallurgy and Steel>: published
by the above-mentioned Centre.. A glossary of most fre-
quently occuring anti useful terms (2 500 words) and a
code interpreter have been prepared for the description
of documents. The cards are chosen from the collection

.
of headings by means of a selector. For these headings
tabulagrams are printed with the help of a tabulator that
contains the Gala enabling to indentify the document.

To mechanize partly the information processes in the
Institute of Zootechnics a set of perforated card machines
of the AIRITMA type and teleprinter have been used. The
characteristic feature of the system used was also the
preparation of a glossary of key words containing, in an
encoding form, a sei of.chosen concepts used to describe
the document. As a nutter of fact, the glossary appears
to be a classification sysi.,7m. The efforts that have been
made to use the UDC symbols have not proved fruitful
because of the insufficient depth of the. UDC classification
in the class 639 from the viewpoint of modern zootech-

? nics.
As far as the patent information is concerned the Tech-

nical University in Wroclaw has carried out the experi-
; mental works for the Polish Bureau of Patents, Petroche-
mical Works at Plod: as well as for the Union of Man-
Made Fibres. The machine ODRA 1003 which has been
used for these experiments does not possess an external
memory and therefore could neither be used to form large
information collections nor for automatic processing of
them, but it could be used as a selector of recordings to
be-put-down on the .paper tape for making- up the simple
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lists. The necessity to apply as a memory the perforated
tape and organization of the tape files prevent from using
this method for practical purposes. Nevertheless, the expe-
rimental works arc being continued on information sear-
Ching from the collection of patent specifications provided
with the American patent classification.

Bibliographical descriptions of patent specifications
are being- carried on to a perforated tape. The program
that is introduced into the machine contains, among Other
things, the table of conversion from the American clas-
sification to the classification used in Poland.. The ma-
chine reads the perforated tape, and descriptions which
correspond to a given class used in Poland are writ-
ten down on the printing device in the form of lists.

The next centre of the initiative taken on the use
of computers, for information processing is the shipbuil-
ding industryThe Central Construction and Research
Bureau of the Shipbuilding Industry in Gdansk which
cooperates with the Branch Information Centre. For these
purposes the computer ELLIOT 803, equipped with the
tape memory, was used, and the system was given the
name APIS (Automatyczne Poszukiwanie Informacji Syn-
tetycznej Automatic Search for Syntetic Information).
The system was elaborated in 1967 and put into operation
in 1968, and is designed:
1. to make up and keep up-to-date the collection of

bibliographical information
2. to prepare the topical bibliographical lists on the re-

quests of users.
The information is a bibliographical description mar-

ked with the appriopriate heading of their own branch
decimal classification. Bibliographical descriptions are put
down on the card Format A6, and are carried on to a
paper tape by means of -the automatic writing device
«OPTIMA 528». This tape constitutes the collection which
brings up to date the contents of the basic collection
and, besides' it contains the subject matter of the next
issue of the Information ExpressBIS published by
the Centre. The primary task of the APIS system-is to
make up topical bibliographical lists, on the basis of
the existing holdings to meet the user's requests. The
user's enquiry is being transformed by a specialist from
the section 'concerned with cooperation with a computa-
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tion centre, in accordance with the rules and terminology
for the searching program, At the same time twenty inqui-

ries can be introduced into the machine. The program
enables to restrict .the topical bibliographical list to a
definite period and definite journals and enables to ob-
serve these two limitations. It also makes possible to
print the topical bibliographical lists according to the
heading words of branch classification, and after the
names of the ships.

The information processing in the APIS sysLm is
performed by means of the five programmes: updating
(making the main collection more complete), the control
printout of a complem; itary collection, maldng up of the
topical bibliographical lists on the ground of searches
done in the main collection, modification of the main
collection and subsidiary collections, bringing up-to-date
the main collection by removal of the outdated items from
it and from the subsidiary collections and the printout
of these items. 7 .

The subject of the continued research .done by the
Central Construction and Research Bureau of the Ship-

building Industry in Gdansk is to organize, by exploiting
computer for information retrieval relevant to the facto-
graphic data relating, to technical parameters of ships,
data needed for designing .calculations, building techno-
logy as well as the inforination for managerial staff.
The research and experimental works are now in pro-
gress.

\'luch attention is given to the automation of infor-
mation processes by the Institute of Mathematical Ma-

chines in which the Branch Information Centre develops
its activities. In 1967 the Institute undertook research and
preparatory work with the aim to mechanize the publi-
shing works of the «Information Bulletin» of-the Institute
of Mathematical Machines Bibiliography, -elaboration
of the subject index, and information retrieval.:The subject
of. the publishing .work on the «Bulletin» are bibliogra-
phical descriptions relating to computers, and for marking
them with own classification has been adopted. The
system has been called INBI (Informacja bibliog-raficz-
na Information). The first version of
the system has been accomplished by means of the Polish
make machine ZAM-21 which .iook the .name 'INBI -A,- Be:
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cause of untypical classification used and its unique !lail .

re, the system could not be widely Made known.
The next version of the IN B I system is the [N B I -B

worked out for the Polish nwhine ZAM-41 which is
equipped with the units of magnetic tapes. The biblio-
graphical descriptions for this system were enriched
with the additional details relating to the date of pub-
lication, language symbol and the symbol of the kind
of a document. The INBI-B sytent is of the publishing
nature: The system of searchim.; programmes has been
elaborated for the retrieval of bibliographical informa-
tion which was given the name INBIS (Search for Bib-
liographical Information) . The system also functions 'by
the use of the machine ZAM-4.1. The selection of the
information from the collection and its preparation in
the form of topical bibliographical lists can be made
to answer enquiries which correspond to the classi-
fication part (symbols' part) of the description or to
their textual partsAs regards the last case, descriptions
are chosen according to the correlation of word sequences
contained in an .inquiry with those in the collection. A se-
arch request formulation is introduced into the machine
with the help of a perforated paper tape. The time of
search done in collections depends on the degreeof com-
plexity of requests. The time of searching of 1000 items
in the collection for simple requests with the classifica-
tion part amounts only to about 1 Minute, but for compli-
cated requests with a widely build textual part the sear-
ching" time of 1000 items in the collection is 7-8 times
as the former. The IBIS system is, undoubtedly, very
interesting, but it could not be widely used, and therefore
it ought to be considered experimental as far as the re-
cording and alphanumeric search are concerned.

The problem of mechanization and automation of in-
formation processes were the subject of interest to the
Central Institute of Scientific, Technical and Economic
Information as early as the years 1964-65-66. The job
that was done was of introductory nature and it was
limited to the research on literature and elaboration of
the idea aimed at organizing and carrying on the experi-
ments. Some works being the part of the research prob-
lem were, among other things, carried out within the
compound researchplap which was worked out by .the
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Standing Working Group for Scientific and Technical

Information acting within the Council of Mutual Econo-

mic Cooperation (SEW). They may be regarded as theo-

retical, being concentrated on the classification and in-

formation retrieval languages, research on different kinds

of indexes, etc. These works arc continued. Special atten-

tion is being paid within this group of probleMS to des-

criptors and thesauri as well as to the UDC problems,

In 1967 it was resolved by CI [`'1'E to work (nit the

experimental system for one of the central information
holdings run by the Institute. For these purposes the

central register of research papers already completed by

the Institute was chosen. On the basis of this publication

«Guide of Scientific and Research Papers» was coming

out quarterly. Decision was taken to prepare this refe-

rence publication by Means of a computer, as ,the first

stage automation. The cooperation was established with
ZOWAR (Zaklad Obliczeniowy 7-- Computation Centre) in
Warsaw disposes of a computation centre and spe-
cialists- programmers. Then it came to set up a group of

people that includes the specialists from CIINTE and
ZOWAR, with the aim to work out the proicet of the
system. The order for elaboration of appropriate program-
mes has been placed with ZO \VAR. The most characteri-
stic feature of the system is the use of UDC for the

grouping of information in the above-mentioned publica-

tion. The system is called IGA (Informacja Grupowana
Automatycznie Information Grouped Automatically)
and programmed to be realized by the computer IBM-1440

(machine with disc memory). About'50 programs were
elaborated for the. system providing it with the supervi-
sing program, thus enabling the automatic control between
the programmes to operate. The publication contains a col-

lection of data arranged according to the UDC symbols,

the subject and the'author index and also a list of/ con-

tents. The IGA system came into operation in 1968, un-
dergoing different imitations. At present «the Guide» co-
mes out every month and in includes the bibilographica
descriptions of. the completed research papers and the
above-mentioned indexes. The work has now been started

on the reprogramming of the IGA system for a tape
computer as well as on the programmes designed for.sear-
ching the required information in a collection.
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Another initiative taken by CIINTE was the elalIora-
lion of a project of the system to make up, with the help
of the machirv: ZAM-41, the KWOC index intended for
the collection of documentation cards relating- to inforra-
lion problems run by CIINTE. Basing on this collection
CIINTE has, for several years, been publishing «Przeglad
Pismiennictwa Zngadnien Informacji-h (Review of Litera-
ture on Information Problems). In order to project a sys-
tern a group of specialists, from CIINTE and from the
Institute of Mathematical Machines was organized by
the end of 1967. The .project was completed, experiments
were conducted,_and the system was put into operation
in the third quarter of 1969, and as early as 1967 a
reference book consisting of -two parts (main bibliogra-
phical list and.K.WOC index) was published. Each item of
the bibliographical list is referred to the corresponding item
of the PPZI issue. When. accomplishing this project the ma-
in collection of key words was build up. The system can
be utilized to make up the KWOC index for other col-
lections of documentary information run by CIINTE.

In 1967 CIINTE undertook the initiative in the deve-lopment of cooperation with branch information centres onthe preparation of systems, making the experiments con-cerning the use of computers for publishing- processesand information retrieval. Furthermore, CIINTE put for-ward the idea of organizing, at separate computer cent-res, the teams of the branch centres concerned called «theclubs of computer users». In 1968 cooperation Was under-taken with the Information 'Centre of Electronics andTeletechnics UNITECH which took the initiative as earlyas 1967 to utilize the compUter for the works connectedwith the publishing of «Current. Bibliography» comingout once a week, and for the search of information inthe collection. For the description of documents UNITECI-Iprepared their own glossary of descriptors which is cur-rently brought up to date. As a result of cooperation bet-ween the Information Centre UNITECH, CIINTE andthe Bureau of Research and Projects for the System ofElectronic Data Processing, the printing and retrievalsystem was accomplished for the machine ICT-900 calledby its cryptonim ASIA (Automatyczna Selekcja InformacjiAdresowane Automatic Selection of the Addressed In-
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formation) . The bibliographical description made on a
special form is, by means of the automatically writing
device «Optima» 528, carried on to the eight-channeled
tape perforated according to the ABC code. This tape ope-
rates as a carrier of data to be introduced into a com-
puter. At the output of the computer, fo: preparation of
the column «Current Information», a pe)forated tape ac-
cording to the «OPTIMA» code is being obtaii,ed. The re-
cording of the text is performed by the automatic writing
device «OPTIMA» 528. The ASIA system, in its printing
part, has already been put into operation. The research on
the elaboration and implementation of the programmes
for retrieving the information requested have also been
completed.

In addition to UNITECH, other introductory research
work connected with the use of a computer in information
processes is also, for several years, conducted in the Mi-
nistry of Engineering Industry and Ministry of Heavy
Industry to meet their own needs. The main stress was
laid on the elaboration of foundations suited to a new
form and contents of bibliographical description by a
wide application of descriptors. The problem of the appli-
cation of a computer for information processing was the
subject matter of training courses in the form of confe-
rence. A number of branch centres are working on this
P'roblem. These are: the above-mentioned Branch Centre
at the Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy in Gliwice, Branch
Centre at the Industrial Institute of Agricultural Machines
in Poznan, etc. In 1967, to. develop the research work the
Centre of Technical and Economic Information Processing.
was established under the Ministry of Heavy Industry. ln
1969. the Centre worked out for the machine ICT 900 a
project of the publishing and retrieval system ASIW to
handle the information relating to business trips made
on the initiative of the Ministry of Engineering and Mi-
nistry of Heavy Industry. This system has already been
put into operation. The above-said centre is also preparing
the foundations for working out of the SAGO -CZAS sys-
tem for the machine ICT 1900 in order to print and
retrieve the information about articles in scientific and
technical journals. In both systems, subject headings, in
addition to the bibliographical description, were used to
describe the content of documents.
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In the years 196,----1970, CIINTE, in cooperation
\vith the Institute of Building Technology worked out
the project of the automatic retrieval of patent infor-
mation (SAWI-2P) for the machine Minsk-22. For ex-
perimental purposes a collection of patents within the
class 37 (building structures) and 80 (building mate-
rink) was prepared. The aim of the system is to solve
the problem of retrieving from the information eollec-
tkm contained in the memory of a computer the neces-
sary patent specificath.ms with the help of its various
data (different classifications, fc.)rmal and legal ele-
ments and descriptors) .

An introductory work on the elaboration and pub-
lication of catalogues and current bibliography has been

. done in National Library \vhich cooperates .with the In-
stitute of Mathematical Machines and utilizes ClINTEs
experience.

The initiative taken in the field of research, design
and e:;:perimentation to usc a computer for information
proces,-;.ing has, for the last two years, extended and
includlud new centres and groups of specialists. The pre-
sent c(Aridition may .be clharacter-iz as allows:
1. So fair,. the job taken and wori:s the use of corn-

puter-: for information processes in' --Poland ought to
be L....-usidered as introductory to make the groups of
-spez.i.ists familiar \\Ith the problem and to train the

staff
2. The .xperiments conducted will enable to collect ex-

perk: toes' which will help to work out the projects
fitted for a wide application of computers in the na-
ti011;11 system of information, bearing- in mind the na-

tionwide automated system of information
3. The present research and experimental works have

been carried on in a dissipated way, in different 17..; 1-
ditions, with different equipment used, and devoid of
a common aim and uniform foundations. Different car-
riers, of 'information, different classifications and in-
dexing languages have been used. They may then be
regarded as introductory and experimental as compa-
red to the advanced stage of the .automated system
of scientific information in the world.
The forecasts relating to the development: of scien-

tific and technical information for the next 5 years, pro-
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Ode COI1C1Tie :111(1 SlICCOSSiVe 11111/10111(111:ItirTh 0 :11.110-

111:Iteil processes fur the nationwide system ol
and technical ,atformation. The fundamental .requi-

rements to be put on the system of automated, informa-
tion is to ensure the universality of information flow.
It results from the designed and realized ors anizati,mal
structure of the country information service adapted to
the system of the planned economy.

In the present manual sysicin information the
university flows is assured. In the amomate.d systk_m it
makes n,,:-,;:esSary to standardize the documentary entry,
indexing language and parameters of the equipment and
outfit. The starting point is to coordinate research and
experimental works. These works, in compliance with the
plans worked out by CIINTE and the .Plenipotentiary
of the Go)vernment for Electronic Data Processing, will
be developed in the field of automated printing and sear-
ching systems for various s. fences, in cooperation with
the information -.centres concerned. As the present fore-
casts indicate, in the years -197.1-1973 a project of na-
lional-wide system of automated information -will be wor-
ked out, and in the years 1(..)74-1975 and in the years
to follow gradual implementation for practical purposes
will be performed. The works that. deserve the greatest
attention are those relating to :1)I[I,e elaboration or 3u sub-
system project for the automatec'a information being
run- by the Bureau of Patents and CIINTE, the warks
oil the automation of printing .processes of central ca-
talogues, catalogue publications, current bibliography to
be clone by The National Library, as well as the works
on the automation of inforn-u-ition in the' field of speciali-
zed holdings done jointly with the Centre of Economic
and Technical Information Processing of the Ministry of
Heavy Industry and Ministry of Engineering Industry.
At the same time, alongside of the experimental works
it is Scheduled to conduct the experimental works.

The integral part of the system designed will be also
the subsysteMs of specialized central holdings now organi-
zed by CIINTE. They consistof information holdings con-
cerning the completed research papers, translations of
foreign scientific and technical publications made into
Polish, topical surveys already prepared, publications
on information problems, documentation and library sci-
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once. The important ell teriyi".-;ing- will be tai o subsystem
of current awareness inforinion relating lL the artikHes
in scientific and technical .10-urnals. The important ele-
ment (..) the system is the 441:1-z.ral coMputer .centre to he
set up at the end of the ne:xt 5 years in order to Make
possible servicing the central! hOICHIWS of information,
centralization of information publications of the current
awareness type.

The elaboration and implementation Of the project for
:automated information on the nation wide scale is not
limited to the initiative taken in the preparation and rea-
lization of fractional projects relating to individual fields.
However, it is assumed as a: condition to harmonize th.e
efforts with the coor(linatiti institution CIINTE. The
essential condition for the ellip:oration of the nationl-wide
project is the development on; a large scale of research
and experimental works. Tilielre are difficult_ problems
among them to be solved: eil.;,H=sifi`atibn systems, indexing
and information retrieval ];:.:raguage. EI;orts are to be
made to work out a univer.,,,,;:aZ information retrieval lan-
guage.

The project in progress AvAl be harmonized with the
project of international systemy for scientific and technical
,information in the countries .2?,-,rouped in the Council of
Mutual Cooperation which_is'heing worked out by the In-
ternational Centre of Informal:ion in Moscow. In this case
the coordination is indispenible to ensure appriopriate
cooperation.

The project should also lake into account the world
trends in mechanization and automation of information
processes. It is necessary to present some of them as the
most important.

setting up of large branch automated centres of in-
formation (printing and retrieval systems) capable of
providing the users with the encoded information ta-
pes
automatic processing. of documentS (abstracting)
input of many texts into the memory of a computer
by rapidly working readers of texts
storage of a great number of informations in the ex-
ternal memories of
utilization of a computer through the transmission data
network
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elaboration and applicatio of tile devices for storage
and printing of graphit7a1 information,
receipt of information from a computer immediately On
to rificrofif,:hcs and mirofilms
searching in microform collections by corn p t r
working out of a modern retrieval language with uni-
versal nature
In the light of the debate held at ie Second Internatio-

nal Semimar on the UDC and Mc:chanized Information
Systems (Frankfurt on Main 15 .Juice, 1970) the LIDC
could be such a language after all Hate modification_

The introduction of computers ty, the information sys-
tem requires of .a qualified staff itk) be able to carry on
research and to utilize the automated subsystems which
are put into operation.
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